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IN'.:'10DU1~TTOl: 
The reciprocal effects of vegetation and soils have lone been a 
subject of speculation an~ conjecture . In the management of any natural 
land area the problem of interp~eting vegetational expression is es-
pecially important . The effects o~ native vehetation on soils and the 
effects of the soil on the 7eGetation have been studied nnd observed 
for many years . The arid- de.-5ert ran6e lands have been studied least 
and as a re ">ult are not well understood . 
As human populations increase there will be additional need for 
aGricultural production , c:.nd these lands na~r be put to hi:her use , per-
haps even to irrigated crop pro·:iuction . Basic to in~re.a~inc the 
produ ·tivity of these lands is an understa..."'ldin; o:: the ve.;etation they 
are now supportin1;, what they supporte ... prior to their use by domestic 
livestock , 'lnd why the pre::;~nt vegetation crows to the exclusion of 
other ve~etation typos . 
The areas under study rtere con:· i.ned to the shad9calo anti sat;ebrush-
grass zones of Utah (7) . In these zones the desert shrab types .:·arm the 
matrix of cliJJaX vebetation . Embedded in this matrix a~e vrhnt appears 
to be edaphi~ally controlled climax communities . 
n~azing in the past 60 to 70 years is believed responsible for con-
siderable chance in floristic cover o .. the salt-desert . Scme pere~~ial 
heroaceous species belon~ins to the climax have decreased or over exten-
sive ar eas perhaps disappeared . Some of the more desirable shr~b; also 
have been reduced by grazin~ . In many cases annual herbs have become 
est&blis~ec in vacated areas . The reJult of t~ose changes in floristic 
composition is a less de ;irable ~orai;e &n..i consequently a aecline in 
grazin~ capacity. 
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The invasion of halogeton (Halogeton glomeratus ) on abused range 
lands of the intermountain wP.st has done much to brin~ the retrogradation 
of these ranGes to public attention. H1mdreds of thousands of dollars 
have already been spent for study and control o~ this plant . Veney is 
still bei n - appr opriated for these purposes. 
Native ve6etation in a vigorous state of productivity apparently 
controls local invasion or suppresses extensive o~cupation by halo~eton . 
Yost attempts at seedin5 arid salt-desert ran;es have been unsuccessful , 
therpfore , a knowledge of vegetat ion compo~ition obtainable under good 
management is of primary importance in land administration. Most 
problems of range deteriorat~on must be answered through natural re-
habilitation and wise use of natural fora0e species. 
Classification of these ran;e lands is an important function of 
the administering a ·encies . Proper carrying capacities and management 
practices should oe based on correct classification of the lands . In 
order to appraise present condition of these range lands the normal 
condition or climax must be understood . The Bureau of Land Management 
vmich controls most of this salt-desert land must classify it as to 
whether it is !10tentially 1rable or not . The question arises as to 
whether ve : etation now present on these salt-desert ranc~s is an ade-
quate index to their capabiliti~s . 
Plant indicators havP oeen used to a limited extent for classi .fying 
areas f or cultivated crop nroduction and for :;razin.;. The role of 
ecotypic variation within the ~lant specie~ has been largely over-
looked in ~lassifyinb salt-desert lands. Essential to use of plant 
in icators is kno·.vled ~ e o ' ·.vhether these domin'lnt species re>quire 
some particular element or condition found in the soil or >7hether they 
are present merely because they can tolerate these conditions . This 
knowledr e i s vital to an understanding of the distribution of the flora 
and to the successful mana~ement of the salt-desert ranbes. 
This study was initiated to obtai n information cont ributing to 
a better understanding of ~r some of the desert plants grow where 
they do, and what r ole soil , water , and minerals pl ay in pl ant distri-
bution . Such information shoul d be a useful tool in the hands of 
persons at tempting to classify these lands properly. 
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PEI.Tr:Vl OF LTTEP.A'ITHE 
The plant inrli cator concept "!.s o"' lon[j stand.in_: . Sa."!l:--son (h2) 
sta~ed lhllt the plant in~icator concept is based on a cause a.'I'J.d effect 
relationship ·:rhere the effect is taken as a sign of the cause . All pl3.nts 
a!'e a l!l'J!iSnre o.f their r>nvironment . An~r plant species rr~y , to 30me ex-
t nt , in ica"tc the ne!.ture o ~ its environment; ~·et only a :'ew key species 
of a ;-iven ,_ocality are as a rule , s·.lfl'1.ci-3ntly re.:;tricted by :.;rorrth 
ccnlitions to be helpful . 
Shantz (~3) stated that as a restlt o~ rain~~ll en the lnn~ surf1ce 
o:~ the earth , a pl·•nt "O'..rer has developed in phys .:.o:!.o,;ical ·m i ecological 
balance ·.vith th~ climatic con~Utions and ;:;ubstrat~:::~ . H·J fur!:.her noted 
that ~lant communities are often losel~.- r:o.rr'"!la!:.ed w·ith the ~leveloped soil 
and often q :ite in.:!ependent of the narent ma.Lerinl :'rc:n --::hir"!-: tl~" >oil was 
o!"i in.1lly formerJ . He also ·.n ·i~ateci that thn r, re:;.t pl.-mt com:nunnies are 
reln.ti'.•el:v ..:.nrl.:3pen"!ent o C sucl:l f::.ctors <J.s php;i~.3.l compos it i.on o!' the 3oil , 
while the snaller cr minor ~orrr.!mities are o:ten directly .::ffe<~ted ty 
such f'{cto::-s . 
Mason (36) nointed out that pl:mt .:iistrib:ltion ::.s prim?..r il:; control-
led by the C:istribution cf climatic factor"' . n~ furtrer ')P!ph:l.sizeJ that 
plant i istribution i::l secon >trily contrcUed by -:he (~istr::.tution of' edaphic 
fa::tors . P.~ al so recot;nized that the funct.~_on:: -::ove!'ning the existance 
and successful reproduticn of nlant species are lim:..tcu by definite ranGeS 
o: ; n:.ensi t;.' o~' particuVr clilntic , ec! nhic , 'ln~ t:' iotic factors . He 
:further obser:ed that in the life histor;r of the or ~<:.nism there c1re times 
w~en it is in some critical phase of' i1:::; developm·':nt t··1hich has n nar row 
tcleranc~ ran;:.e for a particular factor i.n the envircnr.len't . The narrower 
the ran::;e o,.. tolerancP , the nor cr l.tical the :: ctor beccrr:es . 
s 
Mason (37) concluded that environment determines the pattern 
of distribution of all plant species. Environment permits the function-
ing of only those individuals whose tolerances have been preadapted 
to the special conditions of that environment . Yason also stated 
that of the various categories of environmental factors, the conditions 
of any factor or combination of fact ors may serve to restrict the 
range of some species of plants. He concluded that the edaphic 
factor is most likely to occur in sharply defined patterns and often 
in small areas . 
Accordi nG to Mason (38), functioninb of plants is conditioned by 
the factors of the environment as they operate to control physiological 
processes . He further stated that the i nterbr eedin ? population, 
throu~h physiological f unctioning of i ndividuals and the mechanism of 
gene exchan~e, SPts up a sel~-perpetuating dyn~c system so that 
functionin; individuals conUinually are beinB produced as old ones 
die . Out _of the mass of p~eadapted seed, the envi ronment permits 
the survival of only those which are capable or carryin; on all of 
their vital functions under the conditions prevailin; i n that en-
vironment . 
Gleason (25) pointed out that the ordinary process of misration 
brings the r cor oductive bodies of a single pl~nt or a species of 
pl ·mt into many places an:! also the reproductive bodies of I:l.UilY plant 
speci~s into the same place . Uicroclimate was believed responsible 
for determining which may live , depending onthe physiological demands 
of each species. 
Billings (10) defines t he environment of a plant as the sum of 
all external f orces and substances affectin0 the growth , structure, 
and r eproduction of that plant. Plant growth and distribution 
he stated are limited when any factor in the environment falls below 
the minimum required for the plant or when any factor eoes over the 
maximum tolerated by the pl~nt. A sincle factor often can limit the 
growth, reproduction, or distril:1ution of a single plant species. Near 
the edge of the boundary of a species one environmental factor may 
compensate for another and the plant will be found growinb in habitats 
that do not seem to be normal. 
Billin6s (9) pointed out that chemical differences in the soil 
produced a marked chan~e in the vegetation within a fairly uniform 
I climatic. Billin:s (10) recognized that the fundamental problem of 
plant ecology is an un~erstandin~ of the close relationship existing 
between the veeetation anp its environment. He stated that veJetation 
and soil are subject to the control of climate w~ich Dlays a leading 
role in the develooment and maintenance o~ both. 
In a study of pl3nt distribution , the rola of diseas~ or other 
catastrophe cannot be discounted. Woods (52) found that disease was 
a conditional response occurrinG only under suitable environm~ntal 
conditions but that it was of iffiryortance in determinins plant distribu-
tion. 
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BillinGS (5) divides the Intermountain Region into two associations, 
the Atriplex-Artemisia and the Salvia-Artemisia association. Many 
veeetational types exist '-'iithin each of these associations and these 
vary considerably especially as to their edaphic requirements . He 
further divides the Atriplex-Artemieia association i.nto two zones on 
the basis of macro-climate . Each of these zones ~e points out is a 
vc: etational mosaic consisting of a climax matrix community in which 
are embe ,~ded various edaphic communities. The wanner and G.rier zone 
is the shad~cale zone the other the ~arebrush-~rass zone . 
Fautin (22) in hi s study of the biotic communities of the Northern 
Desert Shrub found shadscale widely distr ibuted i n the more xeric parts. 
He noted t hat shadscale was well adapted to xeric condition~ and that 
it occurred in areas where the soil mineral content was beyond the 
tolerance of sagebrush . He noted that ~reasewooJ usually~ows on 
soils high in alkali and with a high water table . He emrhasized t hat 
alkali is not necessary for th~ growth of greasewood but a high soil 
moi sture content i s necessary. The •rinterfat community was found to 
occupy sandy, perneable soils where the salt content did not exceed 
0. 04 t o 0 . 05 percent in the 11pp~r two .!'eet. 
In studyinci the vegetation of tho Great Basin, Billin~(7) found 
that vegetation zones were caused primar·~ by the effects of climate 
and soil on the distribution of the domi nant species of the zone. The 
mosaic of smaller environmental differences within the ~eneral environ-
mental limits of the principal dominants may be caused by edanhic 
factors , topography, or successional stages of the vegetation itsel f . 
He indicated that shad~cale in Utah occurs in pure stands on the heavy 
salty soils of the dr ier valleys , usually with a saline subsoil. He 
also pointed out that the communities of greasewood, saltbush, and 
winterfat embedded in the s hadscale matrix were all indi cators of 
different combinations o"' salinity an:l ground water conditions. 
The gr easewood a~sociation and greasewood-shad-cale association 
in the Carson Desert of Nev~da were also found by Billin~s (6) to be 
-~rowing on saline clay soils . 
Boyko (lh) pointed out that the vegetation of an area i s a much 
better index to the climate o.!' that area than is a collection of 
met eorological data which describes isol~ted single factors . He also 
pointed out that plants near the limits of survival react r 1~dily to 
7 
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the minutest chan~e3 in thPir environment 
Shantz (4J) stated that sa,;ebrush in the Northern Desert Shrub 
type in.iicat~s a pervious soil moistened to a depth of several feet 
I 
I 
<:!.nd free from alkali. He further noted that shadscale dominn.tes the 
I 
r.:ore l·~vel and mature soils o: the whole sa ebrush desert ·.mere the 
rainfall is less than on s .;ebrush land . Under the shadscale the soils 
are of fine texture with harmful amounts of alkali at a depth of one 
t o two feet . Soils un::ler winterfat vary consider ably but are often 
of f i ne texture 1tith alkali at a depth of one to two feet . Greasewood 
he said indicates a soil well supplied ;vito water and containin · more 
than 0.5 percent o ~ s~lt . 
Stewart , Cottam, and Hutchincs (45) in their study in Western 
Ut~~ found sjact;.cale on liJht- textured soils. with salt content \ arying 
from J . 02 to O. OS percent depenc!in._. on depth of samplin~ . 'l,'fintcrrat 
also ;'las ;ro·;;in::; on lic:ht- textured soils but ,:ith a salt content ,,ary-
in_, from J . 03 to J . 6 p0rcent . In the ·arne a rca , sagebrus11 was i?rowing 
on th0 li0 htest textured soils . The sal+ content varied from 0 . J2 
percent at six inches to J .l percent at 42 inch~s . 
Kearney, Bri;gs , Shantz , McLane , and Piemeisel (33) i n their 
st•1dy in Tooele ~ey, Utah !'IOted three cha•·acteristics typical of 
the Ve[etation of the Great Basin, the great extent of the area o~curied 
continuously by a singl e type of' . eLetation , the sharpness of the 
bounlarie s beb;cen the areas occupied by each type , an~ the great 
predominance of one or very fc•:: !::p cies in each t ype . They _ ound 
the sa~ebr~sh occurrin~ chiefly on the bench l :Ulds , on coarse- textured 
soils ;•;ith low salt contrmt . The shadscale v.as foun to occupy a 
'Nide belt acro.:> s the middle of the vall ey ·:iith a hibh salt content 
below the ~opth of one or bm feet. They found grea~ewood to be grou-
ing in soil v;Uh a fairly ~igh moisture equival~nt and a hit;h salt 
content from the second foot clown and often in the surface foot as well. 
Shantz and Piemeisel (~) studying th-: vegetation of Escalante 
Valley found conditions very simil~ to those found in Tooele Valley 
by Kearney et al. (33) . Sa,;:ebrus~ was growing on moderately light-
textured soils with a low salt content. Plants &rowin T on soils with 
more than 0. 5 percent salt at the three- to four-"oot level '.Vere sickly 
and stunted. Winterfat was r;rowinc; on soils of fine texture with a 
low salt content in the upp9r two feet but often with salts un to one 
per cent at .;reater depths . The shadscale association occupied land 
that had a high salt content , hardpan, or coarse g~avel at 18 to 24 
inches . The 3alt content was usually low in the surface two feet but 
was as hi gh as 2.5 percent at the three and four foot depth. Grease-
wood occupied the lower , heavier-textured, nore saline soils in the 
middl e o!' the ·.'alley. It was pointed out that i't'hile ::;reas~'>wood is 
not an infallible indicator of a ~igh salt content , the salt content 
of the first feat usually ranges from 0. 03 to 0.41 percent salt, the 
second :oat O. OJ to 0.6 percent , and the third 0. 05 to 1.08 percent . 
Greas~=>wood-shadscale rnistuY"es also were found growing in areas with 
soil conditions ;ntermediate between soil conditions of the pure types . 
Weaver and Clements (49) and Clements (16) stated that soils on 
which sa&ebrush was growin~ were ~ree from large amounts of salts and , 
unless too shallow, were suited for a&ricultural purposes. According 
to their analysis , winterfat indicated soils non-saline in the : irst 
foot , with saline soilc; at ; reater depths. Shadscale also indicated 
soils non-saline in the fir~t foot •nth saline soils further down. 
Greasewood indicated a sc-.:.1 well drained in summer, moist below two 
feet , and saline throu ~hout. 
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Marb ('~c') in a St'ldy of Vef;etntion and soil relations in the 
lo7icr Colorado Des~rt "oun·1 a con::;ic!'1::-ablc a.mo:mt of interdependence 
betiVe~n th"l \'ar~ou::; rlant species a'ld soil cha!'act~'>ristlcs . 
·,7orl:in.:: prim:.ril:r with ~ar;c'bra":>h , shad1cale , an·:! creas11wooc~ , in 
southwo.:;tern Utah, Roberts ('!1), Fireman .md Haywarc' (2:) foun:l that 
10 
th8 re '':as a signL:icant difference i:-1 .,H, sol.ubl~ salt s , an'.l cxchan=-eable 
sodium :n th~ surf'a'"'e soil collected directly bl3ncath shad,;cale and 
t;reas.-"!wcoc! and the :mrfa~e s0il collected in the barren areas between 
the nlants . This condition was not founc in the case of sagebrush. 
Hay-.... ard and Spurr (29) sturiyin::; tho e".-ects of isosmotic concentra-
tions of ~alts on entry o~ wat~r into corn roots foun~ that the force 
with which water was held to the soil particle and also the soluble 
salt present in a soil were important factors in cteterm·i.nin.~ water 
available to a "Jl ant . rr:-:c': 1'-lrth~r stat~d that the salt tolerance of 
a plant may be related to the osmotic pressure that can be maintained 
by the cell sap o: a pl~nt . 
Binischadler (11) in Wyomin1; found some pl ants to be an in'.:.cation 
of sali.ne s~ils vlithout a· igh v:ater tabl~ . Shadscale wac; fmm i on 
heavy soil. The s·1rfa:e was free o~ solubl~ salt~ but the sub-soil 
vras u:>uall:-' saline an•! a l kali. Gr.,a-:e·.-.-oo-1 ;1a3 _ro··:in~ on deep s0ils , 
mcic:;t in thn subsoil and sub~tratun . Man" of these :=;oils contained 
a hi. ''1 toLal salt content and suf::'ic i ent sod:i.um to :-:::1u se dispersion. 
Acco,..din:: to Beadl e {4) s0il propertie:> affect both t!H? specl~s 
com~o ition a~~ the £ro~th form o: plant 3 . It ~as further pointed 
ont that the s::>'il prop~rti~s which freq'.lently ::overn pl;nt com..'ll'.!nitiP.s 
are concent -a•io!'l c~' <>odium chlori 4 e , ~lay pans in ':.he B horizon , 
or phc~phorous content o: the soil . 
Albrecht (2) pointed out that since calcium, phosphorous, and 
potassium furnish the major mineral portion of the soil fertility 
they can ~reatly influence the ecological array of plants. 
The toxicity of chloride and sulfate sal·s which accumulate in 
plants was studied by Eaton (21). He found no evidence of an abrupt 
point at which toxicity effects became pronounced . He further pointed 
out that the limit of tolerance of a plant appeared to be an intan-
gible concept and that death took pl~ce slowly over a range of 
conditions . 
Thorne and Peterson (47) stated that plant inj11ry due to salt 
concentration in the soil solution varied accordin6 to the salts 
present . They also pointed out that there was oft~n no clear-cut 
distinction between effects of various salts and of drought on the 
metabolism and nutrition of plants. Various anions and cations were 
found to have specific effects on some plants. 
Saline and alkali soils were intensively discussed in Agriculture 
Handbook No. 60 (1). Specific ion effects on various species were 
poiDted out . It was po inted out that saline soils have little if a~ 
effect on the absorption of anions by the plants. Phosphorous and 
nitroGen were found to be less available in calcareous alkali soils. 
It was further pointed o~t that analysis of plant parts may serve for 
diagnosing mineral excesses or deficiencies in a soil. 
i?hite (50) studied the groun~ water supplies of tho Escalante 
Vall~ of Utah . He estimated the ground water of the area by the 
transpiration of water from the ol-nts of the area and evaporation 
from the soils. He concluded that vegetation of an area is sometimes 
a reflection of the ground water. 
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B~cazealc ( 1~) ~e?ortinc en the alkal i tc1e~ance of p1~nts con-
cluded tr:at tne L"'l.it of enciuranc~ o:: a ?lant for alkali salts neems 
to be dctcrr:iined. by the :uno·mt o: 'llkali tha: is reqJireri to kill the 
enz~rr.: ·s of th~ rcot~ that a:re concerned mth ... ~o,\"'th . He listed an 
order of toxicity of ~lkali -,alts and 'lointntl out that the order of 
to::icit7 depC'r:'b on the nmn'·er of units or t l.:n~ that the l·nt has 
come i::1 .::ontact with the s'1lt •.h:ring its period of adaptat icn . 
Furthe-r e·-iden:::~ thnt the sc ils of an ;.rea play an im wrt.:mt 
role in the ecolobical 1rra'' ot plant.3 was found by A1 ·'m (3) . He 
rerorts that the distribution o: cerrado in Brazil within its 
phvtq;ec;raphic ~·egions is contrcllcd b:r the scil mcr3 th3.n any 
other ~colo~icnl ar.tor . 
Wi.lde and L~·af ()'1) >tudyin.,: th:: r0lat ion:.; hip:: b<!breen th~ ce;;rce 
o' 3c.i1 ?odzollz.:1tion an! tho co:r.Jpo '· iticn o(' t:rc,m ' ~over ve:etation 
in :-:isconsin fo:.mj only ~'"'stricted o'.rcrlappin:; of edaphic and 
:'lor is tic boun-:.L1ri.es . 
:>aline anc.: al}a1.i soils were described ;m'! claGs:fied by Uagistad 
C1 ,) . He rcinted cut that r;vun tho•1ch pl.:nt Gro·"t'1 l; ~s been shovm to 
be rolatet~ to the osmotic pres~urc 0'~ the -;u"!)stratE' ' +J;e n:e-::h"'lni "i:rl 
o!' the action ::au~ i.!'l~: reduce.: crowt'l is not knol'fTI . A.::cord.in,; to his 
con-::lusicn- , thi3 reduction o- •"'l'•n1~ rorth ::1ay be the r-:nuP o" t!1e 
:p~ecipit:J.tion of cell prota:..)last.1 ·.·.-i.th hi._,h oc-motie pres!:.lure or U:.e 
:!isttU"ba."lce of the nornal nutrition o!: t!'le plant. Ma~is'...ad i\~rther 
obser.red that the saline alkali so; ls are uc; nllj' per:-::~abl-:.> ba~ause 
of' t!:.e hi:;h r;alt conLmt pr~ -ent . He also point-3d o·1t that pl_.,nts 
a~e unable to a"3orb the n >c<:lS " J.r:"t ' hnt 'ooc.! is the :pH ··alu~ is 
: .o or gr'Jater . 
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Kearney and Harter (32) in an early publicat;on ~n the co~~~rative 
tolerances of var;ons rolants for the salts col!IT.lon in alk•li soib 
p0inted out t\'e differ ence in the way th~;c salts aff'ected SCI:J.P cereal 
cr ops . They rAcognized great differenc~s in tolerance even among 
phnt"' of th'! ZPJ!le ra'llily . Also the equalizinr effe t!> o: calcium 
salts on the toxicitv of some of the othJJr salts ·.vac: er.tphasized • 
. Increa~es in thP osmoti~ pressure of expressed tissue fluins 
which resulted fr om th8 add i t ion of various salts to soils tended to 
parallel the increa~es i n osmotic pressuree of the Gulture colutions , 
accordin r• t o Eaton 6b ). A.lso t he v:at~r T'Pquir~nents tf'naP.d to be 
lo'l"mr for ':'lants ·-r owi ng on saUne than fo-:- t!1ose ,:rmring on non-
saline soils . 
Harris , Gertner , Hoff'metn, tavn-en-::c, a:1C. V.:>..len:. ine ( 20) , working 
in Too<:>le Vallev, Ut 1~ :o·.m 4 th.1t t he o!'motic pre!""'llr~ o" ero!'PS<"~d 
tissue flui :is frcm various nl:l nt c:p"!cios increa-;ed as the osmr-tic 
pressure of the ~oil sol ution in~reased . They alqo showed that the 
osmcti" -::oncentr-=ttion of ·.vood:r ~'l:.nts ·.1as r:mch higher than that of 
he r bacpous plants . 
Harris (27) foun~ phys ic- crf'>mical ""'r C'nPrties of th~ tissue 
fluids to bf> of "nnd::imt:>ntal importance in detP.rmini.ng the relati0n-
ship of t he · l·:nt o!"bani~ms to its envir on1':1Pnt . He "urth"'r in~icated 
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~hat since cxt~rnal ronditi0ns ev~rt influence upon th"' cha~ac~Pristics 
of the i ndividual, it must be throu 7 h the medi urn o~ the lio..p1 i "!~ 
surr 0 m 1i n the proto"Ql asm. 
The -o.,sible role o.: t c;dc su'bstances producerl b:r cne )"ll ant i n 
the dist r ibution of other '""l::tnts has len~ - been a subject of specul~ticn 
sta:.ed BonnPr (13). Bonner an~l G<~lst on (12) foun d that : nayule :;--l..,nts 
prod'..lce substanres which reduce or prev::mt ,:ermination of bU"Y'Jle 
"f '· • '2 C) ,., 0 .. ~~-U~;:) 
seedlint;s beneath them. The .::!esert shrub Encc liu !'.'lrinosa ~·1as f oJ.nd 
to produce toxic substances which ~everel.r !·eturded {;rmvth of the 
tomato i n the 1abo ·a tory ( 26) . .6.rte:n:sia a~ :;enthbm ( 26) has '.)een 
shovm tc conb::..n in i ts 1-::aves an j_nhi h:.tin6 satstance w:-:ich ~aj· sev-
~rcly stunt oth~r spe~ic: . Bonner (12) concludes tha~ associa: icn 
or non- association o:..~ .Jiffer ent spec~cs :nay in some .~a:-:;•=s be th.;; re~ult 
or specific chemical co:npo.m~ 3ecreted "vy one of the::t . 
Hilton (31) stuuyin g t.he uerm :.nnticn o:' 3ee..::; of Zur otia lan ta 
under various condition::: showed that ._;erJ:.ination was complJtely 
restricted in a sodi...m •hlori !P. solution of three percc:mt . At :on-
centrations o f J . ) to 1. 0 percent of salt .:l hiz;h~r &ermlnat:.on was 
attained and ~ore health;; seedlin_;s res1:Ued than in distillec! water . 
Stoddart (46 ) and Ceo}: and Harris (17) fou n 1 that the chemical 
conposition of some • l:mts i:. northern Ut ah w::ts ~r"l~tlj- ln!'l11ence·! 
by the 3ite and soil on Ym.:c'1 they were Gro•·:inb. 
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SPi::CIF.S S'I'U!JTr.'l) ANI Pf'J3ITA'I' nr..SCRTP'!'ION 
Vegetation on the salt-desert ran3es of Utah consists primArily 
of the shadscale and sa~eb~1sh association whic~ is a part of the 
northern desert shrub forms.tion (7) . Five vegetation types nhi~h are 
major ones of these ranges Vlere selected for this study. These were 
sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) , shadscale (Atriplex confertifoli~) , 
Nuttall ' s saltbush (Atriplex nuttallii) , winterfat (Eurotia lan~ta) , 
and greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus) . The five species contritute · 
the major portion of •tinter ranbe forace of Utah . Eat::h of the five 
has been thou~ht to be associated with ':1artiC'llar soil characteristics 
althoubh they frequently are foun .; grO'trim; in closr> associc1tion where 
there are no apparent d ifferences in so i l or topography . 
These shrubs have a deciJed tendency to zone cut into pure types 
(Fig~res 1 to J) . The line o~ demarkation between types is usually 
abrupt . A chan~e from a pure stand of one type to a pur~ stand of 
another type m~y take ulace in a zone only two to three feet wide 
(Figure 4) . An ab~Jpt transition such as this is known as an alt erne 
(49) . Examples are shovm in Figures S to 1). Occasionally the differ-
ent types are separated by broa1 transition zones . A pure sta11d may 
grade into a mi.::-:ture lri.th an adjacent type and then grade out to a 
pure stand of the other species . Each types studied v1as found growing 
adjacent to all other types under study. 
E;ach of t~e pure types occupied areas ranging in size from a 
fey, acres·to several hundreds of acres . These areas occupied by 
pure stands of different species adj~cent to one another ~ive the 
salt- desert a mottled appearance . 
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Figure 1. Pure stand of shadscale. An island of winterfat is shown in the background. 
The foothills are occupied by sagebrush and Juniper• ' 
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Figure J, Pure stand of winterfat • 
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Figure 6. An alterne with shadscale in the foreground and 
sagebrush in the background. 
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Figare 8, _l_n alterne wit·., 'vinterfat 5n the foreground and 
shadscale in the backgrcu~d. 
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Figure 9. An alterne with shadscale in the foreground and 
sa0ebtush in the background. 
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Figure 10. An alterne <rith shacsca.le in the foreground and 
greasewood in the baekground. 
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Aret:.s sel~cted for stud·.· V1e:-0 for tho ::test rart c on•~in::d to three 
larce valleys ty--'ical of the snlt- deserts of .,,~stern Uta"l. Curlew 
Vr>..lle•t is lcco.:.ed i:t TJorthw::!stP.,...n T!to.h . It is a broad , flat Yalley 
exten 'in fr~T. the ::ort~ '"'n-· o" the Great Salt Lake into southern 
I daho . Rush Valle~' is l ocabd in west central Utah . This ·,·:ide 
valley ext~ndf' .~-om Stoc\rton sout~nva~·d to Vernon, Utah. E!>eo.h.nte 
'I! a llcy is a l qr c::! , .:'lat \"nll~:' in southT;~stern Utah which •1X~ end::-
frcrl !!i 1 "ord "'outhw1.~·d to Mo ena. 
Study a~eas were p',tr<:! type::: of Poach spE>cies gro~w· r;on .. i '"110~15 
to another t ype on the 1.o·~ , "l at bottc~land~; or lo"i t Prracns . Areas 
were omitted vrhere a topo..;ranhi -: chan~e occurred con::omit::ntl;~• wlth 
the chan.:;e in type . D-"'ta'led dP.acriptions o:: each area st.'.ldi"cl are 
given in Appendix Table 1 tor' . 
Geocraphi.call:,r, the ent i r c "aU-desert under st·tdy lios within 
the Great Pasin of the F1.sin anM Ran~e Province . Also , all of the 
areas o~~upy '""~Ositicns which ·,;er P. ·~ov9re::i b:: the l" lacial L:.>ke 
BNLTJcville . · Some of the arec.s n -::ar")r t o the GrP.at Salt I.;Jke •mre 
un.ioubtcdly ""ubmerg~~ by all ~our hi6h -.vater st:?..:::es of cl~ Lake 
Bonneville (50) . Th,~s , the scil - forminr; ~rocf'sses o" these ~roas 
have :,een .:'unctionJ.l only in rec~nt geclo~ic ti!nes . other areas 
at greater c!istance from th'2 Gr3at Salt Lake or w~i.ch o:-:,;npy hiGher 
topogranhiC' positions were ?robahly ~11bt1~r5~d onlv by the earlier 
hi;;h ·wat .,. r sta t .,.c; • Thus, the P. 1r.,.as 0<tve b"l8n subject/3d t0 ;,oil 
formin~ procPsse::; rcr a ccnsi r-l,..,...ably lon;;er pcricJ o: time . 
Soil charac:eristic~ va~r ~r:!atly within th·; s:1lt-d~s~rt . 
orir;in or were , lluvial. cutv;ash f'r om adjac~nt reountai:1 ra'l :~s . The 
soils v~ry j n texture fro:n =~"lavy clay::; to sandy lo·lrn:; c:.ntl sanJs . 
Extreme "ariations i n the amount of alkalinity and salinity ar"' CO"'l"!on. 
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All of the vegetation types under study were growing on ir.unature 
desert soils ~hich reflected plainly the parent material from which 
they were being formed. Thus, these soils are classed as azonal. 
Since they have developed only sli;htly, a true soil profilo could 
not be recognized, but there was a considerable amount of layering. 
This layerinl: was prim<rily geological and related to the deposition 
of the rebolith. 
The elevation of the areas studiedvaried f rom approximately 
4,225 feet above sea l evel in Curle~ Valley, nPar Kelto~, Utah , to 
slightly over 5, 08':1 ·'eet in Escalante Valley near L:mJ , 'Ltah. These 
extremes in ol~ration were separated by a north-south distance of 
approximately 350 miles . 
All areas Tiere in a semiarid zone. As s~own in Table 1 , there 
were relatively small variat ions in climate beb:een areas . Precipi-
tation varied from 7. 04 inchP.s at Kelton (48) to 1).75 inch~s at 
Modena. Table 1 shows that long-time avera-e temperature varied 
from a January low of 22 . 2 deGrees at Kelton and St. John to an 
a\;erage January high of 26 . 3 degrees at Modena, Utah. July averages 
varied from 69. 9 d~;rees at St . John to 71.4 degrees at Kodena, 
Utah. Throu "'hout the Great Basin the precipitation is uniformly 
distributed over the yoar. Accordin~ to U. S. clim~tolo~i~al 
records (45) about 60 percent of the precipitation falls as snow 
and 40 percent as rain. Thunderstorms dur in; the s~~er months are 
common. Surface runoff is excessive durin: periods of high 
intensity rain "all or rapi(1 snow melt. 
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~a':1le 1. Summary of clir.tataloeical data frol'l o:;taticns located near 
the study a~ens 1/ 
------ Aver'lre annual 
Statlon precipi:ation 
(inches) 
J..lodem. 10. 78 
Kelton 7 . Jlt 
Lun:.l B.56 
L;: !.ford /"' . u 
St . John ) . 16 
Avera:e temperature 
January July 
(de~rees F. } (Degrees r . ) 
2? . 2 72 . 2 
1/D-lta. obtained :ro'i 'l?1 l Yea!'book of A:;ric·1lb~·e and 
oth~.,.. S'U!'.;na;·ies of T,; . '"' . '.':eath'?r Bu:-eau c "!..imatalo ;ical 
Jata . 
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UF.T;TO:-:B A.lf;) FI10CEDURF:S 
Soil samnlinb : Since the edaphic factors ~vere considered of 
prinary im~crtance in the distribution cf the vegetation types, 
netho:.is ~or rroperly saJnplin,. the soils were o!: 'ltmost ir.oortance . 
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Soi, .3anples were taken j n the field r:l.1 rinti the s·.U!ll'Jlers of 19~3 .and 
1?5\. T~e areas st·1died durinG th3 summer o.: 1?53 were ccnfi11cd to 
northern ::md central Utah and southern IJal-}o . I!' order that critical 
studies of soil profi.le characteristics cauls be en de , tranche::; lo inches 
Ylide , 7 . ;;; feet deep <mu 15 to 25 i'ect long were ·e·,cavateJ 'lsin·: a Shar.nee 
P•ll- Hoe di~ger mo~~ted on A Ford tractor (~ib~r~ ll) . 
'T'o asct?rtain whP.ther soil characteristics near the pheriph~ry of 
an area OCC 'l{:'ied by a ,u:!."e type were lv~nczPneou..: wi.th those ln the 
center of the area, a prof1l8 vras exposed near the eJoe and ·mother 
in the center of the 3rt~J. . Tbe trench na Lr the phe:-iphery o~· the 
area was desi..,-n1te(! as _r,. an the one in ttc center as P . 
In Curlev: Valle:l two profiles v;ere exoosed in a!'eas occupied by 
winterfat , sha:l.:>cale , Nuttall' s saltbush , a.'1·::i .;reasewooc and in two areas 
OCC'l:!icd by S"l ·ebrush . In order that d3.ta a.cq'..lired '.'/Ould be n.pplir:able 
over a l~rce portion of the salt-~Asert , profiles were also expo>ec in 
other lonatic.ns . Two profiles ·.ve?'·e exposed in an aror~ occ~pied by winter-
,~."lt , loco.tecl -:lpproxin<J.tel:.· five m:la::; :-wrth·;rest of Stravell, Idaho . In 
addition , in 1us'l Valley, b'.o pro!·lles iTere exposed in areas occupied 
b:r sat:;ebras~ , shadscale , \'uttall 1 s saltbush , anri cre<;Gc':ood. 
To ioternine •;lheth~'>r chan[;es in soil occurred conr:omitantly 
with changes in vecetation type , trench'3s were also excavated across 
I' lJ~~ 
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Figure 11, Shawnee Pull-hoe digger used to excavate trenches for 
soil profile study. A shadscale-aagebrush alterne 
appears in the background, 
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alternes between tYpes. These trenches varied in length, depending . 
somewhat on the ~oruptness o' the alterne (Figures 12 and 13). 
All exposed soil prof'iles wer e studied critically and each layer 
was described in detail (Figure 14). These descriptions are sholffi in 
Tabl es 2 to 6. \1hile stuuyinc the profile characteristics, observa-
tions wer~ made as to the depth of root penetration for each speci~s. 
It was determincJ that all five species studied regularly rooted to 
the bottom of these 7.5 foot trenches ~~d it is assumed that con-
d~tions ~ncountered anywhere within t his depth rnir;ht influence plant 
growth . 
Soil samples approximately two quarts in size were collected 
from each of the described l ayers in each profile . These soil samples 
were collected in heavy paper bags and pl aced in stora~e at room tem-
per ature until anal yzed . 
Soil sampling was cont inued durin_, the summer of 1954. Soil 
sampl es were collected f r om oach tJrpe under study in each of the 
previously described vall eys . However, instead of takin~ samples from 
the layers of an exposed profil e as was done in 1953, soil samples 
uere taken from four predetermined depths , usinc a Jordan soil auger. 
Depths sanpled were 0 to 6 inches , 6 to 10 i nches , lS to 36 inches 
and )6 to 60 i nches . The chan··e in samplinG method made it possible 
to saopl e more areas wit h less expense . This method , ho~ever , did 
not p,... r mit complete examination of the pro''ile, or collection of 
soil samples from each soil profile 1 yer such as was possible during 
the previous summer . 
Similar t o the samplin,; method of 19~3 , soil stmples were collected 
to represent soil conditions near the ~eriphery of an area (A samples) 
and the center of the area (B sa~ples) . Soil samples for each of the 
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Figure 12. Trench exposing soil profile across an alterne with 
Nuttall's saltbush in the foreground and sagebrush 
in the background. 
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Figure 14. 
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Table 2. Descriptions of eX7 osed soil profiles under sageb~~sh from 
three areas on th~ salt-desert of Utah 
Zone I 
Depti1 
Texture 1/ 
Structure 
Cclor 
Zone II 
Depth 
Texture 
Structure 
Color 
Zone IH 
Depth 
Texture 
Structure 
Color 
Zone IV 
Depth 
Texture 
Structure 
Color 
Zone V 
Depth 
Texture 
Structure 
Color 
Area 
Trench A 
'0-1" 
Sit 
platey 
gray-brown 
7-22" 
SCL 
granular 
light 
gray-brown 
22-32" 
coarse sand 
and gr. 
sinGle-erain 
yellowish-
brown 
32-6011 
S~L 
granular to 
ang<Ilar 
light gray-
brown 
Northern Utah 
2 
Trench B 
0-10" 
SCL 
granular to 
laminar 
gray-brown 
lJ-27" 
L 
gra.nul:1r 
light 
gray-brown 
27-35" 
FSL 
single-grain 
yellowish-
brown 
35-'~5" 
gravel & sand 
45-72" 
gravelly loam 
angalar 
light 
gray-brown 
Area 14 
Trench A 
0-1611 
L 
filafonn to 
anGUlar 
gray-brown 
16-52" 
L 
massive to 
angular 
light yel-
lowish-brown 
52-90" 
L 
massive 
light yel-
lorlsh-brown 
Trench B 
0-20" 
Lit 
filaform to 
granular 
gray-brawn 
20-55" 
L 
massive to 
angular 
light yel-
loitish-b.ro'm 
single-grai n 
light yel-
lowish-brmm 
58-901f 
FSL 
sin;;le-grain 
light yel-
lowish-brown 
11 Si = silt, L = loam, C • clay, S • sand, Li = light, H =heavy, 
F = fine. 
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Table 2. (cont.) 
Trench A 
Q-6n 
LiCL 
filaform to 
granular 
gray-brown 
6-16tt 
LiCL 
granular 
light red-
dish-brown 
16-23" 
c 
blocky 
reddish-
brown 
23-72" 
LiC 
angular to 
blocky 
light 
gray-brown 
Central Utah 
Area 31 
Trench B 
0-5" 
HSL 
laminar to 
platey 
gray-brown 
5-11" 
LiCL 
granular 
light red-
dish-brown 
11-3111 
c 
massive 
light yel-
lowish-brown 
31-72" 
LiC 
massive to 
blocky 
light yel-
lowish-brown 
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Table 3. Descriptions of exposed soil profiles under winterfat 
from two areas on the salt-desert of Utah 
Northern Utah Southern Idaho 
Area 7 Area 22 
Trench A Trench B Trench A Trench B 
Zone I 
Depth 0-11" 
Texture 1/ FSL 
structure platey to 
granular 
Color gray-brown 
Zone II 
Depth 11-24" 
Texture FSL 
~tructure single grain 
C'olor light 
gray-brown 
Zone III 
D<'pth 24-28 11 
Texture L 
Structure angular 
Color light 
yellowish-
gray 
Zone IV 
Depth 28-SB" 
Texture FSL 
Structure single grain 
Color light 
gray-brown 
Zone V 
Depth SB-70" 
Taxture L 
Structure angul<r 
Color light 
gray-brown 
0-14" 0-611 
L LiCL 
platey to filaform to 
granular granular 
gray-brown gray-brown 
14-20" 
FSL 
6-1611 
LiCL 
granular grAnular 
light light red-
gray-bro-.m dish-brown 
20-24" 16-23" 
SL C 
granular to blocky 
angular 
light reddish-
yellowish- brown 
brown 
24-SO" 23-72" 
~L tiC 
single angular to 
gra1n blocky 
11gnt gray-bro\m 
gray-brown 
50-84" 
L 
anQ.llar 
light 
yellowish-
brown 
O-S" 
HSL 
laminar to 
platey 
gray-brown 
S-11" 
LiCL 
granular 
light red-
dish-brown 
,., 
v 
ma:>sive 
light 
yellowish-
bromt 
31-72" 
tic 
massive 
to blocky 
liJht 
yello"''Tish-
brown 
1/ Si = silt, L = loam, S : sand, C = clay, Li : l~cht, H = heavy, 
- F • fine. 
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Table 4. Descriptions of exposed soil profiles under shadscale 
from two areas on the salt-desert of utah 
Northern Utah Central Utah 
Area 4 Area 28 
Trench A Trench B Trench A Trench B 
Zone I 
Depth 0-8" 'J-11" 0-7" . 0-<)tt 
Texture 1/ SCL FSL LiCL LiCL 
Structure granular to platey laminar to filaform to 
laminar platey granular 
Color gray-brown gray-brawn gr~-brown gray-brown 
Zone II 
Depth 8-24" 11-20" 7-24" 6-17" 
Texture SCL FSL LiC Lie 
Structure granular massive to angular granular to 
single-grain angular 
Color light gray-brown light light 
gray-brown brownish- yellowish-
gray brown 
Zone III 
Depth 24-38" 20-5'0" 24-12" 17-30" 
Texture FSL L HCL LiC 
Structure massive to granular to blocky granular 
angular single-grain to blocky 
Color light light light light 
gray-brown gray-brown olive-gray gray-brown 
Zone IV 
Depth 38-7211 S0-84" 30-72" 
Texture FSL FSL CL 
Structure massive massive angular to 
blocky 
Color light gray-brom1 mottled 
gray-brown olive-gray 
1/ Si = silt, L = loam, S = sand, C = clay, Li = light, H =heavy, 
- F = fine. 
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Table S. Descriptions of exposed soil profiles under llllttall1 s 
saltbush from 2 areas on the salt-desert of Utah 
Zone I 
Depth 
Texture 1/ 
~tructure 
Color 
Zone II 
Depth 
Texture 
~tru.cture 
Color 
Zone III 
Depth 
Texture 
Structure 
Color 
Zone IV 
Depth 
Texture 
Structure 
Color 
1!orthern Utah 
Area 
Trench A 
0-11" 
L 
platey t o 
granular 
gray-brown 
11-23" 
L 
granular 
libht 
yellowish-
bro1m. 
23-90" 
L 
granular 
light 
yellowish-
brown 
9 -96" 
SiL 
angular 
l ight 
yellowish-
brown 
10 
Trench 8 
0-10" 
L 
platey to 
granular 
gray-brown 
10-2411 
L 
granular 
li6ht 
gray-brovm 
24-90" 
SiL 
angular 
light 
yellowish-
bro1m 
Southern Utah 
Area 34 
Trench A 
0-1011 
HSiL 
lami nar to 
platey 
bray-brown 
10-35" 
HCL 
granular to 
mass ive 
light 
yellowish-
brown 
35-72" 
HCL 
massive 
yellowish-
brottn 
Trench B 
o-S" 
LiCL 
fi laform 
:;r ay-brown 
5-20" 
CL 
mass i ve 
light 
yellowish-
brown 
20-84" 
c 
granular 
light 
olive-gray 
84-90" 
c 
blocky 
li;;ht 
yellowish-
gray 
!/si = silt, L = loam, S = sand, C = clay, Li = light, H • heavy, 
F = fine. 
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Table 6. Description of exposed soil profiles nnder greasewood from 
2 areas on the salt-desert of Ut~~ 
Zone I 
Der th 
Texture!/ 
Structure 
Color 
Zone TI 
Depth 
"~'exture 
'>tructure 
Color 
Zone III 
Dept h 
Texture 
Structure 
Color 
?one IV 
Depth 
Texture 
.Structure 
Color 
t!orthern Utah 
~rea 20 
Trench A Trench B 
0-7'1 
LiSL 
filaform to 
granular 
gray-brovm 
7-32" 
SiL 
mass·ve to 
granular 
light 
gray-brown 
32- 78" 
SiL 
blocky to 
nuciform 
gray-brown 
0-7" 
L 
filaform to 
granular 
:;ray-brown 
7-2911 
SiL 
massive 
libht 
yellowish-
brown 
29-44" 
SiL 
angular to 
blocky 
6 ray-brown 
44-78" 
SiL 
blocky to 
nuciform 
light 
zrayis!l-brown 
central Otan 
Area 25 
Trench A Trench B 
Q-811 
CL 
platey to 
granular 
gray-brown 
8-31" 
rt 
angular to 
blocky 
light 
gray-brown 
31-6Qn 
gravel to 
cobbles 
single-grain 
Jray-brown 
0-6n 
SCL 
la:!tinar to 
platey 
l i._:ht 
gr 'ly-brown 
6-lu" 
LiCL 
granular to 
angular 
li t;ht 
yellowish-
brown 
14-28" 
HL 
ant;ular 
lir,ht 
yellowish-
brown 
213-60" 
gravel and 
cobl les 
s i ngle-grain 
li ;:;ht 
bro·.mish-~ray 
!/qi = silt , L : loam, S = sand, C : clay, Li: light, H • heavy, 
F : fine . 
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four soil deoths ,... ere drawn frolll composite samples made '.lD of soil from 
three borines. To make up the A saoples , three borinr,s were made near 
the periphery of an area and parallel to it. The B samples were ob-
tai ned i n the same oanner but ;fere taken from the central portion of 
the ar ea. 
DurinG the two S'urum~rs , soil samples were collected from ten 
areas occuDied by each o~ the five t~es . The t en areas were widely 
scattered t o represent ~onJitions t hr oughout the salt~Jes0rt . 
Field infiltration stucies: In or ler to understand better the 
role that soil structure and tex ~ure play in distr i bution of veget a-
tion , water infiltration studies were made ~n the fie l d durin~ the 
summer of 1153. Four infiltrameters were established in areas 
occupied by each of the fiYe vegetat ;on t ypes i n Curlew Valley. Areas 
number h, 7, 10, 14 , ann 20 (Appendix Tables 1 to 5) were used f or 
shadscale , winterfat , ~alt-bush , sagebrush , and greas~wood res-
pectively. 
The infiltrometers consi sted of 9. 5- incn diameter steel pipes , 
approximately two "eat long, driven into th·3 ground six inches . The 
pipes were rapidly filled with -.vater . The 'mter l evel lo,;ered in 
the infiltroopter .as tha wat er-moved into the soil. The distance the 
water had lowered v:as measured ann recor ried at c onven ~ ent intervals. 
The !1ipes were refilled follow; ng nach readin!;. Each infiltrometer 
was operated for a perioi of arprox~ately 60 hours . By dividing 
the number of inches the sat'r l Pvel in the i nfiltrometer had 
dropped by the number of hours since the previous readin: , the 
i nfiltration rate in inches per hour was obtained. 
In an attempt to ascertain further the effects of the water 
movement in the soil, the flow pattern o: the water f rom each 
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in.filtrometer Nas determined. To accortplish this a trench ~•as dug 
bisecting the spot where the infiltrcmetcr had b~en placed. The flow 
pattern or wetted p~rimet~r l'tas observed on the side of the trench. 
This wetted perimeter was measured and sketched on craph p~per . The 
dim~nsions from the four tc~ts on each type were averaged and an 
avera~e flow pattern was drawn. 
Determim.tion of perm ab:! lity by ~ of disturbed soil cores: The 
entry of vrater i nt c the soil an-i the rate of movement throu h the 
soil can have a profound effect on olmt growth . The soil in which a 
plant 1 S roots are [;!"O'I"'.:_n::; serves as a reservoir for '3 to-a;e 0 n Wat·3r 
for ~rowth . '.'fuen thi c: supply i'J depleted beca•1se of evaporation and 
transpiration, it can onlJr be rcplenic;hed by Ymter moving throu h the 
soil. The only water source for most oJ" the rlesert plants is snow 
molt and spr inc rainfall. Soil texture anct ~ tructu-:-e greatly influence 
th"' rapidity with w'1ich the ·vater can ~Jnter the soil and to a gr'Jat 
extent how mu~h water will be retained in the soil . 
As a means of as~erta:ning the rate at w1ich water coul·! pass 
through the soil at v,ri.ous -jepths , and to augment field infiltration 
studies , a laboratory perm~~bility '3tudy was ~ln on all soil s~vles 
collected. The perm~ability cf th"J samples was determined by using 
an apparatus developed by the ~~reau of Recl~ation at Logan, Utah 
(Fi~re 15) . 
This mach:ne consisted of a water supply bottle , kno•vn as a 
Yarriotte bottle , with wat~r feeder lines running to each of 20 brass 
cylinders conLa.:..nin; the soil s~ples . The apparatus was arran ·ed 
so that the depth of water standine in each o." the cyl:i.ndPrs was 
equal anc constant . Thi::; depth ';ras det~rnined by the poe; it ion of the 
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Figure lS. Apparatus for determining permeability rates of disturbed soil cores, 
Developed by U. s. Bureau of Reclamation, Logan, Utah, 
E 
lower end of the standpipe in the supply bottl~. ~ Each of the individual 
feeder lines runn ine to the cylinders was supplied with a pinch-cock. 
This allm,ed any one or all of the lines to be closed or opened at any 
t ime, t~us, allowinb sa~~les to be put on or taken off the machine with-
out disturbing the re~~inder of the sa~ples . 
The brass cylinders containing the soil were made of two-inch 
diamoter seamless brass tubing three i nches lone. A shorter piece of 
like tubinG t y,·c inches lon-:; was attached to the top of the three-inch 
cylinder by means o~ a two-inch rubber band made ~rom a bicycle tire 
inner tube . The shorter cylinder ser7ed as a Tiate r reservoir . 
In preparin[; a soil sample for the permeability test it was air 
dri~">d, ..,ulverized, and nut throu·:h a 1 mm. soil sieve . The three-inch 
lone brass cylinder, which was to be the soil receptacl~ , was covered 
on one end with a piece of light muslin held in pl~ce by a rubber band. 
A t hin layer of r,lass-wool was ~laced inside the cylinder abainst the 
muslin. Ttis was to prevent the soil particles from plu•.:;ging the muslin 
and thereby retarding the flow of water throu h the soil. The cylinder 
"as then f i ll -1d wlth the prepared soil. To obtain uniform compaction 
of the soil in the cyl;n,'~rs , the filled cylindPr Nas dropped ten 
time:> fron a height of one inch. If the cylinder y;as not :'ull after 
coopaction lilore soil was added anJ lc':eled off with a putty knife , 
using ('are not to further compact the soil. 
Tihen the three-inch cylinder was filled with soil, the t wo-inch 
cylinder was secured in place. A thin layer of ~lass-wool uas then 
l aid inside the shorter cylinder on top of the soil. This layer of 
gla3s wool ovcrl ayin the soi l actP.d as a spl~sh ~oard to~revent the 
water ~lowing into the reservoir from the feeder line from puddling 
and further comp~ctin~ the soil core. 
'!fhen the cylinders ''ferc properly filled wi t'I soil they v:er o pl aced 
upright in a pa11 fi.lle~ to a depth ot' approxim1tcly :: . ) inchc3 with 
water . T"lis allowed the soil t o becom, compl~tel~r saturated by upwa.cd 
movement of water throush the soil . The up~M~d movement of the water 
also displaced t he soil air ther eby preventin;:: air fron latnr moving 
into a ~eeder line of the app. r atus and causi ng an air lock. T0 i nsure 
complete wetting , and displ~cement o::.' ai r, the samples were soaked 
over nir;ht . Aft;:.r this preliminar:-t soakin:; rerioct , the sJ.:nple~ were 
allowed to drain ror 15 ~inutes and then they were 3~t in place on the 
permeability apparRtus . The lower end of the brass cylL11der, covered 
with muslin , r ested in a tilass funnel which was set to drain ·nto a 
r eceptacle to catch t he percolate . The reservoir y;as then fill Jd with 
water and the feeder line ins nrted so that the lower en:: of it 7-as 
subr:v~r.;ed in t hP water. The pinch- cod· v1as then rele:.:.secl to allow the 
water to flow into the cylinder. As pointed out previously, the depth 
of the water in the reservoir cylinders 1-:as r e01latec! ':ry the hei::;ht 
of the standpipe in the r.ater supply bottle . The Je?tr of the water 
i n all reservoir cylinders on the machine was equal and cons:..ant , 
thereby, a constant hydr ostatic h~ad was maintained on all ~arnples at 
all times . 
Th8 date and hour was record<ld as each core was placed on t he 
machine . The amount of percolate that had accUJn:llated in th~ receptacle 
was measur ed in milliliters at the end of one rour . This was recorded 
and used in the computation of the initial permeabil Lty rate of the 
soil core . For the remainder of the test period the amount of per col ate 
·was measured and recorded at convenient intervals . The time lapse, 
in hours , between me1suremen~s of the percolate was also recorded 
each time the percolate accumulation was r ead . 
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The samples were left on the machine for periods ranGin: from 36 
hours to 10 ;..lays dependin· on th~ rate of pernPabil:!ty ann the tine 
required for the soil and lcachin~ water to come into equilibrium. To 
asc~rtain when the soil core and the leac~ins water had reached 
equilibrium, the Standard Bureau resistance brid~e (44) Tras •1sed. 
Each day a sample of the leachin,s water frco the sut'ply bottle was 
placed in the resistance brid .. e cup and a resistance readinr obtained . 
A.!'ter the percolate accumulation o" a soil core was measured and re-
corded , a s~mple of it was placed in the resi3tance bridge cup and a 
resistance reading obtained. vn1en the leaching water an~ tho le~chate 
from a soil samole ~ave similar resistance readin~s the soil was 
assumed to have reached equilibrium with the water. The sar.role Tias 
then assumed to hav~ reached or approached its constant oermeability 
rate . The s oil core was then removed from the apparatus . 
To calculate permeability rate from the data a modification of 
Darcey ' s formula (1) for water movement throuc:h soil was used. The 
f ormula is P • QL/TAH , where P Pquals the permeability rate of the 
soil in inches per hour , 0 equals the millileters of percolate coll -
ected between readings , L equal~ the length of the soil core in inches , 
T equals the time interval in hours betv.een percol~te acC'IDrJlation 
readings , A equals the cro~s-sectional area of the cylinder in square 
centimeters , and H equals the hydratic he1.d or the length of the soil 
core plus the water in the reservoir in centimeters . Since cores of 
the ~arne length and cross Jectional area uere used throujhout the 
study and t he same hydraulic head was maintained, the fo~lla was 
simplified . The Portion of the formula (L/AH) was expressed as a 
constant (K) . The formul~ than became P = KQ/T. The dim~nsions of 
the core were, L = 3 inches , A : 1C. B6 square centimeters , and H = 
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11. \3 centimeters . ',Then the3e values r:ere substituted into t he forr.rula , 
K \'las foun 1 to be equal to '). 0130. The f inr1l calculation for the 
det er mination o: the perm~ability then hecame P = 0.0130 x C/T. 
Collection and Chemical Analysi~ of Plant Material: In the 
process of s tudyin '- relative t ol erances of the pbnt speci es , pl ant 
samples for chemical analysis Vfr>re collected f r on ~ach ar8a. 
Samnl -?S were made up o ... ~ current-year' s growth. In order t o be 
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assured of a re~resentative sample, portions of i ndividual pl ants were 
clipped at random throuchout the samplinc area. The sampl"s were 
air dried , put through a one-millimeter Will ey grinding mill , and stored 
in closed gl ass jars until analyzed. The plant mat~rial was 
analyzed for the following constituents : sodium, ma~~sium, chloride , 
sul fur , pot assium, and calcium. All of these el ements were present 
in various amounts in the soil in which the-:;e pl"nts ·;~ere :rowing. 
All of these elements have s,ecific effects on pl ant t;:-o1vth (1 ) 
either f r om the standpoint of defic i ency or toxicity. 
Sulfur was dete rmined by methods as described by Painter and 
frank (39) , maGnesium and cal cium as outlined by Gehrke et. al. (24), 
chlori de was dete~ined by ~ethods as outlined by Hillebrand and 
Lundell (30) , and sodium an~ potassiur.J. by use of the flame photometer 
as described in Agr iculture Handbook 60 (l) under methods 57a rtnd 
58a respectively. 
Cheoical and Physical Analyses of Soil ~~: All soil samples 
collected durin; the s·~cr of 1953 and 1954 were subjected to a series 
of analyses for characteristics which it was thou:;ht might influence 
or leter~ine the pl ant species produced. The chemical ana~ses run 
on the samples were: pH of saturated extract percentJ._:e of total 
soluble salt , saturation extract conductivity, base exchan~e capacity, 
amount of exchanbeable ~odium, exchan~eable sodiun percentage , lime 
contPnt, amount of exchangeqble potassium, and exchangeable potassium 
percentaee . Analyses also were run to detP.rnine the parts per 
million of calc~um , maenesium, sodium, ootassium, chloride , s..tlfate 
carbonate, an~ bicarbonate . Soil moisture percenta ~es remaining 
un'!er 1/3 and 15 atmospherP. pressur '3 also were determined for all 
samples . 
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Procedures used for these analyses are described in the Agriculture 
Handbook number 60 (1) , chapter 6. Methods used were as rollol'rs, !'or 
electrical conrnctivity: method 4a; soluble: mathod S; exchangeable 
cations : method 1!3; cation-exchan ·e capacity: method 19; exchan;;eable-
cation perc~ntage: met~od 20a; pH determination: methods 2la and 2lb; 
1/J atmosphere percenta;"e: method 3~; and 1) atmospheres percentage: 
method Jl. Other determinations used were for calcium and magnesium: 
method 7; sodium: method lOa; potassium: method lla; carbonate and 
bicarbonate: method 12; anc chloride: method 13 . Sulfate was 
determined accordin~ to method 14a except the sample was centrifuced 
and the precipitate was caught on ashless filter paper, washed free 
from soluble salts, then ignited and rleighed. Lime was determined 
by method 23c with the follo-..ting mo""'ifications . One D;ram of soil was 
boiled for five minutes with 0.5 normal sulfuric acid. The e·,cec;s 
acid was then titrated and SO millileters of distilled water ·.yas added 
to the solution. Phenclphtaleen was used as an indicator and a special 
titration light was utilized. 
Composition and Density Dete~inations of Ve~etation Cover: To 
better understand the effects of so'l upon composition anJ density of 
vegotation, ~~t~ on the~e factors were collected during the s·mmer of 
1954. Density and composition were determined by a modification of 
the Park~r method (40). A one-hun:red- foot steel tape was stretched 
between upri;hts in each or the study areas. A plumb was dronped from 
each ' 'oot-mar' and a record was made o: the conditions contacted at 
that point . R~adin;s were made as to nl 1 nt species, erosion pavement, 
litter , and bare ground. Four such transects were r un at random in 
each area. From these data ~lant com~osition and density were 
calculated. Notes concerninb the apparent grazing pressure , vi~or and 
he~;ht of the 0lants , to>oeraphic con~itions , and contizuous 
ve~etation t)~es were also taken. 
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RESULTS AUD DISCUSSION 
Soil analyses data were computed and treated statistically for 
each soil character individually. Samples were collected from four 
depths and from two positions (A and B) within ten areas oCC1lpied by 
each of the five species under study. 
Each of the A and B samples was a random sample of the variation 
within its respective portion of the area. The two samples could not 
be pooled unless the two portions were f~xnd to be homogeneous. The 
Dixon and Massey (19) test for homoJeneity of variances was used to 
test whether A and B samples were homo~eneous. If the two samples 
were homogeneous, they were co~sidered to rep~esent random distribution 
of variance of the entire population bein~ sa~pled. A and B saMples 
are compared for homoJeneity i n Appendix Tables 6 to 10. If the 
vari~~ces were homogeneous, pooling was pe~itted a~d the statistical 
analyses as presented in Tables 8 and 9 were ca-rried out . In a few 
cases the two samples were found to be heterogeneous a~d analyses and 
interpretations were maje in accordance ~ith this knowledge. 
pH: There appeared to be l"ttle difference in pH among soils under 
t he five dominant types or between depths under each type (Table 7). 
However , an analysis of variance shows significant differences in pH at 
various depths v1ithin the winterfat type (Tabl e 9). This resulted from 
the small variability from area to area, making even small di:ferences 
associated with depth significant. In addition, an analysis of variance 
showed significant difference in pH between soils from various depths 
. 
when all vegetation types were averaged (Table 0). Also, according to 
the measure of least significant ranee !/, each of these depths differed 
1/ This new multiple range test is a technique recently developed by 
- D. B. Duncan (20) . This procedure can be used to compare eve~ 
treatment with eve~ other treatment in an analysis of variance. 
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Table 7. Yean values for various soil characteristics obtained 
from four depths in ten different areas of each of five 
vebetation types of the salt-desert ranges of Utah 
Total Saturation Base 
Type and pH soluble extract Exchangeable exchAnGe F..xchangeab le 
depth salts conductivity Na me./lOOg. cap. Ua percentage 
Eercent K x 1o3 rne./lOOg. 
Sagebrush 
0-6 in. 8.1 0 . 05 1.0 o.s l7 .0 3 
6-10 in. 8.2 0.13 2.8 1.6 17.8 9 
18-36 in. 8. 3 0.41 8. 3 3.7 16.7 23 
36-60 in. 8.2 0.71 15.6 4.7 15.3 32 
Mean 8.2 0.32 6. 9 2.6 16.9 17 
L.E. 1/ 0.22 4. 2 1.2 
Winterfat 
0-6 i n. 8.2 0.04 0.9 0. 4 16.7 2 
6-18 i n. 8.3 0.19 4. 6 1.8 16.5 12 
18-36 in. 8.3 '). 52 12.5 3-7 16.1.t 24 
36-6.) in. 8.0 0. 70 18. 9 4.0 15.7 26 
Mean 8.2 0.36 9. 2 2.5 16.3 16 
L.E. 0.14 3. 4 0.7 
Shadscale 
o-6 in. 8.4 0.09 2. 7 1.0 l7 .o 6 
6-18 in. 8.3 0.37 8.1 3.8 19.0 20 
18-36 in. 8.3 0.72 17.1 4-7 18.0 26 
36-6J in . 8.1 1.12 27 .1 s.s 17.4 31 
Mean 8. 3 0.58 13.8 3.7 17.9 21 
L.E. 0.28 4.9 1.3 
Nuttall 's 
saltbush 
0-6 in . 8. 2 0.18 4.4 1.2 18. 5 6 
6-18 i n. 8.2 0.69 14. 4 3.8 18.9 20 
18-36 in. 0.3 1. 23 2t.7 6.2 l7 .0 35 
36-60 in . 5. 2 1.47 31.9 5.9 17.2 34 
J..fean 8.2 0. 39 19. 3 4-3 18.1 24 
L. F. . 0.28 6.6 1.0 
Greasewood 
0-6 i n. 8. 2 0.29 6.0 2.2 19.3 ll 
6- 18 in. 8.7 '). 82 13.2 6.1 20. 5 JO 
18-36 in. 8.4 l. OJ 17. 7 5.8 lJ . s 33 
36-6J in. 8. 2 1.19 23 . 0 7. 2 18.4 31 
:U:ean 8.4 ) . 83 15. 4 4. 8 19.2 26 
L.E. 0.30 4. 2 1.8 
Depth m~'>ans 
0-6 in . 8. 2 0.13 3. 2 1.0 17.9 6 
6-18 in . 8.4 0. 44 8.6 3-4 18.5 18 
16-36 i n. 8. 3 0.78 16.4 4.8 17.5 20 
36-60 in. 8.1 1.04 23 .5 5.0 16.8 31 
!I The limit of error (L.E.) 
the 95 percent confidence i s sometimes expressed as I 1/2 interval. -
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Table 7. (cont. ) 
Lim~ per- Permeability 1/3 ~tmosphere 15 atmospheres Exchan~eable Exchangeable 
centage i n. /hr. percentage percentage K me./iOJg. K percentage 
.... 
15 0.66 25.6 10.2 2. 8 15 
19 O. U4 24. 9 11.7 3. 1 18 
25 0.88 32. 3 13.3 2. 3 14 
25 8.75 31.9 11.9 1.0 11 
21 0.68 28. 7 11.8 2.5 14 
7.1 
19 0. 80 20. 6 8.0 2. 6 16 
22 0. 57 22 . 0 9. 0 2. 4 16 
23 0. 40 25.1 9.1 1.8 12 
21 0. 33 26 . 2 1'1.0 1.5 10 
22 0 . ~2 23.7 9. 2 2.1 13 
2. 6 
10 0. 31 20.8 9. 9 4. 1 24 
21 0. 48 24. 4 1).1 3. 0 17 
24 0. 59 26 . 4 13.6 1.8 11 
21 0.69 26 . 2 1) . 0 1.6 9 21 0. 52 24. 4 12. 4 2.6 15 
3.5 
19 0. 38 23 . 7 10.2 4. 6 25 
21 0 .30 26 . 7 11.9 2. 9 15 
22 0 .49 29 . 9 13 .1 1. -: 10 
24 0. 45 )1.0 12 . 5 1.4 8 
21 0 .43 27 . 8 11.9 2. 7 14 
3.7 
13 0. 25 22 . 5 10. 7 4. 0 21 
19 0.12 31. 6 14.0 3. 1 16 
19 . 0.16 30. 7 1) . 0 2. 3 12 
14 O.Jl 29 . 4 11.9 1.4 8 
16 0.21 28 . 5 12.4 2.7 14 
2. 9 
17 0. 48 22 .6 10. 0 ).6 20 
20 O. hO 26. 1 12 . 0 2. 9 16 
23 o . ~Jo 23 .9 12.4 2. 8 12 
21 0. 51 29 . 8 11.8 1.5 9 
5J 
Table 7. (cont. ) 
Calcium Magnesium Sodium Potassium Chloride Sulfate Carbonate Bicarbonate 
p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. 
74 14 61 104 70 65 0 432 
64 17 298 112 )61 l OJ 5 526 
196 106 832 114 1,368 1,060 16 602 
517 219 1,684 117 2,565 2,665 17 424 
213 89 719 112 1,096 973 9 496 
556 
82 22 145 113 148 137 0 495 
68 27 556 99 624 273 5 536 
146 54 1,236 82 1,433 635 6 513 
544 148 1,667 91 1,942 2,237 0 348 
210 63 901 96 1,037 820 3 473 
233 
47 12 189 155 190 81 0 538 
69 41 995 116 1,118 466 5 680 
317 180 1,799 94 2,328 1,522 11 4J9 1,280 431 2,735 165 3,962 4,704 0 256 
428 166 1,429 132 1,900 1,693 4 491 613 
306 49 347 246 336 1,092 0 482 
344 93 1,693 152 1,860 2,019 1 482 561 280 3,269 143 4,124 3,367 20 459 1,198 413 3. 551 137 4,950 5,600 2 321 602 208 2,215 170 2, u18 3,020 6 436 918 
63 20 580 150 788 140 0 587 88 47 1,865 110 2,425 1,323 o, 697 237 80 2,355 90 2,894 1,412 1 546 1,003 166 2,946 118 3,557 4,244 0 432 348 73 1,936 121 2,416 1,780 0 565 430 
114 23 264 155 306 303 0 507 127 45 1,081 120 1,128 837 3 584 291 140 1,898 105 2, 433 1,599 4 522 908 275 2, 517 126 3,395 3, :390 12 356 
• 
Table 8. Anal~rsis or varian~e !"or v?.rio'.ls soil characteristics obta j ned from four dept"ts in ten 
diffor-ent areas of each of five ve~;etation types or the salt-desert ran~es of Utah 
Sour-ce 
Typo 
~rpe x area, Errot· (a) 
Depth 
Type x depth 
Error {b) 
Between r;;imnlf'>s 
Samples x denths 
D.F. 
h 
us 
3 
l? 
lJS 
58 
150 
pP Total sol-
uble salts 
pPrce!'ltaf:e 
1, 361.44 o ..... hJt~ 
1,63 • ~·6 " .185 
1, 5 S . 8~ 1. )?6** 
!382 .86 0.040 
5JG.27 0. 028 
71'7 . ?5 ) . 121 
4F1. 18 o.oo6 
* Indicates sirnificance al the 0. 05 level . 
** Indicates significance at tho 0 . 01 l;;.,rel . 
3aturaHon 
extract 
conductivity 
K X lo3 
Mean Squares 
195 . lJi~ 
57 .03 
792 .1D-** 
l t' . Sl** 
6. 72 
6 . ~5 
4. 66 
Exchnn~·eable 
Na me./lOJt; . 
~ . J.5* 
2. 85 
33 -96** 
1.01* 
0.!+6 
0.41 
0.19 
Dase exchanee Exchan;eable 
::ap . me./lOOg . ~ra percentage 
9-7!3 
9. 38 
5. JB** 
0.59 
1.26 
0.92 
o.$1 
156. J5 
8? .10 
1, )06 .82** 
2o . :>6** 
11 .65 
1C>. 47 
604. 31 
V\ 
+::-
Table 8. (cont.) 
Lime per- Permeability 
in./hr. 
1/3 atmosphere 15 atmospheres 
cent age 
36.90 
45.67 
62.10** 
B. 72* 
4.34 
2.02 
1.52 
0.24 
0.13 
0.03 
o.os 
0.04 
0.06 
0.03 
percentage 
45'.15** 
4.10 
88.38** 
6 .15 
6.11 
4.12 
2.46 
* Indicates significance at the 0. 05' level. 
** Indicates significance at the 0.01 level. 
percentage 
l'ean ~quares 
14.5'0 
10.69 
11.68** 
1.24 
1.23 
0.70 
0.37 
Exchangeable 
K me ./100g. 
0.57 
0.68 
8.86** 
0.41** 
0.10 
0.08 
0 . 02 
Exchangeable 
K percentage 
3.40 
20.90 
239.15** 
14.35** 
2.78 
2.02 
0.78 
Calcium 
p.p.m. 
215,320.22 
110,366.64 
1,401,022.53** 
49,726.65 
44,686.53 
21,164.32 
17 ,037,25 
V\ 
V\ 
.. 
Table 8. (cont.) 
l~agnesium 
p.p.m. 
319,412.10 
274,832.34 
1,314, .)01.03** 
80,695.10 
89 ,292.29 
63 ,630.43 
38,567.56 
Sodium 
p.p.m. 
33 ,156, 313 .6** 
11,199,680.1 
95 ,975, 848 . 8i:"* 
3 ,016,556. 5* 
1,330,211.8 
907 ,118.2 
437,854.0 
Potassium 
p.p.m. 
60,818.28 
57,056.09 
!.~4, 741. 42** 
12,464. 76-~~ 
6,087.51 
6,314.76 
2,590.22 
* Indicates s ignificance at the 0.05 level. 
~} Indicates significance at the 0. 01 level. 
Chloride 
p . p.m. 
Mean Squares 
49,788,5?0.9 
25 ,318,440.7 
181,292 , 806. 8** 
6,765,143.9 
3,937,548.4 
2,965,745.4 
1,092 ,261. 9 
Sulfate 
p.p.m. 
60,804,931.5 
29,412,947.5 
249,872,997 .6** 
5,966, 741.3 
6,893,998.0 
4,727,812.4 
2,768,757.5 
Carbonate 
p.p.m. 
752 .94 
1,204.17 
2,485.48** 
397.56 
710.25 
1,091.63 
701.19 
Bicarbonate 
p.p.m. 
177,992.83 
111,142.63 
934,333.39** 
82,968.49** 
33 ,785.89 
76,)61.14 
24,304.61 
V\ 
"' 
Table 9. Analysis of variance of soil characteristics of pooled A 
and n samples collecte~ ~rom four depths in ten different 
areas of e~ch of five ve~etation types of the salt-desert 
of Uta.~-). 
Saturation 
57 
Source D. F. pH Total sol- extr~ct Exchanc,eable 
uble salts conductivity Na me ./1~0· . 
percentase K x 103 
1/ean Squares 
Sacebr1sh 
Area 9 
Derth 3 
Area x depth 27 
Bet~veen samples with- 40 
in areas and depths 
'iinterfat 
Area 9 
Depth 3 
Area x deoth 27 
Between samples with- 40 
in ar31s and ~lepths 
Shad"lcale 
Area 9 
Depth 3 
Area x dept h 27 
Between samples wit h- 40 
in areas and depths 
Nuttall ' s Saltbush 
Areas 9 
Depths 3 
Areas x depths 27 
Between samples with- 40 
in areas and depths 
Greasewood 
3')9. 11** 
309. 57 
62. 02 
92 . 30 
155 . 61~ 
276.18* 
85 . ~~ 
26. 05 
=-~4 -14 {·9' .... 98 
1 , 077 . 17** 
291. 41 
552.06 
1L6. oo 
v?).9)** 
)!12 . 57 
Areus 9 6, 293. 34 
Depths 3 3 , 650. 48 
Areas x depths 27 ~ ,502 . 37** 
Between samu1es ltith- 40 1,':3A9. 08 
in areas and depths 
0.692** 
1.84GH-
0. 20h** 
0.076 
').'~~ 
1 . SO!h~ 
0 .11** 
0. 03 
1.36** 
3-99** 
0. 34-» 
0. 12 
2 . 57*>!-
6. 65** 
0. 51** 
0. 12 
4. 2l*"l1-
J . ::.'8** 
0. 45*":!-
0 .14 
* Indicates significance to the l . J5 1~vel . 
** Indicates si~ificance to the 0. 01 level . 
l6f . 65 
36 • Jb** 
lq2 . 4S~H~ 
1, 3)2 . 5~-r.-~ 
)) ."~ 
1'7 . '7.._, 
s:::n. 18,~ 
2 , 291. O?it->..: 
1..., ... . 13** 
)3 . 24 
1 ,004. 34 
J,rv;2 . 41) 
1,Q?2.57** 
69 . 11 
9?G. 78** 
1 , 029 . J?·:I* 
11]. 16** 
2 .... . 42 
13. 37 
7J . 6G*l~ 
B. SB** 
2. JU 
u~. 66** 
)7 • OJ-lH1-
~ .22** 
o.e3 
Jl . Jl~-* 
77 .35** 
S . ICl*~ 
2. 50 
21.: . 15** 
103 . )9** 
6. ?l** 
1.69 
55 .03** 
64-0h** 
1) . 19** 
4.83 
Table 9. (cont.) 
Base exchange 
cap. me./lOOg. 
10!3.65** 
27 . 29 
18.09** 
6. 02 
122 .41** 
4. 17 
6.41** 
1.58 
llJ.27** 
15. 28 
15.99** 
3-94 
75 . 72* 
12. 03 
24 .92* 
7.40 
49 . 12 
13 . 79 
4c .18** 
12 .05 
Exchan.;eable 
Na percentage 
429. 24 
3,586. 58** 
253 . 16*14· 
83 . 39 
783.54** 
2,516.45-IH} 
170. 90il* 
37 .10 
661.34** 
2,33J.51** 
160.90*">~ 
46.06 
534. 7C** 
3, 70J.56** 
144. 92** 
42 .70 
1,916.39 
2,056.4:.-
3, 557 .41** 
130. 45 
Lime per-
centa;;e 
Mean Squares 
!!84. 03** 
so .07** 
46.04** 
13.25 
!-l25. 10** 
61.93 
3' . 06** 
11.70 
610 . 54** 
103. 75 
66 . 9f3** 
14.34 
167. 04 
90.25 
99. 72** 
24.76 
588. 20** 
201.00 
01 .55** 
13.02 
Per!"\'9abi1ity 
i:1 . /hr. 
4. 01 
0. ?0 
3 - 1~' 
1.61 
0. 43** 
0.08** 
0.13** 
0. 03 
1. 77* 
0.53 
0.62* 
0.16 
0. 67 
o.os 
0. 52** 
0.14 
0.16 
0.15 
0. 26 
0.92 
* Indicates significance to the 0. 05 level. 
** Indicates significance to the 0. 01 level. 
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1/3 atmosphere 
percentage 
921.12*-~ 
314.71 
231.17** 
79.02 
180. 57** 
122.97 
46.13*"~ 
10.81 
249 .38** 
1)4.07 
62.39** 
18. 99 
203 . 33* 
216. 87 
75. 69** 
21. 33 
495.43*it 
341.14* 
102 . 88** 
13.63 
Table 9. (cont .) 
15 atmospheres Exchangeable Exchangeable Calcium 
percentage K me./lOOg. Y percentage p. p.m. 
222 .17** 
31.40 
39.19''* 
8 . 9~ 
20. 34**. 
4. 2t) 
4. 05*-::-
1.00 
213 .04a 
56. 36* 
10.18*"'<-
2.59 
56.04** 
31.09 
16.32** 
5. 72 
22.78 
42 . 48 
17.65a 
4.22 
9.10** 
7 .16** 
0.10 
0.22 
3.36** 
6.22* 
1.48** 
0.24 
9.h6** 
2o . 56-~:""* 
1.57** 
0.40 
1.90** 
3E.93** 
1.30** 
0. 22 
4.28 
24.06** 
2.27** 
~.72 
!.!ean Squares 
166.25*-* 
145.71* 
44.68** 
8.96 
708.69 
895.12 
613. 74:1-* 
20S. 02 
259.64** 152 , 595.20 
199.38* 1,015,006. 88** 
56. 46** 179,448 .48*~ 
14.71 30,202 .88 
304.44** 782 , 527. 02 
925.22** 6 ,744,2~6 . 18?* 
38. 46** 844,792.23-~ 
13.62 154,900.95 
165.30** 2 , 578 ,620 . 65~ 
1,099.68~~ 3,411,145. 01* 
32 . 93~~ 960 , 833.12*~ 
4.02 363 ,465.14 
149.55* 1,295,596.76 
595.35** 3, 933,735.91** 
47-78** 974,701. 20** 
13.12 147,365.19 
* Indicates significance to the 0.05 level. 
** Indicates significance to the 0. 01 level . 
--
i.i'a.;nesium 
p .p.m. 
317,543.54 
185,890. 88 
177,?98.19** 
37,626.45 
6,846.74 
6, 845.48 
~ , 869. 08*-'* 
1, 017 .29 
447 ,340.41 
732,259.48 
33.7 ,159-99** 
94,937.00 
549 ,832 . 02* 
570,726.48 
239 , 979.64** 
97 ,455. 70 
52 , 593 .98•~ 
80, 249.75** 
17,255. 94** 
3,121.94 
Table 9. (cont . ) 
Sodium 
p.p.m. 
Potassium 
p. p . m. 
Chloride 
p.p.m. 
Mean Squares 
1 , 2~.3 ,909 -99 
10, 363 ,173 .61** 
1, 117 ,193-93** 
487,410. 86 
3,455,571. 72** 
9 ' 262 ,503 . 74 if-:f 
682 ,170.3~ 
86,113. 81 
10,943 , 447.94** 
23 , 778, 769.16** 
2,947 ,971.1'5** 
589, 350.58 
l S , 641 ,283. 6(}.1* 
44 ,37~ , 440 . 4C*'-l-
4,123 ,316 .84** 
1,324 ,591.35 
21,630,108.30** 
20, 259,179.64** 
1,892 , 777.74** 
290, 883.76 
33 ,039.41** 
640.82 
7, 586.10** 
1,429.92 
16,318.49* 
3, 496 .98 
5,46C.14** 
707. 29 
32, 653.89 
26, 957 . 57 
20,910.01** 
7, 981.85 
157 ,631.31*"* 
53 ,11C. 93** 
17 , 094.19** 
5,571.58 
45 ,637 -42** 
15, 394.17 
5,463. 05•:-it 
1,916.10 
12, 906,073.70 
25, 573, 769.33* 
6, 817 ,458.62** 
1, 739, 362.48 
3,691 ,185.31** 
12, 921 ,461. 58** 
992,084.63** 
174,971.59 
25 ,125,678. 90** 
53,120 ,415 .8~ 
8,490,105. 05** 
2, 009 , 366. 55 
35,583 ,481.5~ 
G8 , 858 ,364.3<»* 
11, 294 , 760. 81** 
3,306 ,003 .63 
49 , 285, 764. 30** 
27 ,879 , 371.43** 
3, 653,585 .42** 
573,459. 66 
* Indicates significance to the 0. 05 level. 
** Indicates signifi cance to the 0. 01 level. 
Sulfate 
p . p.m. 
13,368,837.30 
29,607 , 315. 51* 
8,839,295.59* 
2,419, 279-74 
4, 351,159.94 
18,726, 055. 43** 
2, 775 ,406.60** 
412 , 436. 75 
25,017, 931.30 
87,991,123 . 20** 
l ll ,227 ,170.88** 
2,392,107. 91 
76 , 932 , 416.10** 
76 , 635,403.5~ 
15 , h58 ,875.92** 
5, 798 ,148 .65 
27 , 394, 392.80 
60,698, 535.40* 
17,306, 435.62** 
5,270, 633.10 
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Table 9. (cont.) 
Carbonate 
p.p .m. 
~ean Squares 
1,792.56 
1,351.61 
1,816.65** 
774.94 
577 . 81 
197.81 
631.61* 
292 . 81 
1,170.45 
5:)2 . 28 
1,49J . 88* 
669.32 
2,262 .24 
1, 806. 23 
4,985.6&** 
2,039.12 
217 . 80 
217 . 80 
540. 47-;.'* 
21.78 
Bicarbonate 
p.p.m. 
25,513.43 
142 ,409.78 
83,602.32** 
33,698.51 
36,695-92 
144,424.08* 
47,390.76** 
16,601!. ;2 
3C, 576. J4 
619 ,326. 08*4} 
86 ,114. '~0** 
37 ,003 . 89 
126,141.40 
120,029 .78 
63 , 943. 30** 
27,807. 61 
27&, 7b6. 30 
240,017.62 
163,724. 23** 
71,479.55 
* Indicates significance t o the 0.05 level. 
** Indicates s ignificance to the 0.01 level. 
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significantly from all others . Mean pH values were 8.2, 8.4, 8.3, and 
8. 1 for the 0 to 6, 6 to 18, 18 to 36, and 36 to 60 i nch depths 
respectively. Therefore , these desert soils had significantly higher 
pH values at the 6 to 18 inch depth than at other depths. 
There was wide variability in pH among the various areas occupied 
by sagebrush. This was the only type showing a significant di~ference 
between areas (Table 9) . Thus, sagebrush soils wer e shown to be more 
variable for pH than soils under other types studied. 
These data indicate that little variability in pH means existed 
bet ween soils occupied by the five types studied. The pH of soils did 
not appear to be a significant factor in determining the distribution 
pattern of the species studied. 
Total soluble salts, percentaGe: The total soluble salt content 
of the soil varied widely ~on~ the various vegetation types (Table 7) 
and this difference was significant (Table 8) . 
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Soils under sagebrush averaged only 0.32 percent which was the 
smallest amount of soluble salts contai ned under any of the five types . 
Mean total soluble salt values for the other types were 0.36, 0.58, 
0. 89, and 0. 83 percent for winterfat, shadscale, rmttall 1 s saltbush , and 
greasewood respectively (Table 7). 
The total soluble salt content increased with depth under each type 
(Table ?) . Under sagebrush the increase was from 0.05 percent in the 
first six inches to 0.71 percent at the 36 to 60 inch depth. Conversely 
greasewood average 0.29 percent in the top six inches and 1.19 percent at 
the 36 to 60 inch depth. Significant differences were found between all 
depth means . 
Using the test for least significant range, it was found that 
significant differences in total soluble salts also existed between 
all type means (Tables 1 and 8). Significant increase in soluble salts 
with increased depth of soil was evident in each vegetation t ype 
(Tables 1 and 9). 
The content of soluble salts also varied from area to area within 
each type and this variation was highly sib~ificant for all types 
6) 
(Table 9 and Appendix Tables 11 to 15). In addition t here was ~arked 
variability in the content of soluble salts at the vario~s depths in the 
different areas within each type . This variability was si :nificant and 
was not peculiar to any individual type, as shown in Table 9. 
These data indicate that sagebrush and winterfat are not generally 
found on soils with excessive soluble salt content. Greasewood and 
Nuttall's saltbush usually are indicative of much higher salt content. 
It was found in comparing sample A wit~ sample B within each type 
(Appendix Tables 6 to 10) that A and B variances were homogeneous for all 
types except sagebrush. In the sa~ebrush type, the vari abi lity in total 
soluble salts was significantly greater i n the center of the ar eas than 
near the periphery. This variability within sagebrush is contrary to 
expectation and no explanation is apparent . 
In many cases it was found the f i ve types studied were growing on 
soil with an equal soluble salt content (Table 1 and Appendix Tables 11 
to 15). Figure 16 shows the range of total soluble salts and t he amount 
of overlap between the five types . All types were found to occur on soils 
with a total soluble salt content between 0.23 and 0.72 percent. Within 
this range some factor or factors other than total soluble salts act 
either alone or in combination with soil salt as the limiting factor in 
determining what vegetation type will occupy the area. 
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The high variability between areas as shown in Table 9 suggests 
that each of the five plant species studied has either a broad range of 
tolerance for soluble salt or that each species is composed of various 
ecotypes, each with its own tolerance range. Ecotypic variation would 
seem to be a plausible explanation for the wide variability between areas 
supporting the same vegetation type. This study, however, was not 
designed to determine these genetic variations. 
Saturation extract conductivity, millimhos per cubic centimeter: 
Saturation extract conductivity is a measure of soluble salts in the 
soil. It is believed more meaningful than the total soluble salt 
percentage as equal quantities of different salts do not give the same 
sat~1ration extract conductivity. 
The saturation percentage of a soil is approximately four times the 
15 atmosphere percentage (1). The 15 atmosphere percentage is an 
approximation of the percent moisture in the soil at the permanent wilting 
point. The saturation percentage is approximately two times the 1/3 
atmosphere percentage (1), which represents the field carrying capacity of 
a soil. Therefore, the concentration of a soil solution when the soil is 
at field carrying caoacitv is approximately twice that expressed in \ \ 
I 
Likewise, a soil nearing the 1 ap?roximately four times 
1 
the saturation extract conductivity reading. 
wilting percentage would have a soil solution 
as concentrated as that expressed in the saturation extract readi ngs . 
Tables are shown in Agriculture Handbook No. 60 (1) for converting 
saturation extract conductivity to total soluble salt percentabe in the 
soil. 
I 
I 
I 
J 
The saturation extract conductivity of the soil varied greatly among 
the five vegetation t'~es studied (Table 7). These differences were 
shown to be significant by analysis of vari~~ce (Table 8) . The test for 
least significant range shows differences between all type means to 
be of sufficient magnitude to be significant. The same is true for 
all depth means (Table B). 
The soils under sa ebrush had the lo,1est sat·.1:::-ation extract 
conductivity reading with 6.9 millimhos per c.c. Winterfat, sh~d cale, 
greasewood, and Nuttall's saltbush followed i n order with values of 
9. 2, 1).8, 15.4, and 19.) millimhos per c.c. respectively. 
Since the saturation extract cond~ctivity value> are close~ 
related to total soluble s<Llts in the soil theY also coul·i be ex-
pected to increase with depth. As shovm i n Table 7, this was true. 
The s ~ turation extract conductivity values varied from 1 . 0 in the 
surface six inches of soil under sagebrush to 15.6 at the )6 to 60 
inch depth . On the other hand, soils under Nuttall's saltbush varied 
from 4.4 in the 0 to 6 inch d·"'oth to )1.9 millimhos per c . c . at the 
)6 to 60 inch depth. 
An increase in saturation extract conductivity with soil depth 
was evident in all vegetation types (Table 7). This increase was 
significant (Table 8). 
While the saturation extract conductivity values were variable 
from area to area within each type, the variat;on between areas l"fas 
of sufficient m'<gnitude to be significant only in winterfat, shad-
scale , and zreasewood (Table 9 and Appendix Tables 11 to 15). The 
saturation extract conductivity values at various depths differed 
significantly even between areas of the same type (Table 9). 
When A samples were comp~red l"fith B s~mples within each type 
(Appendix Table 6 to 10) it was found that A and B samnles were 
homo6eneous for saturation extract c0ndu~tivity within all types 
except sagebrush . In areas occupied by sagebrush the B samples 
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were mo~e variable than the A samples . This indicates gr8ater 
variability in the center of the sageb~Js~ areas then near their 
perimeters. No explanation ~or this variability is apparent. 
Data in Table 7 and Appendix Tables 11 to 15 show a ~onsider­
able overlap between types for S':1turation extract conductivity 
tolerance . The range of '>··1turation extract conrluctivity values 
for each type are shown in Figure 17 . All were :;rowin ~ normally 
on soils with saturation extr act cond~ctivity values between 6. 2 
and 15. 7 millimhos per c . c . SaJebrlsh and winterfat are shown to 
h3ve comparable ranJes of tolerance for saturation extract 
conductivity. Shadscale and greasewood have higher ranges . 
Nuttall's saltbush is sho'm to be bTowing on soils with much 
hiGher saturation extract conductivity than the other types . 
These data indicat e that sagebrush and winterfat have a 
narrower tolerance range for saturation extract conductivity than 
shads cale , Nuttall ' s saltbush , and greasewood. 
/ Exchangeable sodium, milliequivalents per 100 grams of ~ and 
exchan::;eable sodium oercenta;se :· Exchangeable sodium can have 
profounl effects on the physical ani chemi·al propP.rties of soil. 
The ~ffects of a given amount of evchangeable sodium on a sc:l will 
vary with such fact ors as soil texture, surface area of the soil 
particles , type of clay in the soil , potassium status , ~nd the 
organic matter content of the soil. 
Plant species vary in the amount of sodium they can t ol 0rate . 
The effects of sodium on plants are not well }~own (1). A high 
amount on the exchanoe compleA of the soil may cause deflocculation 
and puddlinG which , in turn , decreases soil aeration anc 
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~permeability and may dec~ease water availa~iltty. An exchanze complex 
\ hO to 5J percent sodium satu,.ated may c:mse r.ut.rition'll d~fici<Jncies in 
some nl:3.nts (1) . 
A considerable amount of variability in exr.han --83.ble sodium amon~ 
soils under the different vegetation types is shown in Table 7 . ThesP. 
differences in exchangeabl e sodium are of sufficient ~a;nitude to oe 
sibnificant as shown by aver awes and lL~its of error for ~ach type 
(Tables 7 an l. 8) . There also appeared to be a consirierablr> a..'tlc.mt 
of' variab::.i.ity in exchanceable sodium percenta~e between types 
(Table 7) . This variability, however , was not greqt enouc;h to 
shaN s ~atistical siLni ficznce (Table ~ ) . 
Soils under winterfat ha-:! the smalle::;t .:L"lomt o.' e·-:chan,;eable 
<oodi·.1o as ·well as the lowest excha."'lge. ble soubm percontage 
(Table 7 ) . Wi.nterfat sells had 2.5 milliequival"!nts o•' rn:chan ·e:1ble 
scdi'.lm rer 100 grarr:.s as compared to greasewoo'1 soils vmich contained 
4.8. Soils under winterfat also con ta'.ned t:he low3st an' gr=a c;ewood 
soils the hi.~hest m-::an exchangeJ.ble sodium percent:.1t~es , with 16 and 
26 percPnt respP,ctivP.ly . 
Both the amount and percenta~e o~ exchan,e~ble sodiQ~ increased 
with depth under all ve:;etation types (Table 7) . Under winter fat the 
\ exchan:.eable sodium incr eased from O. h me . /1:):) "' ra'!ls at the surface 
to 4 • 0 me . /100 grams at the three to live foot depth . Un ·Jer ._; r easl?.wood 
the exchan eable sodium increased from 2 . 2 in th; surfacQ six inches 
of soil to 7 . 2 me . /lOJ t;rams at the three to fiv~ foot dopt:h . The 
exchan:eable sodium percenta e varied from 2 to 26 pP.rcent ~nJer 
winter~'at to 11 to Jl percent under greasewood. 
The test for least sicnifi cant ran:e indicated that all type 
rneans an·-; depth means were sufficiently variable in amount o~ 
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exchance~ble sodium to be si~nific:mtly di.!'fcrent . Depth moan::> for 
exchan_:eable so--!ium percen:a[;e also varied sufficiently to be 
3it:nificant . 
The increase in exchan:,e.qble sodi um ·.fith depth i s to be ex-
pected . Sodimn salts arc !li~hly soluble nnd th~ so·lium ion a lso 
i s ~~silv renlaced on the soil exchange com?l~x ; hence , it leached 
from the surf·1ce scils and acc,mr-tl!ited at lower depths . 
The amount of e:·chan e ~ble sodiu.m was variable from 1.rea to a rea 
within cac tvoe anri this Yariation was hi:)1ly s i _;T1i 4'icant for all 
types exce?t s~;cb~~sh (Table 9 and Appendix T~bles 11 to 15) . 
The n.>:~o:.mt o!~ sC: ~ um ~ n t he soil di f fered siGnificantly '1V"n bet...veen 
depths of eac!-1 type (Table 9) . 
The exchan..:<~.1.'bl~ sodium p'2rcenta e of the '3 oi l , al-:>c V'lried 
fror a rea to ~rea 1':1 thin ~ach type . T'1is v<:.ri::I~ility was hi,~hly 
si ·-nifican: for all types except s. ~cbrunh an; ,;rco:.~wr;ood (TaLle 9 
and ApT'Jenuix To.~l~s 11 to 15 ). A tiG~ly s i _:n ifj cant variability 
in exchan ~e.qble 3oclium percenta,:~ ; et .~e en depths •:ja::; she-wn for all 
tvuos except gr~a ;ewood (Table ?) . 
These datn ~ ndic3te thAt ~~~eb~Jsh anG wint~rfat arc not Gen~~ally 
fo·;n ·i on so ils wit !1 a hi ~h exchan :e«bl c sodi•1m con:on: or a hi..:;h 
j-;xchan_:e"blc socL •J.r.l percenta0 e . Gr 'a3el'loo:: a:1~ :futtall ' s s·.ltbush 
I 
\ ~ .. ·ero_ "o 1n I • h · l · th "' · h • '"' · 1 C!l ~... e so: s ·\·n d~~~ J3~ "" ~c .~~ur. ,,a ..... u'?~ . 
The A and R eamolPS vd. thi.n a r eas of ec.ch type a,..e conr.:- red in 
Appendix Tables 6 to 1~. These data indi~at~ that the A and B 
sa.r.:ples of ~ach type are hcrr.o~,ncc11:1 an• 1 that they ::-er resent ra'1dom 
distribution of vari".nce a: the entire pof):.:lat.icn l:)ein£> sa'llpled . 
There was a wide variability l:cb;e~m t:,rpes in .Lr:tour of 
exchs.n~e!lble socium. Ccns i :ierable variati.c·n alsc was shon1 to exist 
beb'IPen areas within types . The ranbes for exchaneeable sodium for 
each type are shown in Figure 18. A considerable degree o~ overlap 
of these ranges is readily apparent . Fieure lD illustrates that all 
five species rr.ay occur in pure stands on soils containin~ 1.1 to 4.6 
' millieq~.livalents of exchan eable sod::..um per 1 'JO gra'!ls o.:.' soil. 
Creasewcod is shown to have a ran.;e of values that incluC.es the 
entire range of thd other four types . This su_;gests that while 
greasewood does not require ~i~h concentrations of sodi·~ i t is 
physiolor:icall~r adapted to tolerate high amounts . 
The maximum amount of exchange1.ble sodium a type can tolerate \ 
appears to affect its dist r ibution on tho salt-deserts . Plants of 
a certain species or ecotype are genetically proadaptecl to tolerate 
cert3.in maxi ~urns in their environrn•-nt. Tthen these maximum:; 2-re 
reachec. this plant is excluded and other speci~"s or ecotypes adapted 
to tolo,•ate the Pnvironment occ•.1py the area . Within the r:m_,e of 
exchan e~ble sodium where the five types are all adapted some other 
factor or factors play the c ritical role Jn the dete~ination of 
which species will occupy the a r .:-·a . 
~ exc~1ant:-e car:1city : The base cxchan_,e ca')acity of a scil , 
or more precisely the cat ton exchan~e capacity, re.~.'ers to the 
milliequivalents of cations per 100 grams of soil which can be held 
to tho soil particles by stir~~ce forces , and can be replqced by other 
cat:ons {47) . The base exchan e capacity has a very prrmnunced 
effect on tho physical an..l chemical prop0rties of a s"il (1) . 
Various clay minerals and org-<mic m<J.t ter are the surface-:1ctive 
soil con::;tituents that .:urnish the basis ol' the exchan6~ compl~x. 
The base exchan~e cap:1city of the soils under the five 
veget1.tion types st.Jdied was similar (Table 7) . Analyo;j f of 
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variance (Table 3) indicates that significant differences in base 
exchan..;e cap~city do not e·dst between types. 
A s i~_:nificant \'n.ri J.t ion in ' 1:::;e excha.'1he capacity is· shown to 
exist tet~een soil depth1 (T•ble C) . The test of l~ast sifnificant 
ranee sho'·"'"' all depth me.?.ns -~or base exc~an ·e c ap:1city Lo vnz-:r 
si. ni ··icnnt ly . Tl1e 6 to lo inr.~ der:;th was hif"hest except unrier 
wintP-rfn.t .sn: exchcm:.:;c cap:1 ~. itv r ecr eascd at 1; re~ter depths fer <1ll 
type::: €:xcept Y;inl.ar~'at ('!'~blc 7 ) . The si -rnificanl difference- in 
base exchan .e caoJ.c ~ty ·et·leen depth·; is und0ubtedb· a re, 1lt of 
the- soil forming precesses . The colloL!al clay frd.ction oi.' the 
soil tend:; to leac~ f rom the surface la.)"" ... and tc accumt:l;lte in the 
subsoil and !:-ase excha.'1 ·e capo.cit~· tends to corr::late ·si.th clay 
accumula tion. 
The base exch.;.n._;e capacity of the soils ·.vas v-.r iLJ.')ls :'rom 1rea 
to e..rea wi.t~in t ,rpes (Appendix Tables 11 to 15). T~1is variability 
oetrrt>en areas -.•;as n i.~nificant i n all t;:tpes except croC"l~C'li'Oo' 
('!'o.blc 0) . A >i~:.~ni.!.'icn.nt area x depth :.nt-1r:-:~r.tion ·,vas <J.l sc shown 
for all t ype.> (Tab 1"' 0) . 
Th-=! v:1ri:mc0 bcl.'leen c;a":l:~l~s A an: n ~o.,.. each t:rpo (Arp-=niix 
Tables 6 to 1 :J) ··:as not si ~ific'1nt . This vras cxp~cte! si.~C"' there 
i :::: :10 ~i ,ni ric'J.nt 'i:!.:'fercn-::'"' in ba:e e:xc~:m e -::apaci.ty bPtr·ee~ ~~"ils 
o~r·npied. ~J;: the ''i.':e ·.:ct;etat ion b·pc::; st'lthcn. P<.1SP. exchant;"' 
cap::tcity o". :oil.:; doe.-.:; "lOt 'tppom• t.o be R crit i :2.!.. .:a:tor in the 
::!istributic.n p\ltte~, o:f.' thes"! t:;'"p~"s . 
~~chan-eabh pota.<;si r:1; millieq 1ival~nts per 1)0 ~ .:-oi.l and 
exchan1:eable "otassiun p~rc·mt<> • .,. : Limit~~d :>.r.JO\.mts o:~ notac::si.ur.1 
are r equire.! for the nutrition of -:~1 nts . Hi h ~on~::mtrnt irn .:.n the 
sci l solution are rare but toxic ~ff..,-::ts c: ~0t:1. ~ 1.1: .. :!' 0.-: plnnt; l.:n·p 
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been reported (1). 
Little variation in ano'mt of exchan::e1.ble ,..,ota:;sium was noted 
between vegetati.cn types (Taule 7), and the '!ifferences .. ;ere not 
8igni icant (Table C) . Also , variability in exchan~·eable potassium 
percenta.:;e between types was not of sufficient ma:_;:1itu•!e to oe 
siGnificant (Tables 7 and 8) . 
Hi -:hly significant ~ifferences betHeen depth means for both 
amount of exchange ble potassium ant: ~xchan:eable potassium per-
centa~e are shown in Table 0. P tassium was hi hn-t in the surface 
soil in all types except sa;ebrush . The potassium content was 
considerably -:1 ~her in the 6 to li3 depth and com!=·'lrati vely low 
in the 0 to 6 inch depth ~mder s~~ebrush (Table 7) . 
Variati.r"ln in amount of ?Otassbm heh.een areas occuried by the 
same type was highlu significant except under greasew"ou (Table ?) . 
V3.riabili. ty bet.··een depths is also incicated for all t;Y':'e s studied . 
A si;n:..ficant area x dept'l i.nteract:.on (Table 9) indicates incon-
sistant varia'uility in potassium with depth between area-; in all 
type1 except s2~eb~~sh . 
The exch:m ·eable notassiu.'ll percentase also varie·~ con.:.;i 1Crably 
from area to are:1 -..vithin types . This variation · ... as si;:;ni.!:icant for 
all types {Table 9) . Also , variation between depths was sii_:ni"icant 
for the five types 3tudied. 
When S3.rr.ple A was compJ.reJ with sample B (Appendix Tables 6 to 10) 
no si;:;nificant variability in !-lOt3.ssiu.m v;as found to Pxj '3t between 
the !'l~riph~ry an.:l the center of a rPas occT:.i.cd t:r any cf '!.h<; t:yrp· s. 
Potassium is apparently not a critical fact or in det~rr:!inin~; 
de~ert pl~nt ~istribution 
.. 
-. 
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Lime , percent a _-e : Soils of arid recions are usually calcareous . 
Because o~' low precipitation rates and subsequent li:nited leachin~ , 
the lim8 content of the soil remains at a relatively high level. 
Lime is very important as it serves as a so~rce of soluble calcium 
to replace some of the exchan. eable soC.iu.":l . Calcium i s im'Jortant i n 
mainta~nins favorable sl~Jcturc in the soil . 
The limE> content of soils un·~er the five vegetation types 'I'Ias 
rem2.rkably uni ~·om (Tables 7 and 8) . However , a hi~hly si ni icant 
differ,:mce i:l. 1..im~ content occurred beb·;een depths means . Such 
variation is common becaase lime is lJached f rorr. the surface so:i.l 
a nd accumul~tes in the lower depths . A sjcnificant type x depth 
interaction (Table C) sugrests t"lat lime content bet.veen depths is 
net com:istant over :1ll tynes . 
Samples A coMpared with samples B (Arpendix Tabl~3 6 to l)) 
show the vc.riances for lime percl3nta e to 'Je hcP.Jo ;~encc'lS for A 
and B sarr.nles within <=>acl-t t :;rpe . 
There ·.,..ere highly si, nific3.nt vari2.tions in l i.m~? content of 
scih :.,et '''~"E>n 'lreas within i:1ll type~ except Nuttall ' c: saltbush 
(Table 9) . A S ibni.~icant -:i:fference oet>veen de:)ths OCC'..lrred ~md•:;r 
sa: ebrJ.sh only (Tables 7 an.-: 9 ). 
Variations in Erne content between soi l3 0Ct;'t::ied ":Jy t~e five 
types appears to ue relatively minor and in~on istant . From these 
data it appears that the l.i.me p3rcenta;e oi' the soil plaj<~s an 
in~ibfli.!.~icant role in ,letermining pl:mt dstribution on the salt-
des·.,rts o:' Utah . 
P· rm~atil.it:r and infiltration ~, ;nch~s ~ ~: The 
permeability of a soil ref~rs to the read~ness with ·::"lich it 
t!'ansmits or conc1cts v.ater (1) . Permeability r::ny be arfected by 
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tc>tu~c , structu~e , stability of aggreE~tes , exchanGeable sodium, 
or _anic matter content , and many other :~actcrs . Beca'lSe o: the 
li:nit ed a'!lount of precipitation on the salt-desArts , nermeability 
rate is especially important . 
/ Infiltration refers to thP. rate of entry o" water into thP. 
soil . The rate of in.!.'iltration i s directly r elated to ~ .trf ace 
texture , str-J.cture , or .:anic na.tter , litter, anrJ exchan ;eable sodium. 
Surface runoff L~ excessive on c;oiln with low infiltration rates . 
\ Ylhere r-Jnoff is excessi' e , water is lost vtlich othe::--wise would 
\ 
\ enter the sc·il and be ava "..lable for fllant crmrth . 
There appeared to be considerable variation in th~ p ·rmeabilit:r 
of soils 1m Jer th~ various typ·33 studied (T•ble 7) . Ho;·:-=ver , 
differences :unanc tY';>es or depths were not of su~ficicnt mac-;nitude 
t o be sicnificant (Table t) . 
Data in Table 9 indicates that differences in perm~ability 
rates among areas within c;ome o •~ the types waG extremely vn.riablc . 
Sit-nificant :.Hffprences between arP.as were shovm for soil nn:ier 
v:intorfat and shact-:cale . A significant difference in soil p~rmeability 
bet·veen depths was noted only for ·11interfat . Under winter fat ~oils 
at lower depths were less pernea'cle than at shallm":cr depths . 
When A an~ B samplos wr~re compared (Appendix Tables 6 to 10) 
they were foun~ to be homo ·~nsou~ for all types except G~ ~ebrush . 
In the sabebr ush type , the Yariat ion was much Gr':later near the 
perimeter o~ the areas than in the center . v~riation within a.re~s 
wo~ld norrr~lly be expec4 ec to increase a~ the adjacent types ~ere 
approached . 
Limited dnta from fielC: in f iltromete:' otadies (Table 10) shov:ed 
a g:::-~at amount of variation in infiltration rate of soil v:Hhin 
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Table 10. Infiltration rat es for soils under five vegetation types 
on the salt desert of Utah 
Type 
and 
Area 
Sagebrush 
8a 
8b 
l)a 
l)b 
14a 
14b 
Mean 
"Hinter fat 
6a 
6b 
7a 
7b 
Mean 
Shadscale 
)a 
)b 
4a 
4b 
Mean 
Saltbush 
9a 
9b 
l()a 
l Ob 
Mean 
Greasewood 
19a 
19b 
20a 
20b 
Mean 
Rate 
i o./hr • . !/ 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1. )~ 
2.4 
1.4 
I"3" 
1.8 
1.2 
1.6 
1.6 
r.c 
0.8 
0.4 
1.3 
1 . 0 
Q.9 
1.8 
1.1 
2.0 
4.4 
-r.I; 
0.4 
0.6 
1.2 
0.9 
lJ.B 
y These data do not strictl j• indicate infiltration rates as the 
amount of lateral f low vras considerable . Thev do indicate the 
r elative rate of entry of water i nto th3 soils under the five 
ve~etation types . 
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each type . Mea11 infiltration rates for each type ~,9-:-e :1lso diver-
gent . Average :'low patter ns for eacr t~rr·e are sho·.m in Fi~'l.lre 19. 
Botr. the inriltration anr permeability rates ·;;ere low un:.~er 
greasewood (Tables 7 and 10) . Th'? permeability anci infiltration 
rates for the other .four types ·.'lere lnc0n"i.:tant . The-e ''lt"l 
in~icate thJ.t :::;rea-:ewoori often is :oun~ on soils v:!~i~1 take in .nd 
conduct water at a slew rate . In the other t~es th(lse :actc?·s are 
vari?.ble and seemed not to be decisive in r!eter:nin.ing ve,.:;e':.~ttion 
distribution • 
..._~, One- third ·1tmosphere nercenta'"e : The on<::·-third "it:nos!·here 
percentat:e is a laboratory approximation of the ;Jercent of wat;r 
retained in a soil c1t 1'iel capacity. It has a close rel:1ti::msnip 
to te...<.turc an or£;anic m tt "'r content o~· the soil. Salt concen-
trations of the scil solution vary with the ano'm"t o" water held . 
The 11"..aximum percent water th.1t can be retained by a soil then is 
of extreme inportant to plant [ rowth . 
Data presentel in Tables 7 and G shos that the l/3 atr.1osphere 
percentCJ. -;e was si ni ''i::antly different bet;v~en soil- oc•.::ur-ied by 
the five ve:-etat i.on t'rnes . A hic:hly si,;ni "icant :H.i'ference also 
vms shown to exist between 4 epths . 
Soils under s a,•ebrusL were shovm to have the hi:;h;!:t l/3 
atmosphere p~rcen•[,_-e and winterfat the lowest (T~.blc 7) vnth 23 . 7 
anrl 23 . 7 percent avera2:es rP.srectively . The 1/J atmosn~ere percenta:e 
tended to incre'!Se with d ~pth . SagebruGn soil '1 v:lrier; ('rom 2~~ . 6 
percent in the sur face six inches to 31.9 -;>erccnt at the fh·c-foot 
depth , while vrinterfat vari~r:l fro:'! 20. 6 percent i1 th~ surf.: .. ce ;.cil 
to 26 . 2 percent at the lo~'le::>t ~epth . The increase in 1/ ' atmos'ihere 
p0rcent ·~ .;e w: th c:e~t:- ~vas app rrently l 1'1C tc a text~ral chan ,e in 
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sagebrush 
99 in. ·water 
66 hours 
Nuttall's saltbush 
115 in. water 
48 hours 
shadscale 
64 in. water 
71 hours 
winter!at 
111 in. water 
69 hours 
greasewood 
45 in. water 
56 hours 
3 " 
Figure 19. Mean wetted perimeter showing soil-water now 
pattern under infiltrometers in five vegetation types on the 
salt-desert ranges of Utah. 
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the soil pro:ile . 
A siJni:icant variation : n 1/3 atmosphere pcrcentabe between 
areas wit hin each type was shovm (Table 9 ) . An inconsistant varia-
t ion between area an•.; ~epth was indicated b:.r a hi.:;hly SiE;lli f icant 
.:.rea x depth inter:1ction for each type . This variat ion :..nlicated that 
soil3 or different areas of the same type :i id not hc.:ve similar 1/3 
atmosnhere percP.ntares at the sam~ depths . 
A com":nr-ison of the A and B samples (App~:1dix Tables 6 to 10) 
shO\vs that they are homogeneous f or all types . Thus , A and B samples 
each represent random variatjon vithi!1 the oo rn1lation bein~ san~led. 
The mean value3 for 1/J atmos~here per~entages of all tYPes and 
areas are shown in Append~< Tables 11 to 15 . The ran~e in 1/3 
atmosphere percenta~;e for each type is shown L'1 Fi~rC\ 20. All 
types studied are shmm to occur in p•li'e .stands on soils wit n a 
1/3 atmosphere percentage bet·ween 20.9 an -l 26 . 7 (Figure 20 and 
Appendix Tabl<:!s ll to 15) . Sacebrush , shad::::cale , Nut t all ' s saltbush , 
ani ereasevrood vrere found on scil with a 1/J atr.10s-phere percenta,.e 
exceedinG 26 . 7 ·.~hile s.:lvebrusn , winterfat , sha."'cal~ , anl.. .;reasewood 
were foun l on soils whose 1/J atmosphere percent wa::; less than 20 .9. 
Sagebrush , shad, cale , and gr0asewood show -.-ride varia t.:..on . Winter fat 
and Nuttall ' s saltbush have narrmmr ran~es (Ficure 2·J ) . 
Soil texture is closely rela t ed to the 1/3 atmosphere percentaGe • 
Other tnincs beinc equal , .h~avier textured soils have a hi~her 1/J 
atmosphere parcenta~e than li~hter textured soils . Soils under 
1 winteri'at , s ha.:.:.scale , Nuttall ' s saltbush , gr ' asewood , and sa._.ebr1sh 
{ follow in order for increasine moisture holdin1: capacity. Data 
pr0sented indicate that the 1/J atmos ..... here percenta..;e or i'ield capacity 
of the soil is an important 'actor in the distribution of these plants . 
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Figure 20. Ran~e of 1/ J atmosphe~e percentage 
of soils unde r f ive vegetation types on the salt-
desert of Utah. 
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Fi:teen atmospheres percentace: The lS atmosphere percentaGe 
value is an approximation of the amount of moisture retained in the 
soil at the permanent wilting Point . The salt concentration of the 
soil solution increases as the soil moisture decreases . The lS 
atmosphere percenta_e varies with soil texture . Generally speaking 
the lichter textured soils hav~~ the lower 15 atmospher~s percentage . 
Some variability in lS at.nospheres percenta~e was shown .:.'or 
'soils under the fiv~ vesetation tj~es (Table 7) . However , this 
variation was not of sufficient ma:nitude to be statistical~ 
signific~nt (Table 5). 
A highl~ sicnificant difference in l S atmospheres percenta~e 
b'3tween areas was sho".m for all t~es e·{cept greasewood (Table 9) . 
A significant difference in 15 atmospheres percenta;e bet:1een depths 
was shown only under shadscale . Inconsistant variations between 
areas and depths were indicated by the highly si~i.:icant ar~a x 
depth interaction sho"m in Table 9. 
The A and B samples (Appendix ~ables 6 to 10) were homobeneous. 
Thus , no si&~i~icant 'ar iation in 15 atmospheres percentage existed 
within areas occupied by each of the vegetation types . 
The lack of variation in 15 atmospheres percenta:;e between 
types indicated that the permanGnt •tilting point of the soil ~as not 
a critical factor in determinin: the districution pattern of the 
~ive types studied. 
1,.--- Soluble 3oiinn, parts ~ million: The adverse affects of 
sodium on soil::; have been 1iscusscd pro;vio·.1sly . Solubl0 sodium in 
the soil is readily available to react on the soil exchange complex. 
Sodium.may be present in the soil in various salt forms . Sod:.um 
chloride is the nost common in the salt-deserts of Utah . 
' '--
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Soluble sodium v:1ried ~-reatlv between the .five vegetation types 
studied (Table 7 ). These variations :·rere of sufficient mJ.~nitude to 
,be sicni~icJ.nt- (Table ~) . 
The soils under sagebrush conta.i:1ed the smallest amount of 
sol~ble ;od~tm and soi l s under truttall 1 s saltbush the larbcst , ~lth 
7l? .an · 2 , 215 r . p . ":'' . averabes respectivel~r (Table 7) . Y!interfat , 
shadsce.lP , anc ·reasewood soil0; averaJ~d 901 , 1 , 1.2 "l , .. n,! 1 , 9 J(> p . p . .. • 
re::>pcctivelv . 
" . 
Soluble ;odiu:n in the so.il if sub~~ct to leachinE; . Tho.refore , 
Ji.l ferences in soC.iun content ;·:ould be exnecte-! Ylith depth . Analysis 
I 
\ of varian.:;FJ (Ta':)le 8) sh0'\'1'.~ that sue~ a r:!ifference existed bet·::een 
depth means . 
A hichl;r signi.fi-:ant differen~e in sclubls sodbm exists bet'l':een 
areas '7ith in all types except s.:;~ebrush (T3.'t>le 9) . Hi!;hl-::r significant 
dii'ferenceB ::>etw~en depths are also shovm 1Tithin all types . In-
~onsistant variations between ar8a3 and depths within each tvpe 
were shown by the highly si.::nificant depth x area interaction (Table 9) . 
This interaction indicated that the soluble so:iiUI:1 content e.t a 
civen dept:t varied amen'.: ~.reas even within the sa:"le types . 
The A and B :>:>.npl0s within areas of -:ac:t type a.r~ compare~ in 
Appe '1.!ix Tables 6 to 10. Variances for these samplas •·:ere hc.mozeneous 
in all typss except S;".·-ebrunh . The l~rGe vari!.tn~e of th-'3 A samples 
of sa;:;e'or1sh indicate~ that as expected the soluble sodium content 
of soil s in tho~e are~s b~c3.ffi~ more variabl~ ~s the ed~cs of the 
ar?~s ~ore npproached . 
The scluble sodium content in each area of each type i::; sho"'m 
ln Appendix Tables 11 to 15. These tables indicate that considerable 
vari<'tion cxi.3ted in c:;olu~ le sodium ·::ithin nreas of ~:1ch type . 
Shadscale , Nuttall ' s saltbush, and greasevmod have wide ranees of 
tolerance ('~t'igure 21) . Sagebrush and winter fat have narro" ranges 
of tolerance , neither bein~ found on soils with a high sodium 
content . Within the range of 362 to 1,526 p . p. m. soluble sodium 
each species was able to occur in pure stands (Figure 21) . Within 
this ranle other 'actors must dcten1ine distribution of these 
five sr>ecies . 
Soluble calci.um, parts per million: High concentrations of 
calcium in the soil solution effect various plant species in different 
ways (47) . A specific calcium toxicity for some species has been 
reported (1) . Soluble calcium in the soil is available to replace 
sodium on the exchan e c~mplex . It is also beneficial in maintaininG 
soil structure . 
Data presented in Table 7 indicate that relatively little 
variability exists in soluble calcium content bet';men soils occu;:>ied 
by the five species . Anal~rsis of variance (Table 8) shows these 
differences to be too small to be significant . 
An overall increase in scluble calcium with depth is shown 
(Table 7) . Analysis of variance (Table 8) shows this increase to 
be highly significant . The test for least significant ran~e also 
shows all depth means to be SibDificantly different . The soluble 
calcium averaee of saiebrush soil varied from 74 p. p .m. in the 
. 
surface six inches to 517 p . p . m. at the five foot depth . Soils 
under Nuttall ' s saltbush varied from an averaLe of 306 in the surface 
six inches to l , l~B p .p .~ . at the five foot depth . 
No significant amount o' variation was shovm to be present from 
area to area in any type except Nuttall ' s saltbush (Table 9 ), Sig-
nificant differences behmen soil depths were also shown within each 
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Figure 21. Range of soluble sodium content of 
soils under five vegetation t ypes on the salt-
desert of Utah. 
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type except sagebr;tsh . Incon" istant variabi.lity between areas and 
depths ·was indicated by the hi.;hly siUli "icant area x depth inter-
actio~ in all types . 
Y."hen A sa~~les "'.'ere compared with B samples (Appendix Tables 6 to 
10) they were found to be homoeen-=ous in soluble calcium content 
under all types . 
Data presented indicate that soluble calci~m is ~ relative~' 
constant factor in the soil.;; of the s:1lt-de0ert ranr;es of Utah and 
does not appear to be a li:nitin .:.~actor in the distribution of the 
five species studied. Soils of the salt-desert of Utah are mostly 
of sedimentary or .llluvi:1l origin an~ <>..re calcareous in nJ.bJ.re . 
Thus , the 'mi ~or:nity i..n ·alcium con~ent of the soil between types 
is a reflection of the parent material. 
Soluble magn~~:.W"l , parts =. !2;i llion: lla;-;n~'>.:-i'-lm salts InP.,,· be 
mo~e toxic to pl:mts than · sosmotic concentrations or other ne1ltral 
salts . :1elativel:r high <Unounts o:.' calcium m·.:r U.o mu~.::h to alleviate 
the toxic effects of' :n:l;n<Jsi'..un (1) . 
Mean '!alues for soluble magn~;;sium in soils under the five t:rpes 
are sho·.-m in Table 7 . Ma£I1esium content of the soil varied in-
si<,Oni ... icantly betw":len t~"1eS (Table G) . 
A signi!icant increase in soluble mangesium occurred vdt~ 
increased der1th of soil (T:J.ble 7 ani 8) . 
Variation in soluble macnesium was insigni fican-: fro~r. area to 
area in all tyties except Nuttall ' s saltbus!l a"ld ~r,.,asenood (Table 9) . 
Signi "icant 1i "ferences · etv1een depth.:; within area3 o:::curred only 
under .;rease1Yood . 
A compar-:.son of A ancl B sampl,:;s (Appendix Tables 6 to 10) 
sho·,yed laq;e vari.ation in m:._n'-'s i.um bet·seen the r-enter anc peri;1hery 
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of areas occupied by sa~ebrush , shadscale , and lfuttall1 s saltbush . 
In these types the soils of the center ~ortion of the areas varied 
significantly more than the soils near the periphery of the areas. 
No explanation for this variation is apparent . 
The soluble magnesium content of the soils is appar ently a 
reflection of the parent materials . Dat a collected 3ive no indication 
that the ma£nesium content of thP soil is critical in deterrnininl 
the distribution pattern of the rive ve::;etation types studied. 
Soluble notassium, parts per million : Toxic effects of high 
concentration of notassiwn in the soil ~olution have been reported (1) . 
Evi~ence also has been presented which indicates that notassium 
toxicity can be reduced by increased calcium in the soil (1) . 
The soluble potassium content of tht? soils varied relatively 
little (Table 7) . The analysis of variance presented in Table C 
shoTls no signific1.nt d.L.'ference betvreen soils occupied by the five 
types s t'1died. However, a hi&hly sicnificant dif:erence in potassium 
content bet11een soil depth me;ms was evident . Uean ::;olubl~ pota.:;sium 
content varied from 96 p. p .m. under winterfat to 170 p . p .~ . under 
Nuttall ' s salLbush . 
The soluble potassi~ content of soil3 varied signi:icantly from 
area to area in all types except shadscale (Table 9) . A significant 
variation in potassium content vnth depth was found under Nuttall ' s 
saltbuS1l only . 
The A and B samples for all types are compared in Appendix 
Tables 6 to 10. These comparisons showed that no si0llificant variation 
occurred bet~7een the center of th~ areas and the peripheries . 
Similar to the other cations , the solubl~ potassium sontent of 
the soil may well be a reflect:.on of the parent materials . These 
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data indicate that potassium i~ net a li.ni tin; factor in the 
:!istrit,ution of t:1e five specie:::: . 
Solnbl~ chlori ~, , Darts ~ million : The aptake o:~ mion"" fro~ 
the soil ~.elut ion is not decreased en saline soils (1) . Dat:1 haYe 
been presented wJ...ich indcate chlor ict.:. 7. oxic:it~r tc sc~e pl<:nt:; (l a.'1d 
21 ) . 
The chloride content of the soil v.:~.riec insi_;ni 1 i-:a:ntly bct·troen 
ve ;etaticn type.;:; (Tables 7 <:nd 8) . !·. l,i,:11ly si :ni"i•:ant inc!'case ir. 
chlorides "'·:i th depth ·:;as sho;m "or all types (Tables 7 [.n,i 0) . This 
increase with depth indi ::a'te.J that chloride .>:-.lts 'l.!"e sut;j'3ct to 
V-'lriability .:ror:, nr·~"' to "irea was ~li,;l~ly sicni:'i:-ant wit~in all 
type.:; except s:t.·ebrus, (Table 7) . A silnifi -:tn+ dffe!'e:nce in 
ch lori.ie cont~nt also ·:.as :;ho~·m beLween dept s ·uit!1in ~ach type 
stuci0d. 
A comparison. o!~ A anJ B samplt!s (Appendix T:1ble 6 to 10) Yr.:.t~1in 
are::.s shov:c,i them hor.:ogeneous for all ty·po~ e::"!ent S" el.n·us!1 . The 
B sarnpleB o · .-::agebrush had ~i-:ni!'i,...a"ltly ,:r.oater var:>.nc'"· tl:~n the 
A ~amples . No ~:':j),3'1ation is a•r.;il"lblc u.s to;· ~; thr center of tl~e 
arc:ts under :.; t_:('lru~h btd <1 r:ore vari.3.ble ::cl..J.:::l'. :-:hlorit!-:> ccnter.t 
than coil~ ~~ar t~~ ~cr;net~r . 
'!'ho~e nata ::.ncicate th~t '\'.'hile th·: chl orid .... content o:: ,;<Jsert 
soib i'3 vnr iable it does not vary sl;;n:!.fic:mtl:,• ,_,etwcen soils 
GCCU"":ie-:1 by the -~h-e speci ;.:; st~ldied . The 5Chtbl':.' c~loridc contc:1t 
of soils rJoes ~ct apnear to ·Jc an .:.mportant .~actor in the nl-mt 
distribution pRtt~rn . 
Sclubl c s·1l '1.te , parts per mi.ll;on : l-Ii;h concentr2tions of 
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sulfates in soils have beentBlated to decreased calciu~ absorption 
in plants (1) . Sulfate is ?resent in the ~;alt-de39rt soils in 
various forms . 
Values :'or soluble sul f'ate content of soils under eCJ.ch of the 
:'ive types a~e shown in Table 7. Some variat~on between tvpes was 
evident but this variation was not significant (Table 0) . 
A hichly siG!li .~icant ·rariation in sulfate between depths ~:as 
shown in Table 8. Jepth means were all sit;nifi'=.:mtly different ·.men 
tested for least sieni:'icant range . 
Little variation was shovm from area to area '":ithin types 
(Table 9) . Only Nuttall ' s S<lltbush was shown to have a sit;;nificant 
variation in sulfate content bet"t;een areas (Table 9) . All depths 
however, :1ere shovm to \·ary :::;. nificantly in sulfate con~..ent ·;:ithin 
each type . 
The sul:ate contents of A and B sa:t'lples ;·lithin a~e<?"' or <> ach 
type <'l.'!"'e compared in Appendix Table 6 to 10. These tables showed 
A and B Sa..'!l?les \'Tere hcmof;eneou:; except 1mcer rro.a'5ewood . The B 
srur.ples ir. th~ ] "'·"l:cwood tvpe showe:! signi ~'icantly more variability 
than the A samples. This indicated that the interior ~ortions of 
areas occu~ied b~r gr.:::1.se...,.ood wore more yariable than the peripheries . 
Sul:ate salts are abun'ant in salt-desert soils . However, the 
content dirl not appear to v v.ry sufficiently between vete+ at' on types 
to be considered critical in determinin·.:: Dlant distributicn. 
( Soluble c"rbonate , parts per million: A hiJh de,..,ree of alkalin-
I ity is a~; sociated with the (;arbon~te ion and some a·.1thors consider this 
I ion to oe highly toAic to pl~ts (1) . Since the carbon~te ion bears 
~such a close relationship to pH it is difficult to eter:ne whether 
plant res!)onses are due to tho carbrnate or 'th·~ hydroX'Jl ion. 
A~undant ca~bo~~le icnc i~ th~ so;l -u·c associated with hiGh 
exchange~ble sodiu~ (h?) . 
Carbonates ·nere low in all soil~ ~tuc!ied (Table ?) . The 
analysis of variance s!l.o·.m in Table 0 i.nci · "ltl:'!d ro "'icnificant 
difference in carbonRte content un 'er the five types . A hichly 
si:_,"Tiifi(!ant variation in r:a r bon:1te content vd th depth indicated that 
carbon;1te content was closely related to soil -;epth (Ta~>le C). 
The:::-e was little -.-ariation in carbonate shoVi':l fro::: area to 
area ,,. .!.thin an:,· type (Taule 9 ) . Sit;ni!'ic.:.r:.t nr2a x depth int.e.::-actio:l 
showl3d that ".:.r::.,..tif'1P bet·.'ieen dei;ths within :1reas ·.7as incon::i..,tant in 
all types . 
The A an1l B sar.t:?les ·::-ithin area~ o-~ each type ~•ere cot1parod in 
Appendix Tables 6 to 11. Only in sa ~ecrusl~ areas ••ere the A and 
B samples horno::;eneous . In v;intcrfat , sha.l caJ.e , anc cre.:-sewoo:! the 
B sa.11ples VTere s~o7i11 to 'Je si_:nlfic-antl:-- :nore varie.ble P1an the A 
sam::;lcs . This -:enotes gr eater variation in carl--onate content ln the 
centers of th~ :].re.::.s than n~ s.r the ,.,er!m~ters . Thr r evPrse was 
true of l\'luttall ' s saltbush. Varia'QEity was expected tc inc1·ease 
from the center of a.n a.rea towa!'d the r.erln~ter . 
Since the carbonate content was low and not s i_;ni 'icantl·; 
different between types , the carbon:1te ion is net con~i~ered a 
liniting factor in the di~t!"ioution of the fh·e species . 
Soluble bicarbon['t.:>s , parts per ni 11 icn : ':r .. ne th0 ·:Jic"lrbom.te 
ion is usuall7• pr"sent in soil solutions the a:Jotmt that cz.n romn.in 
in "'Olltion varies 1';ith pH , C~ pressure , md soil temper.-J.ture (u7) . 
The bicarbonate ion has mecific toxicity f or m:~n7r rl nts an·• m..•y 
af''ect the intake and rrtetabolism of -::l:mt nutrients (1) . 
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The bicarbonate ion varied insignificantly either within or 
between tYPes (Tables 7 and 6) . A hichly si~nificant difference, 
however , was shown between soil depths . Also , a hiG~ly :>i ;nificant 
tyne x depth interaction (Table :) indicated that the bicarbonate ion 
content of soils is not the same at comparable depths for all of the 
types studied . Variation in bicarbon~te content from area to area 
\'Tas insiQ1ificant in any type (Table 9) . 
A comparison of A and B samples within areas of each type 
(Appendix Tables 6 to 10) showed the two samples homogeneous for all 
types except shadscale . Shad>cale had sicnificantly higher variation 
in the A sanples than the B samples . Great~r variation was expected 
near the perimeter of an area than in the center. 
These data showed the bicarbonate ion to be relatively low in 
soile of the salt-desert . It did not appear to have a siGTiifi-ant 
bearin5 on the distribution cf the five species . 
Pl3nt analysis : There was considerable variation in the chemi~al 
content of the ~ive species studied (Table 11) . Analys is of variance 
(Table 12) showed highly siE;nificant differences between species for 
each of the components . Only sol uble soldinm was s i,:;nificantly 
different between soils occu nied by the five plant 3pecies fT:;l;le 8 ) . 
The low variability i.n ionic content of so~l an8 th"J hi ·h ··a..-iability 
in ionic content of the ?lant material sut;gests that the phnt types 
have differential rate~ of absorption for the variouc ions in the 
soil . The amount of sulfur , calciUM , mabnesium , sodi~, ~otassium , ~~d 
chloride in the soil c i0 not appear to affect the chemical content of 
the shrubs growin; upon them. Therefore , the chenical analysis of 
plant tissue appears to !'urnish little in~ormati:"'n for use in deter-
Table 11. Average chemieal content of current year's growth of 
five shrub species on the salt-desert ranges of Utah y 
Sulfur Cal.cium Magnesium Sodium Potassium Chloride 
Species 
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Sagebrush 0. 24 1.16 0.47 0. 09 1.49 0.17 
Winterfat 0.22 2. 55 0.71 0.08 1.12 0.17 
Shadscale 0. )6 2. 51 0. 66 6. 0) 2. 90 4.98 
Saltbush 0. 42 ) . 11 1.)6 2. 35 4 . 68 2.75 
Greasewood 0. 37 1. 35 0.45 7. 02 1. 79 1.96 
! / Aver age of curr ent year' s growth collected from 10 areas , f or 
each species.dlr_n: t~0 s· nncr of lOS' . 
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Table 12. Analysis of variance of chemical constituents of 
five vegetation types found on the salt-desert ranges 
of Utah 
ources 
of Degrees Mean Square 
vari- of Mag- Potas-
ation freedom SulfUr Calcium nesium Sodium sium Chloride 
Total 49 
Species 4 
Areas 9 O. C>lJO 0 . 355 0. 01.4 3.68 1.88 0.46 
Species x 
Areas 36 0. 0050 0. 300 0. 015 3.12 J.74 J.77 
**Significant to the 0. 01 l evel 
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see.11 to be an accurate index to coil require:'lc:"lts of the '"'l:i:"lt :1or to 
th~· :1atur~ of the scil upon \'Thich the nl<mt c rc7TS . 
Alternc -;tudies : Data obtained frcm analyses of :;oil ;ar.1;-lcs 
collected from ~ach end of trenches excavated across a~ternes are 
pr:::lsentet! in Table 13 . The3e data are extremcl~r variable a.'1.1 sorJCrihat 
inconsistent . Alt'S!rne duta wore too lL'nited to jt:.3ti:';y !"tatistical 
~nal:,rses , but they t eni to point out the extrc::'!e variability o~ .soil 
conr i tions on the S'!lt- .:lesert . 
Analysis of the soil s&~ple3 collected frcn e~ch end of a trench 
across a Nuttall 1 s saltbush- shad:.cale alterne 'ailed to :;hovi si..;r.::..f:!.-
cant d~fferences in soil chdnacteri3tics (Table lJ) . Since ~'1aly3is 
of varidllce (Table B) indic;:tcd s:(,:nificantl:r hi_;h'3r Yalucs for 
Nuttall ' s :;altbus~ t!:an for sh«clscale for five soil chnractAri-::;tic:::; , 
total 0ol~blc salt~ , saturation cxtruct conductivity, ~ncunt of 
exchan ,eable :::;o~l..u: , :./J ~tnosrhere ncj sture percenta_·e, ani J..r,o~:nt 
\ the t-::o '?nd2 of tha alterne trenr~ . P.m:;e·:er , t he re'.:~r:::e ~ctuall:r 
\ occttr.~~c (Table 13 ) . 
Data freT:! a shaLcale-sat;ebrlls~ alt~rne (Table 13) sho.1ed 
sha<lsc:tle to have hi:;her values .for all s i:;nj ficant ~·acto" , exceptinG 
exchan-:cable so .. Lu':" . :ro.;l"·;er , shad cal~ h<v1 si_;:1ificantl, .. li;;her 
va luea fer tot:ll soluble c;alt ' , s~turat :on extr::t~t cond'lCtivity , 
e:·:c1an::e'lcle sc.c!iu.lll , l/'3 tJ.tmcc;phere :;-ercentage and. :>rlublc !::odi•Jm 
(Tables 7 an3 S). 
Analysis o: variance (Table C) ohowec sa_;e!Jrush soils :ad hiLhcr 
valuG:> for ~xch m~s tle sc(1iiL'n and l/3 atmosphere p~rcent~::c than 
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Table 13. },han values of chemi cal anal:rses .ror soil sar.tpl es collected from opposite ends of a 
trench t!u.:, across al t"'rn~s between variou ve,:etation types o" the salt-~.~csert ran,..,cs 
of Utah !/ 
Alterne Alterne pH Total sol-
~~o . uble salts 
percentage 
~ruttall 1 s saltbush 
Shadscale alterne 
Saltbnsh end 
Shadscale end 
Sa..;ebr•.1sh 
Shadscale alterne 
Shadscale end 
Sa :ebrush end 
~.nnt~rfat 
Sa ·~ebrush alterne 
H'interfat end 
Sa:;ebrush end 
11 
16 
18 
lfuttall ' s saltbush 1~ 
sn~ebrns~ alterne 
Saltbush end 
Sat;ebi"llSh cnc 
}ruttall 1 ~ saltbush 33 
Sa,;ebrush a1tcrne 
Sa;:ebr..ts~ end 
Saltbush end 
8. 2 
B.? 
3.3 
8. 2 
8.5 
8.6 
7. 7 
7. 9 
n.o 
G.4 
0. 98 
1.17 
1.17 
1. 03 
) . 72 
0. 2) 
o. 79 
) . 48 
) . )(\ 
1. 07 
s-afig·ate~- ----- ~ ~-- ~ -l3ase 
extract Exchan,;eable exchan~,e 
Cl')n~ur·tivity N:1 me . /l')Qg. cap. 
¥ x 1)3 me . /100~ . 
18. 4 
1·1. 0 
31. 0 
16 . 7 
12 . 9 
5.0 
19. 5 
11.3 
5.2 
15. 9 
6. 8 
9. 0 
4.9 
5.2 
5.S 
3. 0 
4.5 5.:) 
3. 8 
6.3 
17 .1 
17.4 
17 . 6 
17 . 8 
15.5 
15.4 
17 .c 
1C.2 
2'2 .1 
23 . 1 
1/ These cata represent values fo!' all d~pth~ of the soil profile. 
Exchan _eable 
Na percenta6e 
hl 
52 
28 
30 
)1 
20 
26 
29 
9 
36 
\() 
Vl. 
Table lJ . (cont . ) 
Lime per- 1/3 atmosphere 
centae;e percentace 
21 25 . 0 
23 33 .7 
19 h7. 2 
24 49 . 0 
20 ?J . J 
20 22 . 2 
22 37 .0 
20 55 .1 
22 32 . 5 
24 J7 . J 
15 atmo5pheres 
percenta;e 
1•) . 0 
1) . 0 
12. 8 
lJ . ') 
7.8 
8. 1 
10. 2 
1'1 . 1 
17.7 
l i . 7 
Exchan·eable 
K me . /lOOg . 
J . J 
J .J 
2.6 
) . 2 
3.0 
2.6 
3. " 
J . J 
h.l 
h. ') 
Exchamcable 
K porcenta;;e 
18. 7 
1!1 . 0 
16. 0 
1u.o 
19 . 'J 
17 .o 
22 . 0 
1•, . 0 
1 . ') 
l ( • ') 
Ca1ciwn 
p . p . m. 
92 
88 
854 
BSO 
602 
267 
103 
65 
927 
l , 3J4 
Mabnesium 
p . p . m. 
27 
40 
2rJO 
223 
8c.. 
64 
73 
~1 
24 
722 
'0 
o-
Table lJ . (cont . ) 
Sodium Potassium 
p. D. m. 
1. , ~ 9~ 
2,421 
4 ,400 
3,786 
1 , ~64 
869 
2, 6h6 
1,6~8 
155 
h, 7 ?0 
p. p . !a. 
41 
88 
154 
184 
141 
95 
167 
118 
194 
311 
C~loride 
p . p . m. 
? , 260 
3 , 000 
3, 746 
5,258 
1, 291 
462 
4, 075 
2, 468 
108 
3,236 
Sulfate 
n . !" . rn • 
?87 
987 
~ , 892 
3, 272 
3,080 
1, 712 
494 
350 
2,370 
11,375 
Carbonate 
p . p .m. 
C) 
0 
0 
0 
44 
69 
0 
34 
0 
0 
Bicarbonate 
p . p. m. 
534 
593 
485 
11 ,024 
380 
563 
413 
566 
476 
371 
'D 
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win· ... or 1' • The data from a winterf.:J.t-sc.f_;ebr-J.sh .:J.Eerne (T~ble lJ) 
ho•::evcr , shm·:ec! thrrt winterfat soils were h.i. ~her than sagebr-.1sl: soils 
in each o:~ the five factors found to he G~;:;nificant betv:een t ,vpes . 
Ucan values presentee in Tabl e 7 sho•r Nuttall ' s S3.ltbush to ha•Je 
3i[;11ifi:antly h.:.bher ·alues than s af1ebrush for total •->olnble s'lh , 
saturation extract c onductivity, exchanr.e~ble sodium, and soluble 
sodium . Sagebru3h was s~10•m to have s:.:;ni ficantl~r hi gher values than 
Nuttall 1 s saltbush .:or 1/3 atmosph:~r ~> ":l.Jrcenta:::e only . Two sB.;ebrush-
saltbush alt~rnes ,,.;ere studied on the salt- deserts . J.:1ta .from e .cr. 
ar~ s~ow:1 i::1 Table lJ . Data f r om both alteneE: are v1.r i.J.ble ,t.nJ a,..." 
not b ccnt~l'!te a:;reement •:.-ith d.;J.ta presented :i.."l Tal:le::; 7 anc1 ::. . Data 
from Nuttall' s S'3.ltb'.lsh- sa;_;ebrus!1 altf'rne mmber 15 (Table 13) sho-;;s 
Nut tall ' s saltbush to exceed sn~ebrus!":. onl~.r "or tot<:.l ~cluble salts 
and s;.turation extract conductivit·· . nut tall 1 s sJ.lt'o•.1sh- s;>.:ebrush 
alterne nwnber 33 (Table 13) v;as s:L1:ilar to ·> lterne mlLlb ~r l) _'or 
all s t~nifj c.:..nt ·actors except 1/3 'ltT'lo::;phcrc r:wi ~ture ':lercentu. ·e w"!i.:h 
in this instance ..,-,as hie:;her or Nuttall • s sn.ltbush . 
Those data a:-e net in cor.pl<=!te ar.;r eement with cat:t pr e'>enteo in 
Tables 7 anc' However , th<:y ten· to 2how .. ·ari~.:.ticn~ a> i.'1dicated 
bv t'1ose t y,o t~bles . These data furni sh '=vid<?nce that ahr~pt c!1an.,;es 
in soil ch;::.racteristics dn not !)t~cur conccmi tantl-, ,.;i:h chances in 
vegetc:.tion t:rr·e . 
Basal ..:':lns:t:v as a:~fect""• by ~J: ch"'ractE'ri.stics: Density of 
plant c over i s a re ~l?.cticn of th·~ environm'=ntal ch<.~.racterist.:.cs of 
an <.~.rea . }Jajor 'actors of ti"v cnvi r on.":lent ar e c1im:.t i~" , ed"tphic , 
and biotir . Tn this 3tud:· clim ~te was assumed to be compc.rable o·.,rer 
all ar.t?as s tur:lied . ~iotic f1.ctors were net m~asui·eJ 'llthou.:;?: 
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obser\'ations were ::nde :r-egarding apparent ;raz~g pressure and ?lant 
vigor. In thi s study ths edaphic factors were of prima~r importance . 
A.ve r at,e basal densities for each type studied are sh01m in 
Tabl e 14. These var ied f r om 9. 7 oorcent to 5.8 percent for winterfat 
and t;reaseYIOcJ. respectively. The purity of each type :Jtudied is 
shown by t he lo,·: percentage o; other species growing in association 
with each of them (Tabl e V~ ). other species contributed only 0.1 
percent of t he basal ~ensity in shadscale , Nuttall ' s saltbush , and 
greasewood types and 0. 3 percent in saGeb~1sh and winterfat types . 
The paucity of other speci es sug~ests that tho five species studied 
vrer e well adapted to the areas which they Jominated. other species 
either could not tol erate soil conditions present under the ?Ure 
t ypes or were unabl e to beco:r:t"' established on areas already occupied 
by adapted ve-;<>taticn t ypes or succession was not yet compl~te . 
Significant ifferences bet"Y""een ve;;etation types were ~~o·.md in 
the cases of total soluble salts , saturation extract conductivity, 
exch~"l -eable sodium, 1/J atmosphere percenta.;e , and soluble sodium 
(Table S) . Since these soil characteristic<; were '3i(;nifir:antly 
different between types it was ass'..uned they ui;:;ht also have 30I:'le effect 
on basal lensity of the in~ivid~al types . Sonse~uently , regres!ion 
coefficients were Ccilculated for the soil factors ~~ich app8ared to 
be most important in influencin-; distribution of the plants U."lder 
study . These r egr ession coefficients (Table 1~ ) indicate relatively 
little cor relation between a"l;:,• of these soil characteristics and 
bas~l density. In only three cases was basal ~ensity found to be 
sicnificant~· correlated to specifi c s oi l factors . 
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Table Ll~ . :3as" l density and transect analysis of five 7et;etation 
t;rpes studied on th~ salt- ,:!esert of Utah 1/ 
Type Basal Density Litter Bros ion Bare 
dominant Total '"'vpe Other Pavement Ground 
Jensity dominant species 
Percent Percent P8rcC'nt Pnrccnt Percent Percent 
Sar;ebrush 7.7 7. 4 0.3 31. 6 11.4 h?. J 
·,'finterfat 10. 0 9. 7 0. 3 12 .4 2. 3 74 .1 
Shadscale 8. 7 n.6 0.1 26 .4 : .6 56.1 
Saltbush 9.5 ?.4 ::>. 1 9-9 O.J £: ::> . 3 
Grcas=·;;ood 5. 9 c' .e ::>.1 20. 2 6.4 67 .6 
Values for each type arc avera e!:i of four cnc- h:.mdred :cot 
transect lines f r om Gach o~ ten areas ·.rithin each type . 
Thus each value is an aver a.;e of l.~O one-~mnd~·cd foot 1 ine 
t r ansects . 
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The 1/J .tmosphere pe~centace of the scil had a sihnificant effect 
on the basal density of !futtall' :; saltbush (Table 15) . Within the 
1/J atmosphere percentase ran;e of 20. 9 to 33.3 percent an increase 
of 0. 536 p"'rcent in basal density accompanied each increase of one 
percent in 1/J tmo3phcre percentage . 
Grease·7ood basal density was shown to be significant~ affected 
by both saturation extract conductivity and exchan;e•ble sodium 
(Table 15) . The recression coefficient for saturation extract con-
ductivity (Table 15) indicates that betueen the ran-es of 0. 6 and 
)0. 8 millimhos conductivity there is an increase of 0. 079 percent in 
basal density vdth e ch millimho increase in s ~ turation extract 
conductivity. A re,,;re3sion coefficient of 0. 309 for bas:1l density 
as affected by exchan, .eable sodium shorrs an increase of 0 . 309 percent 
in b'lsal density of greasewood with each oilliequ::.valent increase in 
sodiun, within the ranges of 0.6 to ?.5 milliequivalent of sodium 
per 1 .)0 grams o;.: soil (Table 1'"') . 
Relative position of 'cr-etation ty-'"le3 ~ related to soil 
characteristics: T.herc was a si~'llificant difference bebfeen types 
for five soil characteri stics ; total soluble salt , s-turation ex~ract 
conductivity, exchange~ble sodium, soluble soQium, and 1/J atmosphere 
percentage (Table 8) , The test for least sibnificant range .indicated 
that all type means for each of the!3e factors ;orere si;:;nificantly 
different . The five types studiel were ranked according to the 
relative amount o~ each of these factors contained in the soils which 
they occupied (Table 16) . 
truttall ' s saltbush grew on the mo~t saline- alkali soils 
(Tables 7 and 16) . It appears that Nuttall ' s saltbush was well 
adapted to soils of high salt and sodiwn content , however , the 
t 
sped 
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Table 15. Re~ression coefficients mt'!.'lsur :i ng the relat ionshi p of 
t hree soil characteristics ~o ryasal density o:f f ive 
vegetation types 
Type 
Saturation 
Extract 
c ~nductivity 
Exchan&eable 
Na me . /lOOg . 
1/3 atmospheres 
percentage 
X = millimhos/c . c . X = me . /100 grams soil X = ~ moi sture 
I = % basal density Y = % basal density Y = oasaL aensity 
Sagebrush -0. 034 - J . 068 - "" . 017 
, .. i nter f at 
- 0. 316 -0.135 -1.650 
Shad scale 0. 266 0. 547 0.123 
Nuttall ' s 0. 072 o. 721 J.536* 
Saltbush 
Greasewood 0. 079* 0.309* 0.070 
* 
Indicates probability at the 0. 05 level. 
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Table 15. :lelative position of .:'iv ve1:;etation types Then ranked 
accor ding t o mean values for characteristics of soils 
occ·!ried by each I/ 
1'otal Sat11ration 
Rank soluble extract Exchangeable Soluble 1/3 3.t !Josphcre 
salts , conductivity, sodium, sodium, percentage 
per centage K x 10J me . /l()Og . p . p. ,... . 
1 Nuttall ' s ;ru.ttall' s Grease·nood Nuttall's Sa;;ebrJsh 
saltbush saltbush saltbush 
2 '}reasewood Greasewood Nuttall's Greasewood Gr~asewood 
saltbush 
3 Shadscale Shad scale Shadscale Shadscale nut tall's 
saltbush 
4 Winterfat Winterfat Sagebrush Winterfat Shadscale 
5 Sa5ebrush Sacebrush Winterfat SagebMlSh Winter!'at 
! / ~Umber 1 is hi bbest , 5 lowest . 
lOJ 
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species was not limited in all cases tc soils extremely hi,;h in these 
factors (AppGndL~ Tables 11 to 15 and Fi~res 16, 17 , lC , and 21) . 
Grease11ood soils were lov-er tha.11 Nuttall' s s:1lt:msh soils for 
all si~ni~ic~nt :actors except exchant eable sodium and 1/3 atmosph3re 
percentabe (Table 16) . Greasewoo~~ ;:;enerally was found on soils only 
slif:htly less saline and all.ali than t ho.3e occupied by the saltbush 
(-:'ables 7 and 16 ). Grease·woorl soils 1vere abo lo..,:Gr tn 1/3 atmosphere 
percenta[;e than were sar~ebl"'lSh soils . .7hile rreas ewoo· 1 was s ho'\\n to 
occu-py soil::> of realtively hi&! salt and sodiun con~ent (Tables 7 and 
16) it also was .fo'..lnd on soils lm; :or these factors (Appendix Tables 
11 to 15 an<1 Ficures lC, , 17, lS , and 21) . These that 
grea:;e-::ood does not require ~i,~h content o-~ salts and c,odium in the 
soil but that it can tol ~rate '1-)i.::h amounts" 
Soils under shad~cal1 conta~ne~ ~nterrnectiate ~~oun:s o: the 
chemical constituents found to be s; )1:!.. ~ic .• nt by anal~rsis o.:.' var lance 
(Tables 7, - , and 16) . It appe~red to be most tolerant of soils with 
relatively lo;·: field moisture capacity. Onlj· winter fat so:il.s had 
1ov:er vahes :or 1/J atmosDhere percentat;e (Table 7 :md 16) . Shad-
scale how~ver , was not re~ tricted to soil:; with an intg-:omedi.:,.t·3 ran"'e 
but was .;..'oun,. on soil..> wii'.11V '"iver6ent in t'1.=-se res• Gets (Fi -;c1r0s 
16 , 17 , u .. , 2) , and 21 :'l.n: !,ppen~i;...: Tables ll to 15) . 
''finter:'at 3.n.:i sa;:;ebrnsh w·ere fo11n~ on scil3 relativcl;y low in 
salinity an.,l alkali (Table 16) . Sa,:·Jbr'J.s~ was lo·:mst in total solui:::le 
salts , satu'~"'ation extract con:.!uctivit:r , 3.nu sol·1'ol0 sodi·1m (Tables 
7 and 16 ) . 7iint~rfat soils avera ""ec lo·:rcst in e.< chan.~e:.J.b1e <>odium 
and 1/J atmooph3re percentaGe (Table 15 ) . This species ho~·:ever , 
sometimes "ii'as founl in scme C3.3es on soil ·:rith hi.;h values ..:.'or these 
factors (Appen~h:-:: Tables 11 to 1~ an·.! Figure3 18 :;.nd 20) indicating 
a Wide ran-e of adaptation . 
Soils under sagebrush had th9 lowest mean '. alues for total 
soluble salt , saturation "lrtract cond,lctivity , and soluble sodium. 
In addition these soils had the hi~he~t 1/J atmosphere percgnta~e 
of the five spcci~s studied (Table 16). This species was not re-
stricteC: in all areas to soil::- o! lo·:r soluble s1.lt and sodium 
content in all a!'eas sampled. In some areas both total s .;lt and 
sodi·llil content t:.ndcr sar:e~rush exceeded mean values of those un1er 
all the other snecies (Appen:.ix Tables ll to 15 and Fit,;ur•s 16 and 17) . 
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:::cr·cws TON 
The d Lstr ib'.ltion pattern of vei;etation on the S'..!r.f.'ace c i' the 
":J.rt~· does not res 1lt from cJ...ance alone . The plant cover of a r;iven 
:J.rea is net a r:atter cf cocnlete randonr!ess ,,, th the area be!~,; o.::cu-
;'ied b~· t~e !'irst :;.,ecics whose ·ropa_;:1le<> arc introdncerl . -·he ecclo ;-
i:al expl~1ation o: 0la~t 'i strjb·Ition '~ bnsej ~ri~~rilv 1pon envircn-
::-.e·ta'.. factcrs . cu-h J.'ac':.ors r.-.a,- be classil'~ed <:.S c1 i~'!t · ., ,..,_;_3.phic , 
a~d b;c~_c . -he ·~vsio~rar•ic ros·tiol of an ~re~ and also fire ofte~ 
"'la.v i.':l'"lorbnt rcle~ in ?l:;.nt dist r :bution. ':"'1is stud:r· 71as based on 
:he eca>J~lc factor ~:': i en was presu!T'.ed t0 be the c::. ~se !. f 'l:mt zonat ·on 
en tl1e salt - !ese!·t of r:t.:>-'1 . Pure t~,--pes cf ve[_;2tat;c"1 are con:on on 
~ ) · .• .-l- ch ':.o[;et:·er fcr::1 the bas; n safebr·:sr: r1.sscc ia.t ·on . 
':oil ar :>~"3e s ~·1oVie.l s ,~:-.e s·· :ni.:~cant edaphi.c c!ii'fereDces bebfeen 
<>oils occupied b·; the:! var iou:::: ~f:ec.i.-ns . · ·owever , froL1 t'1e .!a:.a ccllected 
::.~ro~r. tr.e -,at· i o,~s areas ·.v' thin eac1-! type .:. t d..:.C.:. ~1ct appear U~at a:lJ one 
::::necics ·:;.:1s restricted .h d~ •3tr lbi·tior.. by a nar1·ow tol3rance range for 
an·- s'eci •:; c sc1.l factor . ~cla:"1"';,., -,axi'ffil!lls wor:; not 1'mmd ~;;, ch 
ab:rnptly restr ic ted nne spcci.cs vi'·dl·3 still i'1 tr.e nin.i!::llll! 1·an;es of 
tol"!rance for -:.."1cthr~1· ~p3c;_cs . t, ccnciderablc· overlap in tne ra'lges 
o.f e ... ;h scil fa:;tor meas.tred ·.·:a·: .:.o·~nd fer ~tll species st.1 l' • • ithin 
certiin ran_e:. for ea·'1 cda_,'t·_,. ''actor , all . .five t:rnes apv~are:l to 'oe 
well adaptec! . ·: t•1i:l this ra"lr,e it would be lo ;ical to :ind ::::xtures 
,. · the var !.r•1s spec: ec: . 
must ~a·:e .lir:J:..ted ;.>lant ··ro'.'.rt'h ".:c L'w si .,.-lc sne~ i.c:s r:c·lpJin:; t:1e area. 
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"agebrush waG 6rowin~ on sC":l" w:t ... the lc7rest avcra:;c •ra1.!es 
for total sol-.:b1e salts , sat11ra :or. extra-.:t cond 1etiv ~ty , a-:.d soluble 
sodium and ha,i a co"lparat tvelv lm·: ra..n_ e i'or these factors . ::a,ebrush 
"< 
also o~c~red on the heaviest textured soils cf any s~ecies studied. 
'"'ata :--ertai:1int; to sC'il texture and s-.lt awl sodin:.~ content o"' soils 
under sat;ebr·tsh <1re in disat;reecie:lt Y:~ th those of ·.:eaver and r::1er:tents 
"'1 t r1r) "' 1 a t '13' ('~.antz : ~· · 1 fl') ., crr.e!l s , ;:.> , -.1 n ~ ~ •, y tlnc. -1er.te1se , c , ·ear:1ey 
0t . al. '33) , and Ste,•:art et . al. '45) . 
~~~valle of sa~sbrts~ as a~ i~dlca:or or soil cc~d ·t~o~s in the 
:wrthern de3ert s :-.rJ.b area u:1q'.1es:. io:1abl;y- i~ li:l.i te~ . The ,.,.;de v ar:a-
bi l it:; of soil' 'ln 1.er su.:;ebr•1sl-t m;tl.cs a::v attet!lpt to use · t as an index 
in exact class.:.fication c'!: !.an-! .;· · i.te :neanir.;less . ':'he trt~e d:aracter-
istics cf a saE;ebr·~s'-: soil ca'! be deternined only by .:;'1e::J.i cal anal~,rses . 
'i:nterfat ·r.as .:;r cr.inr on s:-ils relat :vel" lo.v i:1 ar:o•mts o" salt 
< 
and so~ :'..!.r'l . f..lso , w~:~ter!'at soils av3ra!;ed li '!test in te;~ture with 
---
lowest f~eld rnois~.lrt' capacity . T'1is sr·ec ·es was !!C't, ro·:1evcr , 
restricted to ::>'.lch soi.ls b·1t ]ew mJer wicel:r ,;ar~able ec.a,1hic co:1-
d; tions . 0ther aut~ors, eaver a:1d '~lernents f 4 ) , "lements .r l() , 
~ha.'1t z '43) , a:.:i ~::ant z a'1d Piet"le isc 1 ( 4ld have ~1res~::ted data 1"f.1lch 
show that tl::s s_"'ecies is cc"1''i.'1cd ~o less sali:1e a'1d al!<ali soils 
ccnclit:o::s under "o'::::terfat sevcrel:,r li."":it3 i.ts •tsef:tl'1css as an ir.cicator 
of soil c~~racteristics . 
<::hadst::ale was :·oun.4 to occ lp:f sc ~13 o.~ interr::e~' at~ salt a::d 
s:::di•.t.., C("r!tent :.ls scm -:<::ed to the ot:er S"·e-::'es stuJie..::. , ::.:1'.: it ':ac a 
1".' .i..d~ ran-e . !had.scale sci.1s wore no'*l- saline 'in t\1e S'lrrace six inches 
but sal~ne-allali at ,re~ter dent~s . Shadscale soils ~ers also of low 
~r;:~ter hcl..:i::1b capncit~' s ~: estin · :1-:.J.t s~adscale i:::: ~Tell ar'a~tod to 
or soil c~ara~teri3ti~~ . 
\ 
no · >tnr-= 
~al'ne-al'al· sn'1~ . 
Cilt.or c · salt . 
·r~c al al; . 
'i/ (. : ' en &.. • · te 'ns r' 
,... .;. .;l"'-'"' . 
i 'i..1 
:!.~ .L• ... 
·" 
l • '33)' 
d'lta 
C" , ,, 
.... ~-.. 
scil ccr1-
~+. ·:. • on •.,.·c 
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Tt appears that sa~;ebr1!sl~ and ~,;.inter fat L1~Y 0e restr · ctec: in their 
aml th ~s n.:w e::-:pl::.in ~..-":~: these e.rl'3 :ct "ounr .:.;row:.n: i.n associ-
~t ~on -:: i th s'1ad~cale , : ·ut tal • s salttus , 'lnn ure2sewc0d in are~:; cf 
o:: loTi saline a:"l~ al'ali cnnd"t'ons ;·:her e all five spec.:.es appea.!" to 
The lad' of a ;reer~.ent ~:Jeb'men data .:athered in t~-1,;.5 sb1dy and these 
">resented by ot!JCr a ..:.thcr::; :K'." re2 :lt frc:n sever.:::.l cr1 1ses . ;'<1-t a in this 
st•1·.i" were ~cllccte ~ fl'c~ ·1•.tch ...,ider .:.;eo.:;ra;1h··.c lccat icns than were 
these c.f t!->e ot·"3r aut~ (rs . T'·.i.s r.o·1ld. acrou'1t for ;:;o.,.,e o•~ thn ;-:lde 
:iata P:a'1 l7a:;; ·1css ;ble ·::\..en sc:ne of tie earlier d::.ta were :ollected . 
possible . ~c!!!e cxplanat.~ons of tr.e i::'katr.r si_ni ~i.c1.'1Ce r·i' ,lants 
in t'l~ past sc·~., to ·~<.~ve bee" ba.sed on v:..~ual obsG:r:at ions a,...,d tl.cery 
sn~;stances cc;l~ w~l1. be ~nnctiowl in the m1i'1"':e'1::tncc: c:·~ "re stnnds 
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1- :l:-· itat co~·· Lirns . 
-. 
'\ -
':'".e ~~c l'.' r · ~:~P. ·:r;.ter table .:-,lsc. o.·· e ;-;-: 'r·norta,;t f'<ic~;or i.n 
tcleratc! certo. ·:. ':t:..:t:rJ..tr. c!' r.: .. ..!n-·_:Tlur;: lir~its J.. j_!.. ·, _ i' ircnn.J . t. . 'l\Jll 
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Scotypic variation within the specier. was not ~easured ~n t~is 
_st•1dy . ~:iC.e!1c~ points tol'lt.rd the existance of s·tch var:.at:i.0'1 . A. 
transplant sbir1y co.1l:i be w:mloy~?c to · solate ecotynic variation if 
it does exist in the spe~iec 2tudied. ceedlin;s o~ eac~ spe~ies could 
be collected. fro:n V"l.rio•ls locutions and tra!'l!>planted ir.to so~ls oc~upied 
by thli! same SJ:'~'=ies in oth~r locations . ':'h i.s ·•:ould ~ive evidence a~ to 
1':het1er e~,ch ecotYr:e v;as adapted to tolerate all soil on wh ·.ch the 
stud:r on ,;crrn~nation to -::eternine w~;,eth~?r seed o!' ea":h ec0type would 
germinate and pl~nts becone ~st~bli~~cd on snils fro~ ot.er locations 
occapi.ed by tl:le species . 
adaptat · on within eac~ species , then tl'··e v:orth < ,' the species c.:=: ar. 
onl·r _..ennral a'1•4 unrel iable ;_'1forr:'"'.tion about the eda>1ltic co:1<iitions in 
v1h~ch it ·wa!3 rowb-; . Act••ally t'-'·i!> study ::uy ~ave t.:ealt not with five 
I 
cL!'ferent spcc:..es b'.lt Tiitr. an un!mo-.-::J nu.;:tber cf c::ct:}rpe:::; 11hich were net 
j dent'i.f iable rr.crpholobicall:.r. 
The possibilit;,r that the vegetat:o'1 , '101'1 prcsc"lt, :.r. t.h9 salt-
deso:!rt is a deV'elcp7:ent ·Jl ..:t-a e i"' the succession t.c;·;;r._. a ~l:.r::~x , or 
t~ese were t"1~ case , :..h'3 v~,r·c~<: t;;:~s \"10'11 ' ~ave little ;-;eaninr as 
soil inO::icators . Perma:-:ent tr1'1sects could be estaol; she:.! across 
exi"'i..''l. alternes to deterr.~ ne ;;'.other the alter~e~ il:'"' r·xed or 
altcr:-~"'s appe"re: stat'~ , rtc:1 e'ri'!enc~ wc·.1lr!. .:avor the 'lea of the 
:>reser.t vegetat; on be ;_n: c lima:-: . r.:· such vzare t?-le case, t~e · · · ci..;_cutor 
s i. ·n · "'ica:1ce o.:' the var i n·1s ty-pes wot!ld be m0re '1ea'1 'n,..!'•1l . 
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nata !)resented anj a'1n1~,.-zed .in thi <: stad;y r:-t0Y: !:laYJy s ~ r;nif~cant 
so-!.1 varia: ion3 between p1n'1t ty·pes . ·:owever, t'1e va!':at.i.on v:Hb.in 
types is or' SilCh ;nagn"!.tucie as t<' severel~r li.Jnj t the !lSefu"l.ne!:s of 
present in·:.-~catcr conce_)ts . '"'ased on lmcw1ed.t:e as reveale ... in t 1i.s 
study · t ".'JO,~l,.. S(!ero tl-:at the ,-.rese!1t ve~etat ·on o:-o the sa.lt - c.eserts cf 
~.-ta'"' .· S !1Ct ·m <.L~C(tlate i.n'e;~ for ceter.!1.:....'1int_; sc-il cJ-,nra:::terist-i.CS or 
"o:'"' :--recict"i.nr, notential caDabilities cf t:-..e la::(.i . 
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smn.:l\1lY 
"11ring the ::mnner~ o: 1953 a:1d 17)u ::;t•tdles ~:ere cr-:--ducted on the 
sa1t- dc::ert l'aw·es of Utah to obta:.r. i!'1fcr '7l::.!:.lo:1 contr ib•.1ting to a 
better untierstand; nc c.f why some a! the desert plant:: t;row ":"lhere they 
do , anj what r ole soi.ls play in plant dlstrib.ltio.... . c-.'"lrab tpes 
studied were sazebrus~ , winterfat , ~~ads~nlc , ~~ttall's saltbus~ , and 
:.;reasewocd. These types tend to z.::-ne cat into p-..:.:::-c stancs separ.:1ted 
iror.t other p•'re stan:is by altcrncs or nar row trans .t ion zones . 
'I'he eda;:;hic factor was co'1::;ider ed cf pr.!n:u.r;-,· ir.;-ort::1nce i:-: t!-.e 
di.st r ibution o.:.~ the::::e shrub types . ':'o deter;::-::1e -,.:bether chant:es ·n 
soil c~aracteristics occur r ed concomitantly with chan:;es in vecetat~on 
tre , ' ntensivc 3'"'jl st11dies \-:ere ::1ac!e in ten areas en tr.e salt- deserts 
for each of the five s "'>ecies . ·~c asce:-tain ;;hctncr s :.(~n:fi.cant 
variation in the soil exj Jted within area:> C'CC'l~~ cd by ~nrt1 ~tar.ds , 
soil sar.;:?les were taken fro:~ r.ear the periphcr:r 0: eac!: are:1 as -:-1ell 
as in the center . 
'!t!rinz the sur.uner of 19r 3, trenches 7 . ;; "eet deep were duL in each 
o t~e types to allow a cr ·tical ntud7 c: the soil profile . Soil 
sarples for cher.:ical anal·:sis were collect~d .!.'r::..r1 eac:: layer of the 
profi le . To ascertai.n whether abrupt c~anz~s in scil c~1aracter is tics 
occurred concomitantly w:th chan~es ~n vec~tation type , tren~hes also 
were dug acr oss alte~es . 
Soil sa,..,:"!les wer e collected durinc the s·l.'ll:",er of l9 :>:~ fror: four 
prc~eternine~ dertbs , 0 to 6, 6 to lC , 18 to J{ , ~d 36 to GJ ·;.ches , 
by ...:sine a so.:.l au_er . All sar.r,les collected v;er(? s~ojectet~ Lo 
extensive chemical a~d phy~'cal analysis . 
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A si.:;n ~ 'icn.nt J if fercn;-:e beh10en pla:1t t;y-pes was found fer cnly 
r:'ivc cf t~e edanhic f'actors studied . So.:..ls under the .five plant :'T•es 
d" ~·rered s:i.;:;n:iflca."ltly in total_ snl.ltle salt , sa~uration extract con-
duct i v ity, exc}1an:::;cal; le sodium ,. 1/3 atmos~· ierc per centa::;e , ar· d soL1ble 
(lut tall 1 s saltb"S'"! , r reasewood , and s'1.a<!sca le -;,rere fo~md on soils 
w~t'1. the hi~~est salt content with avera;:;es of~. o, 1. 3, anl 0. 53 
:.ercent re~ cctivel;y· . Tn a•!d:: tion thes(~ s·,ecies !'1ad tl:e hL:;hest ran,;e 
in -thi.s res ' e:::t . ~.a;:;ebr·1s'. ani ·.vin-!.er fat were fon:1d on s ils with 
tr_e lowest aver'lt;e silt cor.rc'"'t vrith 0 . 32 a:1d ') . )6 _--ercent res,ectively 
a:1C. also w' ti-1 t he lnvest r::.r e 'in t~- _:3 respect . 4-s ex. ·er:1:ed, Ll-:e 
. -
sat 1rat; or. extract ~c!"lJ.uct iv it~,r of the scil.s varied ir: a si:r.ilar 
mar.ner as U:e total s()l•_,_bla sa~ts . Sells under ,-re<:.se·.;oo i ha<! the 
hi_::~est ':lean val· _e fo r c:~c"lan._:eable sodiu...., with 4.: r.::_llie<p~va:!.e:1ts 
t;e r lJ.) r a ~s soil. :'t11:tall 1 s sa"1..t'.J'ls'l , s;1adscale , saGebr .:s . , [_:;d 
...-ri"~terf'at fC'llc-.. ed :.:1 dccreas·r: a.";lo~mts •v.i.th '! · 3 , 3. 7, 2 . 6 , an:: 2. 5 
r.'L'_lliequiva1e:J.ts ;>~r l 'YJ :r a ,s soH respe~tivc!:• . '!'he ~;eld no::.sture 
canacity ls a rP:lection of sol! t~xture . ~a~ebr1s~ ~as _rcu~n~ on 
soil,;:; ~Y5th a :1eu'1 1/3 at;;JoS 11erc ')erce!"ltaLe of 2 • 7. nne-t-1ird 
in amount or' sr·l~''.:- le s0d.:.ur1 frcm 719 narts :oer r.Ul5 on for ~a_;ebrash 
to 2 , 21~ parts Ger uil1lon ~or ~tta11 1 s saltbush . 
A.ll five s -eci·2S :1c:. 1 a r·"'l::itively wide rri:t ,;e fo1· each of' 1-he 
. ' ·~· tl th s lt,:;r11.!. :!.can : , .er::: •.vas a comrlon ran·_·c rcr all snecies for all Roil 
\ractcrs stqJ.ier •• 
' 
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rccause the dens ~ty of ve;:;etatic:1 occupyin: an area v1as thoueht 
to be a meas,!re of the adaptation of that sre ies tc the cdaphi.c factors, 
density r.tudies were made .i.n each st'.l::!y area. 11or;ever , statist::..cal 
anal;:si.s showed little correlat;on bP.tween the var.;_ous soil :actors 
an'l t:1e basal nensity of the plants occupyinr, the "l.rPa. 
Plant sa:r.;Jles of current years ,:rowth in each ar0a were s·1bjected 
tc extensive cher:1~cal analysis to obtain in:orrtion as to whether 
plant chemistry ::..s an index to the nature of the soil on r:hicl: the 
plant crows . It was founc! , ~owcver , that plant cher::.istr~r was an unre-
La'::le i ncex to c~.aracteristics of the so:.l. 
'1oils u.:1 !er oa.c!1 of the five species studied on the salt- desert 
were found to be extremely vari able . All species had relatively wide 
ran: es of tolerance for the var:ous edaphic factors. The wide toler-
ance ranze of each of these species sugr;ests the presence of ecotypic 
variation . The five species stwiied were found to be unreliable as 
incU.cators of specifi-;; soil characteristics but in scrne cases mir;ht 
be used for im-::Jcsin~; limits for certa iT' soil :ac;.ors . 
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APPENDIX 
Appendix Table 1. Description of ten areas of pure sa gebrush studied on the salt-desert ran ,.es 
of Utah 
Area Location 
No. 
Adjacent 
ve6~tation 
2 
14 
31 
37 
50 
57 
62 
68 
Curlew Valley shadscale 
Curlew Valley Nuttall's 
saltbush, 
shadscale 
Rush Valley shadscale 
Curlew Valley winterfat, 
shadscale 
Escalante shads cale 
Valley 
Frush Valley Nuttall's 
saltbush 
Frush Valley Nuttall's 
saltbush 
Curlew Valley Nuttall's 
saltbush 
BaeaT 
density General descript i on of site 
percent 
5.9 
4.6 
6.2 
13.0 
6.5 
).8 
9.8 
6. 5 
Soil formed from alluvial outwash from Raft River 
Mountains, a 2-3 % slope, sagebrush 1-2 feet tall. 
Alluvial outwash from Wildcat Mountains and volcanic 
ash sediments, flat, level area, sagebrush 4-6 feet tall. 
Soil formed on lake laid sediments, flat area on a 
low bench, stand vigorous 2-3 fe ,.·t tall. 
Soil formed on lake sediments, vigorous stand 2-4 
f eet tall on flat level ~ rea. 
Small area of sabebrush, plants vigorous to 4 feet 
tall on soil formed from lake sediment overlaying 
rock at 3 feet depth . 
A r ather patchy but pure and vigorous stand1 rocky 
soil developed on lake laid sediments . 
A vigorous stand to 4 feet tal , flat, level area, 
soil d~veloped from lake sediments. 
A vigorous stand with plants to 6 feet tall forming a 
small island surrounded by Nutte>ll's saltbush , ~oil 
developed on lake l aid sediments. 
I-' ;v 
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Appendix Table 1. (cont.) 
Area Location Adjacent 
No. vegetation 
69 Curlew Valley Sagebrush-
greasewood 
mixture, 
shadscale 
72 Curlew Valley shadscale, 
Nuttall's 
saltbush 
Basal 
density 
percent 
8.5 
7.0 
General description of site 
A thin but vigorous stand of sagebrush to 4 feet tall, 
on s oil formed from lake sediments. 
Large area of vigorous plants to 4 feet tall, loose 
soil developed from lake laid sediments. 
...... 
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Appendix Table 2. Description of ten areas of nure winterfat studied on the salt-desert ranges 
of Utah 
Area Location 
No. 
7 Curlew Valley 
22 Southern 
Idaho 
35 Curlew VRlley 
41 
42 
40 
Escalnnte 
Valley 
Escalante 
Valley 
Escal:mte 
Valley 
Adjacent 
vegetation 
shadscale, 
sagebrush 
shadscale, 
sagebrush, 
greas "'wood 
shadscale, 
sagebrush 
Basal 
density 
percent 
9.8 
10.0 
12.2 
winterfat- 11.0 
yc llovlbrush , 1/ 
saY,ebrush 
winterfat- 10.7 
yellowbrush, 
shadscale 
winterfat- ll.O 
yellowbrush, 
shadscale, 
sagebrush 
1/ Cr:;sothan!1'1S stcncphyllus 
-----·- -------
General description of site 
LarLe, heavily grazed area of winterfat on broad , 
flat valley bottom. 
Larr,e areas on winterfat infested r.ith hummocks of 
Opuntia sp. 
Broad valley bottom. 
Broad valley bottom, the strip of winter~at extended 
north and south paralleling the valley. 
Broad, flat valley bottom. 
Extremel y vigorous stand. This area was within an 
enclosure located in a large area of winterfat. 
i-' 
r,:, 
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Appendix Table 2. (cont.) 
Area Location Adjacent Basal 
No. vegetation density 
percent 
44 Escalante yellowbrush, 10.2 
Valley greasewood-
winterfat 
45 Escalante greasewood- 9.2 
Valley winterfat, 
yellolfbrush-
winter fat 
55 Rush Valley shadscale, 3.2 
sagebrush, 
Nuttall1 8 
saltbush 
73 Curlew Valley sagebrush, 9.5 
shadscale 
General description of site 
Vieorous stand on broad, flat valley 
bottom. 
A vigorous stand on a 1 to 2 % slope on 
side of the valley . 
Typical stal'lci on a 2 % slope with a western 
exposure, 
otrirfee~;.-. 
beirock underlay the area at a depth 
Heavily grazed stand on slight s lopP with a 
northern exposure . 
..... 
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Appendix Table J. Description of ten areas of pure shadscale studied on the salt-de3ert ranLes 
of Utah 
Area 
No. 
4 
20 
36 
43 
47 
48 
Sl 
Location 
Curlew Valley 
Rush Valley 
Curlew Valley 
Escalant e 
Valley 
Escalante 
Valley 
Escalante 
Valley 
Escalante 
Valley 
Adjacent 
vegetation 
winter fat, 
sacebrush, 
Nuttall's 
saltbush 
sagebrush 
sac;ebrush, 
winter fat 
greasewood-
shadscale, 
lfi.nterfat 
winterfat, 
greasewood 
greasewood-
shad.:cale, 
greasewood 
sagebrush 
Basal 
density 
percent 
6.S 
S.8 
20 .5 
9.5 
9.2 
G. J 
9.2 
General description of site 
Vigorous stand to 2 feet hibh on broad valley bottom. 
Located on a low, f lat bench, the stand is relatively 
vigorous with pl ants to 18 inch~s high. 
Typical pure stand on flat valley bottom. 
A Jovr flat valley bottom area covered by a 
vigor ous stand of shadscale. 
Area l evel , flat valley bottom with t ypical pure 
stand, plants vi borous to 18 inches tall . 
Vigorous growth of shadscale on f l at valley bottom. 
Typical pure stJ.nd on flat , low area, soil surf ace 
covered ..,·it h erosion pavam nt. · 
f.J 
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Appendix Table). (cont.) 
Area Location Adjacent 
No. vet:etat;on 
58 Rush Valley Nuttall's 
saltbush, 
winter fat 
6) Escalante greasevrood-
Valley shadscale, 
winterfat 
66 Escalante greasewood-
Valley shadscale 
greasewood 
Basal 
density 
percent 
6.5 
7.0 
s.o 
General description of site 
Extensive, low, flat area coveret >vith shad3cale, 
plants vigorous to 1 foot tall, slight infestation 
of Haloeeton in the area. 
Vigorous stand to 18 inches tall on low, flat 
valley bottom. 
Low, flat area with vigorous stand to 18 inches tall. 
...... 
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Appendix Table 4. Description of ten a reas of pure ~futtall 1 s saltbush studied on the salt-desert 
r·m :eo: of Utah 
Area 
No. 
10 
34 
)8 
39 
56 
59 
Location 
Curlew Valley 
Rush Valley 
Curlew Valley 
Adjacent 
ve _;etation 
shadscale , 
winter fat, 
s ~c::;ebrush 
greasewood, 
s bebrush, 
shadscale 
sa;ebrush 
Curlew Valley shadscale, 
s agebrush 
Rush Valley winterfat, 
lhsh Valley 
sag'3brush , 
greasewood 
sacebrush , 
sh"ldscale 
Basal 
density 
percent 
12. 2 
7.4 
18. ::> 
11. e 
0.2 
6. 8 
General description o~ site 
Typical pure stand on low n at valley bottom. 
Vigorons pure s tand occupying low flat valley bottom. 
I s land of saltbush surrounded by sagebrush, occupying 
flat level area. 
v·gorous stand on low nat area. 
Pure stand on slight slope , the soil was rocky at a 
dept '1 of 3 feet . 
Typical vi.;orous stand on lar~e flat area , t.he soil 
VIas rock:'r ·• t 3 to 4 "'eet. 
...... 
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Appendix Table 4. (cont . ) 
Area Location 
No . 
61 Rush Valley 
64 
65 
67 
~scal?nte 
Valley 
Escalante 
Valley 
Curlevt Valley 
Adja.cent 
ve ,etati.on 
shadscale , 
sa ebrush, 
shadscale-
s;~.c<"br·lsh 
winterfat , 
SRt;ebrush 
greasewood 
shadscale , 
sa~_,ebr•1sh 
Basal 
Jcnsit.y 
percent 
9. 0 
4.5 
4.5 
11.5 
General descripticn of site 
Island of saltbush on low flat area. 
Extensive area occupyinG a fl1t , low position . 
Island of '1ure , vieorously growin; saltbush on 
low, flat a-ea. 
Lar~e f l at level area containin: a viLorous pure 
stand of s1ltbush . 
i-' 
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Appendix Table 5. Description of ten areas of pure ereasewood studied on the salt-Jesert ranees 
of Utah 
Area 
No. 
20 
25 
46 
49 
52 
53 
Location 
Curle .• Valley 
Rush Valley 
EscalC"nte 
Valley 
Escalante 
Valley 
Escalante 
Valley 
Escalante 
Valley 
Adjacent 
vegetation 
shadscale, 
sagebrush 
snadscale, 
sagebrush 
winterfat-
yelloomrush, 
winterfat, 
shad"'cale 
Basal 
density 
percent 
7.1 
6.8 
4.0 
grease~ood- 4.8 
shadscale, 
shad cale 
shadscale- 7.5 
greasewood, 
shadscale, 
winterfat 
gr~asewood- 6.0 
shadscale, 
tireasewood-
sagebrush 
General description of site 
Large area of viboro-:1s greasewood with plants to 5 
f eet tall on low flat area. 
~JPical vigorous stand on soil which became very rocky 
at 3 feet. 
Vi~orous plants to 4 feet tall on low, flat valley 
bottom. 
Low valley botton cut by a gulle:,•, vigorous plants 
to 4 feet tall. 
Exten3ive a~ea with soil surface covered with erosion 
pavement, p lant vigorous and to a he i tiht of 4 feet. 
Low, flat area with typical stand of ~reaseuood. 
1-' 
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Appendix Table 5. (cont.) 
Area Location 
No. 
54 
60 
70 
71 
Escalante 
Valley 
!rush Valley 
Curlew Valley 
Curlew Valley 
Adjacent Basal 
vegetation density 
percent 
shadscale, 
sagebrush 
winterfat, 
sagebrush 
sagebrush, 
shad cale 
saltbush, 
Breasewood-
shadscale 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
7.0 
General description of site 
On broad flat bench, vi&orous stand of greasewood to 
4 feet tall. 
Large area of extremely vi0orous plants to 6 feet 
tall. Soil was very rock.1 at ' to 4 feet depth. 
Vigorous but thin stand on low, flat valley bottom. 
Extensive but thin stand on low, flat valley bottom. 
...... 
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Appendix Table 6. Analysis of variance of soil characteristics of soil for A and B samples f rom four 
depths within each of ten sa~ebrusi1 ~reas on tho salt-deserts of Utah 
~uration-- ___ ________ _ - Base 
Source 
"A" Sample 
Area 
Depth 
Area x depth 
"B" Sample 
Area 
Depth 
D. F. 
9 
J 
27 
9 
3 
Area x depth 27 
pH 
3 , 2~( . );_,.:-;:-
3,755.00* 
i370.7h 
1,260.67* 
3;,3 .00 
502.44 
Total sol-
uble salts 
percenta~c 
1.92** 
10.31** 
1.01 
6.37** 
8. 89-H 
1.43 
extract 
conductivity 
Y. X 1oJ 
Mean Squ<H'es 
4 ,)~ . 16 
3,61 . ~!.l *i\ 
2"L01 
1, !343 . 'Jl i(-;t. 
5,217 . 91-:Ht-
J(.o . 95 
* Indicates s ignificance at the 0. 05 level. 
** Indicates significance at the 0. 01 level. 
Exchan. eable exc, nge cap . 
Na me . il')Og . me . /100"' . 
77 . o~* 752 . ))~'* 
315. )3** 219 . 41 
?h. 71 93 .76 
102 . 51* 420. 94-1<* 
439 . 87-» ':/4 • .)0 
4J . 06 5J . 51 
ExchanGeable • 
Na percentage 
1,665 .13 
17,220.23** 
750. 25 
4, 414.56** 
18, 914. OO·a 
1,190.48 
1-' 
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Appendix Table 6. (cont.) 
Lime per- Pe~eability 
centage in. /hr. 
2,547.89** 
2,842. 00** 
271.81 
2,365.11** 
2, 284.67** 
159.85 
63 .20* 
18.03 
24.64 
2.71 
0. 73 
1.25 
1/3 atmosphere 
percentage 
4,393. 34** 
2, 914.19* 
651.63 
5,957.28** 
917. 84 
1,195.89 
15 atmospheres 
percentage 
Mean Squares 
1,544 .14** 
303. 26 
237. 07 
786.96~w 
100. 53 
97 . 51 
* Indicate~ Rignificance at the 0.05 level. 
** Indicates significance at the 0.01 level. 
Exchangeable 
K me./lOOg. 
45. 77** 
35.16** 
4.66 
48.80** 
37.18** 
4.01 
Exchangeable Calcium 
K percenta~e p.p.m. 
595. 56* 
621.33 
241.33 
1,165.02** 
9&3 . 90** 
. 149.47 
5,025 ,477.78 
10,355,961.00 
3,806 ,386.00 
3,989,510.)3* 
1,845,238.33 
1,301,415.37 
....... 
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Appendix Tabl e 6. (cont . ) 
Magnes:!um 
p.p.m. 
Sodi um 
p.p.m. 
Potassium 
p.p.m. 
Chloride 
p. p.m. 
Mean Squares 
485 ,957 . 33 16,480,157 . 80* 135,156.22** 20 , 765,121. 00* 
Sulfate 
p.p.m. 
Carbonate 
p.p .m. 
Bicarbonate 
p.p.m. 
78 ,749,200.60 21,492.67* 398 ,074. 89 
709,971 .67 73,699, 080. 20** 9,306. 67 95 , 877 , 331.00** 276,235,878.20** 17,483.00 816,321 .67* 
394 , 548. 89 S, C94,126. S4 29 ,197 .41 ll , 033 ,18C) . 07 50,136,07) . 80 7,622 . 07 268 ,513.33 
3,424 ,674. 33** J ,4 1 t~ , 41J . 66 215 , 449 . 89** 141,03),020 . 00·~~ 73 , 323 ,231 .00* 9, 200.69 674,366.69* 
1,392 ,035 . 33 34 , 715 ,468 . ~')-l!-* 7,173 .67 166 , 077,360 . 30.;~ 79,249 ,900. )0* 2,652 . 23 734,736. 23 
1,087,127 . 74 2,352 ,604. Gl 30,~27 . 74 hl ,43C ,S49 .40 
* Indicates significance at the 0.05 l evel . 
** Indicates signi:icance at the 0.01 level . 
25 , 242 ,9S7 .00 5, 1~30 . 03 280, 304. 03 
...... 
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Appendix Table 7. Analysis of variance of soil characteristics of soil for A and B samples from four 
depths 'Yithin each of ten winterfat areas on the salt-deserts of Utah 
Source D. F. pH Total sol-
uble salts, 
percentage 
"A" Samples 
Area 9 88~ .11* 2.73** 
Depth 3 96.30 7. 85 
Area x depth 27 3~3 .37 0.58 
n911 Sample 
Area 9 1,000.11* 1.56** 
Depth 3 2,144. 67** 10.37** 
Area x depth 27 351.1~ 0.36 
Saturation 
extract 
conductivity 
K X 1oJ 
Mean Squares 
1,238. 63*-~ 
5 ,938. ?lil-* 
288.94 
751.47-ll-~ 
7,180 . ~3~* 
184.50 
* Indicates significance at the 0.05 level. 
** Indicates significance at the 0.01 level. 
Exchangeable 
Na me./lOOg. 
83 . 06-H 
241.96** 
19.88 
68 .48** 
349.64** 
18.68 
Base 
exchanAe oap. 
'118. 0Jg . 
699. 01** 
31.34 
33.40 
553 .47** 
12 . 62 
31.97 
Exchangeable 
Na percentage 
4,7~5.13** 
10,976. 23** 
837.73 
3,381.36** 
14,727 . 57** 
709 . 81 
t-.1 
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Appendix Table 1. (cont . ) 
Lime per- Permeability 
centage in. /hr . 
2,100.11** 
435 . 33 
165.18 
2,324 .59** 
280.67 
127.33 
l. Ul* 
5.40** 
0.62 
2. 77** 
3 . 69*"* 
C. 53 
1/3 atmosphere 
percenta~;e 
779 . 87~~-
78!3 . 82*'-* 
170.16 
1,227 .14** 
479 .43 
21.7 .35 
15 atmospheres 
percenta--e 
Yean Squares 
105.68** 
32 .76 
19 .21 
120. 06** 
14.78 
13.27 
* 
Indicates sicnificance at the 0. 05 l evel. 
.;:* Indi.c~tes si?1ificance at the 0.01 level. 
Exchan!Teable 
K me./lOOg . 
17. 51** 
41.01** 
6.60 
20.69** 
2L . 06* 
6.38 
Exchan~eable 
K percontase 
Calcium 
p . p .m. 
1,356. 56** 710, )66. 56 
1,144.67* 6,171,748 .66** 
277.01 632,576.26 
1,464.69** 1,304,785.11 
896 . 9~ 4,205 , 64!3 . 33* 
2 )G.l8 973,050. )7 
1--' 
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Appendix Table 7. (cont .) 
Magnesium 
p.p.m. 
Sodium 
p.p.m. 
Potassium 
p.p.m. 
Chloride 
p . p . m. 
Mean Squares 
Sulfate 
p.p.m. 
Carbonate Bicarbonate 
p . p .m. p.p . m. 
36,156.22 18 ,858 , 795 .6~ 103 , 728. 22** 20 ,5Gl ,711.70** 31,109,166.90 o.o 220 ,17]. 78* 
513,472.67** 50, 323 , 336.60** 13,837.67 62 ,502 , 222 .30** 137,253,?07 .30** o.o 1,105,522.67** 
19,700.44 3,413, 5Bu . 33 27 ,315. 26 5,130, 457. 70 12,249, 284.62 o.o 89,410.07 
39,574.02 16,667 ,336 . 9')!~ 69, 788 .36* 19 , 3h2 , 076.30*«- 16,656 , 249.10 ll,S56. 2lrH 437,530.11 
211., 807 .57~* 42 , S49 , 92o . 2~r 30,071 .57 67 , 521 ,?25 .90** 59 , 101,744.20*~ 3,956. 23 640, 639. 00 
21,996.47 3,017,117.51 22 ,651.03 
* Indicates sib~ificance at the 0. 05 level. 
** Indicates significance at the 0.01 level. 
3,6f' l,938. 73 12,630,004.25 3,956.25 290,238.63 
t-' 
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Appendix Table 0. Analysis of variance of soil characteristics of soil for A and B samples from four 
depths wit hin each of ten shadscale areas on the salt-deserts of Utah 
Saturat lon- -- - --
Source 
"A" Sample 
Area 
Depth 
Area x depth 
"B" Sample 
Area 
Depth 
D. F. pH 
9 1,425.44 
J 2,140.00 
27 1,652. 41 
9 12,433. 50 
3 7,0/,2. 90 
Area x depth 27 6 , C0) . 5l 
Total sol-
uble salts 
Eercentage 
8. 82** 
23.34** 
1.60 
7.25** 
17 . 04~~ 
0. 87 
extract 
conductivity 
K X 103 
Mean Syuares 
2, 53 1 -79** 
13,132. 06** 
507. !30 
3 ,5Jr) . 62*-~ 
10, 006 . 11** 
563 . 51~ 
* Indicates s ienificance at the 0.05 level. 
** Indicates s i gnif icance at the 0.01 level. 
Exchan;;eable 
Na me./lOOg. 
265.34** 
526.13** 
29 . 01 
89 .29* 
283. 56** 
29.35 
Base 
exchan.Ae cap . 
me . 00~. 
701.68** 
96 . ~.- 3 
86 .32 
465. 85*i< 
105 . C9 
')J. 49 
---
Exchan._;eable 
Na Percentage 
4, 502.11** 
13,266.3)** 
587.22 
2,657 .36** 
10, 692.2)*1} 
748.55 
t-' 
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Appendix Table 8. (cont.) 
Lime per- Permeability 1/3 atmosphere 15 atmospheres Exchangeable 
centage in. /hr . percentage percentage K me./lOOg. 
3,671.80** 
622 .90 
316.25 
2,671 .33** 
470. 00 
267. 7 8 
6. 07** 
3. 17 
2. 25 
7.93* 
2. 213 
3. 21 
1,334. 83-ll-:t 
8136 . 23 
329. 02 
1,441.18** 
534. 07 
18{, . 06 
1,149. 08 
268 . 34 
040. 21 
1, 031.93 
307 . 26 
70f .lO 
* Indicates significance at the 0. 05 level . 
** Indicates significance at the 0. 01 level. 
43.50** 
167 .10H 
4.04 
58 . 76-~P.l-
121.21** 
7.05 
Exchan;eab1e Calcium 
K percentage p.p.m. 
1,167 .47 5,432,504.00 
5, 94J . 90** 39,753 , 521.00** 
974 . 00 5, 147, 358. 22 
2, 117.00 4,513 , 402.66 
3, 404. 23 20 , 306 , 242.66** 
1, 731.41 2,492,406.37 
r-' 
&:-
0 
Appendix Table 0. (cont.) 
Magnesium 
p.p.m. 
323,263.09 
Sodium 
p . p . m. 
Potassium 
p.p.m. 
49, 531 , 9C5.60** 170,801 .11 
2,317,013.67** 107,G6r, ,170. 6D** 2~8 , 502 .33 
379,023.67 12 , ~47 , 725 . 66 129,122.14 
Chloride 
p. p . m. 
f,!ean Squa t·es 
Sulfate 
p .p . m. 
1 )7,G15,697.20** 109 ,375,060. 60 
227 ,385, 820. 20** 436 J 084 , 11!3. 00-~~ 
23 , 1.!04 ,926.40 70,031,240.00 
Carbonate Bicarbonate 
p.p.m. p.p.m. 
0. 0 1,246, 688.14* 
-1.0 3,960 ,390.0':>** 
o.o 429,030.00 
6,012 , 897.66** 72 ,539,3 3 . 2~f* 231,7S7 .22** 200 ,9ul , 'J38 .~ 184,054,S06.oo** 23 ,409. 04* 214,182.80 
5,498 ,140.66 1J,_, Oc':2 ,467 . ):::tll-'k 30,509.67** J.:? , JJ-'; ,278 .20** ~.5 ,230,33? . 00** 10,04').67 2,669,976. 90** 
2,248,0}'J.48 11 ,947 ,(0t; .29 2,59'J .67 
* Indicates significance at the 0. 05 1eYel. 
** Indicates significance at the 0. 01 level. 
41,064 ,L51. 20 57 ,295,507 .50 10, 016.67 165,657 .84 
1-" 
;:.. 
Appendix Table 9. Analysis of variance of soil characteristics of soil for A and B samples from four 
depths within each of ten Nuttall's saltbush areas on the salt-deserts of Utah 
~'.!ration 
Source D. F. pH Total sol- Extract Exchan.seable 
uble salts conductiJity Na me./lOOg. 
percenta6e K X 10 
Mean Squares 
"A" Sample 
Area 9 11, 626.36* 19.11** 7,1?C. 94** 
Depth 3 4,17C: . 23 28. 25** 13,197. Ou** 
Area x depth 27 4, c·76 . 5L 2.27 6;.,1.64 
"Bu Sample 
Area 9 lJ93 . ?l 9.04~~ 3,9;4 . oc;** 
Depth 3 42h . 23 38.85** 18 ,251 . 4Ji!-* 
Area x depth 27 11.'~? . 62 1.96 SI~L . l2 
* Indicates si~nificance at the O. OS level. 
-:t-* Indicates si.·nificance at the 0. 01 l evel. 
173.14** 
578 .00** 
23 . 89 
137 .61** 
510.57*A-
31.71 
B :1se o <change 
c :1p . me . / l OOg. 
364.47** 
103 . 24 
47 . 94 
cJ19 . 26** 
)4 . 013 
141.59 
Exchan..;:eable 
Na percentage 
2 ,651.16** 
19 ,612 .67•:t-
532.67 
3,240.11** 
17,666.00** 
704 . 33 
1-' 
.~. 
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Appendix Table 9. (cont . ) 
l.:i:me per-
centage 
739 . )3* 
272 . 67 
322.44 
1 1 190. 02M~ 
861. )7 
511.58 
Permeability 1/3 atmosohere 
;'1. lhr. percent1.oe 
3. 67** 
0.04 
0.95 
h.26 
1.50 
J.6e 
l,250.8h** 
986 .68 
375.73 
1,0G0.5l** 
1, 21) .62* 
2h9,64 
15 atmospheres 
percent abe 
Mean Sqaares 
295 . 56*~ 
122 . lh 
7LhC 
3'1...- • G5*-* 
251.15* 
71 . 10 
* 
Indicat~s sibnificance at the 0 . 05 l evel. 
** 
Indicates si~ificance at the 0. 01 level. 
Exchangeable 
K me./lOOg. 
Sh . 87** 
155 .08** 
5.40 
2.'3.93** 
20L.76** 
t;,}J 
Exchaneeable 
K percenta:;e 
Calcium 
p . p.:rn. 
951 . 36** ll , 260,3J5. SO** 
4 , 724 . /0{h~ 12, 5J3 ,778 . 9~~ 
1]4.92 2,72,,)02.99 
773.02** 20,4t;S,J97. 0** 
6J9 .22* 23 ,3 ) I ' 105. OD** 
11~0 .92 h, !. ;) , 37 1.! .62 
f-J 
C: 
Appendix Table 9. (cont.) 
:t.hgnesium 
p.p.m. 
f' odium 
p. p. m. 
Potassium 
p.p . :n . 
Chloride 
p. r.m. 
Mean Squar'.?s 
Sul fate Carbonate Bicarbonate 
p . p . C! . p . p . m. p .p . rn . 
864,742 .47** 113, "'7'J , 06h . ')0** 1,021 , 521. S6*-~ 1•, ", 5....,') ,9414 . 00** 443,672 , 7::>5 . ':>0*~~ 1.6 , 2144• 89 1,033 , j97 .22** 
l,OL2 ,547 .57** 20d ,950,468.90** 324 ,143. 00** 333 ,167 ,104 .90** 261 , 557 ,5Go . ~o~~ 36,124 . 67 316, 536. 67 
1J2 , Jc'l. 29 12 ,171 , 075 . 22 84,088. ()() 2~"' , 964 , 090 . 29 43 ,451 , 079.00 39, 295 . 04 293 , 01j . 07 
5 , o80,914.68*":t- 94, sn ;171. 1)*::;. 704, 630 . 67-~ 2?2 , 1. ~') ' 730.00** 4~4, 773,560. 00-J:-;:-
5,650 , 971. 56* 250, 67J.,Ji30. :?0lH. 232 ,b97 . 67*'; 59J , Ol2 , )Jo .OO** 5ul,l93 , 1 1tl2 . 00.;~-
1,593 , 76? . )6 20, ]')2 , 35" . 92 34, c;n . r;7 
* Indi cates ~ i nificance at the 0. 05 l evel. 
** Indi cat es si ·nificance at the 0.01 l evel. 
EP , 399, t:;BG .oo 65 , 208 , 950. ClO 
0. 0 634 , 091.36** 
o.o 1 ,131,273. S7** 
J. O 1e2 , 977 . 66 
...... 
• 
Appendix Table 10. Analysis of variance of soil characteristics of soil for A and B samples from four 
depths \':ithin each of ten gre%ewood areas on the r;alt-deserts of Utah 
saturation 
Source D. f. • pH Total sol- extract 
uble salts conduct~"'..ty 
percentage K X l 
---
Mean Squares 
"Au Samples 
Area 9 2) , 070. 59** 2) . 9~ 5, 702 . 1()** 
Depth 3 7,072.23 17. 7b-'a ') , 015 . LO~n'l-
Area x deoth 27 r , ~2~ . 40 l.SO 523 . 85 
"D" Sample 
Area 9 61 , r9 .67 20.65** b , :?3. 07lK-
Depth 3 39 ,OJL· . 90 13 . 3?** s 1 ..,7 , In' J ~ • lU .. 
Area x deoth '?7 JI ,Sll . J2 1.39 3?4. 61 
* Indi cates si ·ni~ic~nce at the 0 . 05 level. 
** Indicates si-ni 'ican~e at t he 0 . 01 level. 
· ----~--- ---Base 
Exchan ·eable ~xch~e c ap. Exchan~eable 
Na me ./l ~0g . me. Ov5 • Na percenta~e 
378. 29** 257 . 77 13 ,6)2.)3** 
)21.2!~* 91.03 11,474. 67** 
8) . 17 149. J) 1,948.18 
21.JS . ;;>o** 4r;0.31 7,367 .33** 
3.1) . ~2** lL . cL 9 ' 729 . 67*-~ 
1:3 . 40 2::'l..~ . 0} 9J8 . )0 
)-J 
~­
'Jl 
Appendix Tabl e 10. (cont . ) 
Lime !')er-
centaE;e 
Per ".eability 1/3 atmosphere 
ir. /hr percentat!.e 
15 atmospheres 
percenta~e 
ExchanJeable 
K me./lOC}t; . 
Mean Squares 
3 , h80 .6·3** 
l , 04J . OD-* 
305 . 78 
2,5S5.ll* 
1 , 049. 67 
1.!37 . 63 
2. 07 
1.59 
1. tJ9 
0. 82 
0.~6 
D. )2 
2 , 779 . 74** 222 . 02~;~-
2, 018 .92** 26?.12* 
1.!16. 26 66 .1.!6 
2, 455.60** 129.65 
1 , 4o7. 8J 190. J7it-
505 .09 63 . 71 
* Indicates significance at the 0.05 level. 
** Indicates significance at the 0. }1 level. 
22.01** 
117 . 68** 
6. 32 
Ll4 . J7~H< 
124.97*'-l-
8. 10 
Exchan.eable 
K percenta_;e 
Calcium 
p. p . m. 
6o2. 89·:1-* 6 ,uA?, 1 '5 . 11 
2 , 909 • .33** 28,699, 08) . 00** 
152. 67 1.! ,675 , 213.13 
1 , 312. JJ·:i-* 6,677,670.02 
3, J(>9 . 67*{f 13,542,056.23 
1[;1.09 h ,6S4,421. 80 
f: 
"' 
Appendix Table 10. (cont . ) 
Ya5nes·um 
p. p. m. 
Sodium 
p . p . m. 
Potass ·um 
p . p.rn. 
Chl oride S'..llfate 
!1 • r . m. p . p .r:l . 
Mean Squares 
1 16 , ),5 . 11~** 120, 'Y~O , J)l . IO** 17S, 4r;7 . 91-l("* 23~ , 1 :;3 , 6)G . OCl*~ 71 , )14, i.ll5 .10 
3j0 , 325 . 67** 95 ,630, ?13 . •0** 105 ,463 . 57* 129 , C01 , 241 . 50~~ 412, 9~5 , G43 . J0;:"* 
I ~. 4..J , 791.41 7 , c; ')? , 2 2 •J • •JO 32 , 3?5. 25 13 , 995 , ~p . 11 411 , 7?1 , 6' 4. 70 
Carbon..-:tte Bicar bonate 
P· P · :1 . p . p.m . 
I , J 2 , )11 , 36) . 5~** 
J . O 1 ,066 , 635 . 67 
0 .0 603 , 539 .10 
347,925 . 21~** 93 , 317 , ~C6 . 5DR-l( 313, )20 . CO·:ril- 2~ , 879 , 572 . 00-H 261 ,6~5 , 364.1')* 4, 356 . ')0 2, 307 , 05J .77·:H:-
!,75, 310 . 23* lJ , , Oll , 6l.-· . ~~H·· ~" 3 , 764 . 9)** 152, 6h2 ,hJ4 . 0Q~Hl- 247 , 229 ,425 . ')0 
112 , 2')7 .10 9, ')F , :;r, 7. 37 7 , 128 . r~l l 7 , JQ) , ?"'l. 2 
* Indicates si:ni~icanc& at the o.or l evel . 
~'H< Indic~tC>c; sicnificancl3 at the 0. ')1 1ev·~l. 
91 ,617 , ?45.50 
I , 356 , )0 1 , ) 1 11,127 • 33*-:1-
4, J9J . J4 3~5 , 305 . 85 
t-' 
.. · 
-J 
Appendix Table 11 . Mean values of soil constituents of soils collected und~r sagebrush fro~ ten areas 
from the salt-deserts of Utah 1/ 
Saturillon 
Area pH Total sol- extract Exchan ·eable Base exchant;e E:xchanbeable Lime per- Permeability 
~To. nble salts conductivity ~a me./lOOg . cap. me./lOOg . Na percenta.;e centa _,e in. /hr. 
percenta-e K X 1oJ 
- 2 C.2 0.27 0.8 2.1 12.4 20 20 2.49 
- 14 7.9 0.25 6.4 3. 3 17.1 20 19 0.64 
31 0.2 1.04 16.9 4.1 23.2 17 32 1.15 
- 37 8.5 ~).25 G.7 2.4 13.1 20 2S 0. 60 
50 0.3 J . 05 .. ') ~ ' .. . -...; 2 .o 17.9 12 3 0.37 
57 8.2 0.19 5.1 0.9 11.9 9 24 0.73 
62 8.0 0.15 3.6 1.1 20.9 6 24 0.19 
60 8.2 o.J6 2.6 1.2 16.1 8 21 0 .30 
- 69 5.0 0.55 1').6 J.? 17 .0 23 27 0 . 30 
- 72 8.J 0.38 7.6 4.6 19.3 23 17 0.06 
~I rJalues pre~cnted are an avera.:;e of eir;ht val11es, four depths and two samples in each area. 
1-' 
'-0> 
Appendix Table 11. (cont.) 
l/3 atmosphere 1S atmospher~s ~xchan ·enble Excha.'1;;eab1e Calcium M.::.bnesi1m Sodium 
percentage percentat;e K me. /l::JOg. Y. percenta~e p.p.m. p.p. r:- . p .p.rn. 
19.2 9.0 2.1 16 68 15 750 
Ut 27.6 9.4 2.6 15 61 12 737 
48.9 24.4 3.1 13 932 652 1,159 
~ ..... 
... 21.8 6.9 1.8 15 so 10 656 
19.0 9.8 1.1 6 32 12 225 
17 .8 8. 8 1.3 10 68 21 532 
2f3 .1 17. 3 4.6 20 163 33 394 
~ 27.1 5.7 ] .6 22 43 12 264 
- 44. 8 11.9 2.5 14 559 84 1,526 
- 32 .6 11.6 2.4 13 15J JB 946 
_, 
,) 
Appendix Table 11. (cont.) 
Potassium Chloride 
p .p . m. p. p.m. 
70 840 
78 023 
226 4,197 
- 73 739 
26 110 
60 572 
H39 152 
-157 224 
~ 147 2, 399 
93 903 
Sulfate Carbonate 
p.p.m. p.p.m . 
304 26 
260 28 
4 , 247 0 
249 38 
64 0 
383 2 
955 0 
152 0 
1 ,9~9 0 
1,169 0 
Bicarbonate 
p. p .m. 
-
535 
480 
4Sl 
328 
529 
480 
521 
544 
534 
)39 
t·" 
', 
i •• J 
Appendix Table 12. Mean values of soil constituents of soils collected under winte ·fat from ten areas 
from the salt-des rt~ of Utah 1/ 
Saturation 
Area pH Total sol- extract Exchan.-e tble Base exchan·e E"..<ch&.n 0 eable 
No. uble se>~'s cond'.lctivity Na me . /1 ')0~ . c:1p. me./100;: . Na percentage 
porconta~e K X 1oJ 
-
7 G.L a.6h 15. '5 4 . 9 15.1 33 
22 n .., ~ ·'- 1. SL 12 .5 L. 2 1)~ . 7 30 
35 8.3 0. 2!3 G. 2 3. :) 16.0 17 
LJ 5. 3 0.10 J.l 1.0 13 .3 7 
Ll G.O o. 30 6.6 2. J ?0 .6 11 
L2 13 . 3 o., -:; L. 2 o. ~ 13 .2 7 
h4 n.2 0.12 S. J l . 6 1~ . 0 10 
h) 7.9 0. '') 7.1 1.3 25 .6 5 
515 6.2 O.Sl 15. 7 2. ) 1L.7 17 
7J fl ") o.n 13 . 9 -: . ) lh .1 2L ..., . .... 
1/ Values presented :1.rc an avera_c of eight values, four depth:; from two sa'!lples in each r~a . 
j-.J 
. \ 
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Appendix Table 12. (cont.) 
Lime per- Permeability 1/3 atmosphere 15 atmospheres EXch~n e "ble Exchan~eable . -Calcium 
cent age m . /hr. pcrCf'nt.a,:e percentage K me./lOOg. K percentage p.p .m. 
--
22 1.03 23 .7 7. 9 J . O 20 456 
24 o.44 26.7 8. 5 1.4 9 224 
29 0 . 32 23.1 10.6 2.4 14 103 
12 0 ,02 14. 5 7.0 1.9 14 75 
11 0. 56 23.1 10.4 1.5 7 )01 
32 o. SJ 22 .4 8. ) ) . 0 23 54 
26 0.40 2o.s 0. 9 1.8 12 128 
13 0.37 26. 4 12 . S l.h s 385 
22 0.31 23 .0 9. 6 1.6 11 260 
24 o. h5 23 .6 8.2 2.7 19 115 
f--1 
•. 
~~ 
Appendix Table 12. (cont.) 
Magnes ium Sodbm Potassium 
p.p. rr. p . p . m. p . p.m. 
71 1,765 117 
104 1,705 82 
21 869 97 
26 19tl 74 
56 479 S2 
6J 298 182 
92 396 76 
56 . 273 51 
99 1 , 3r'2 67 
)8 1 f74 ,-. 164 
Chloride Sulfate 
p . p.m. p . ~ . m . 
1,799 2, ?.65 
1, 695 2, 028 
948 676 
212 170 
748 440 
)61 319 
517 JSO 
43t; 283 
1,692 845 
1,958 828 
Carbonate 
p.p.m. 
- - ·- -
27 
) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Bicarbonate 
p . p . m. 
447 
537 
441 
401 
464 
506 
462 
407 
440 
627 
, .... 
\,-l 
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Appendix Table 13. Mean values of soil constituents of soils collected under shadscale fr om ten areas 
from t he salt-deserts of Utah !/ 
Saturation 
Area pH Total sol- extr act Exchan;;~able Base exchan"'e Exchangeable 
No. uble s<~lts conductivity Ne. !!le . /100;:: . cap. me. /lOOg . Na per centage 
percenta e K X 1oJ 
-- 4 e.s 0. 60 12. 2 4. 2 15. 9 29 
28 S.6 1.12 25.4 6 . 8 25 . 2 26 
- 36 8. 0 1.49 29.2 5. 9 18 . ? 31 
43 8. 3 0 .18 4.1 1 . 5 16.2 10 
47 8. 2 0 . 26 5.2 1.8 15 . 8 12 
4fl 8.2 0 . 36 11.0 s.s 17 .4 32 
51 B.J 0.40 11.9 4. 8 21.4 22 
c':' 
',J C.l 0 . 55 14. 6 2. 9 20.6 14 
63 8. 0 0 .35 10.8 1.1 15.6 8 
66 8.5 0 .45 13.1 2. 9 11.8 24 
1/ Values presented are an averace of eight values , four depths from two samples in each area. 
t-' 
~i. 
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Appendix Tabl e 13. (cont.) 
Lime per- PenncAbility 1/3 atmosphere 15 at.11ospheres 
CAnt age i n . 'hr. per centa{!e percenta15e 
--·- --
21 0 -93 25.7 8.6 
26 0 . 81 )6.7 26. 7 
2h 0 . 20 29 .3 12.5 
37 J . 24 26 .4 12.) 
22 0 . 60 2·J . 6 10. 7 
18 0 . 04 22.5 1J. 8 
3 0 .10 21. 6 9-7 
20 0 .,31 24.0 10.6 
14 0 . GC 21.1 12. 0 
,'4 , . 1~ v .c; 10. 2 
Exchan7eoble Exchanoeable 
K me . l :lOf: . K per cente.ge 
).) 21 
).8 15 
2.7 15 
) . 4 21 
J .5 22 
3.0 17 
0 .8 4 
1.4 7 
) . 2 19 
1.1 11 
Calcium 
p. p.m. 
662 
989 
573 
79 
02 
122 
328 
329 
336 
783 
t-' 
'J' \ 
J1. 
A?pendix Table 13. (cont.) 
M..-'lbn~sinm Sodium Potassi un 
p . p.m. p. p . m. p. p . m. 
85 9hS' 1o8 
815 3,'>88 236 
105 3,493 1~e 
80 362 192 
60 ht35 154 
24 1,099 92 
28 1,109 28 
GJ 1,3n so 
140 478 140 
241 1 , ~09 1~7 
Chloride Sulfate 
p. p. r.- . p . p . m. 
1,386 1, 441 
5,222 5,642 
5,169 2,162 
529 295 
503 218 
1, ~04 877 
1,126 1, 257 
1,S'69 1 ,014 
l, ~52 194 
l .• OJC 3, 832 
Crtrbonate 
p . p . n . 
JB 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
Bicar bonate 
p. p.m. 
525 
644 
322 
566 
4C5 
641 
4)1' v~ 
404 
419 
419 
..... 
' 
Appen.iix Table 14. Mean values of soil const i t uents f or soils collected under Nuttal l 's saltbush from 
ten areas from the salt deserts of Utah !/ 
Area pH Tot al sol - Saturati on Exchan ~ed.ble Ba~e cxchanbe Exchangeable 
No. ubl e salts extr 'lct Na me . /l)Og . cap. rJe . /lOOg . Ua per centage 
perce,..,tae;;e conductivity 
K x lo3 
10 8.6 0.75 14.9 5. 5 17 .1 32 
34 8.1 1.90 38.7 5.6 20.1 28 
38 7.9 1.37 30.9 5.2 22 .0 23 
39 8. 2 0. 32 7.6 3. G 19.2 20 
56 J .3 0.56 14. 4 2.1 12 .7 18 
59 8. 3 0.32 8. 8 2. 8 1.3 .8 23 
61 '-~ • 2 1.45 )0.4 7. 3 21.0 34 
64 B.o 0. 23 6. 2 1.1 20 .4 6 
65 ~ . 2 1 • .:.' ?. 24.7 ~ .J 17 . ? 29 
67 n.o o. 79 16. 8 4.0 16.8 24 
!:/ Values presented aro an aver ace of e i ght val ues , f our dept hs f r om t wo sampl es i n each area. 
1-' 
V1. 
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Appendix Table 14. (Cont.) 
Lime PP.'M1'1,:>;)l)n ity 1/3 atmosphere 15 atmosphE"res 
percenta;:;c . I I percentage percentage 1 • 1r. 
22 . " • (,4 31.7 10.0 
27 1.11 33-3 16. 6 
20 0.22 J2.6 12.4 
17 o .OJ 33.2 11.6 
23 0 .44 20.9 9.1 
23 0 .42 21.2 9.2 
20 0 .31 20.2 15.1 
12 0 .30 25.2 11.4 
27 0 .40 22.2 14.3 
22 0 .38 29.6 9. 6 
Zxchan,€-aule Bxchan__;eable 
K me. l ::lOg • K percentace 
2.7 16 
4.4 21 
3. 0 14 
2.3 12 
1.6 12 
1.4 9 
3.7 17 
2.0 10 
2.1 12 
3.7 22 
Calcium 
p.p.m. 
485 
1,964 
456 
71 
167 
360 
1,023 
196 
911 
390 
,..... 
' l ( 
Appendix Table 14. (Cont.) 
Magnesium Sodium Potassiwn Chloride Sulfate Carbonate Bicarbonate 
p.p.m. p.p.m. p. p.m. p . p. m. p.p.m. p.p.m. p. p. m. 
106 1,871 109 2,306 1,932 54 512 
917 4, 362 498 6, 968 9,328 0 270 
290 3,472 186 5,756 1,922 0 358 
35 804 52 903 400 0 553 
100 1,442 55 1, 736 1,134 0 558 
74 945 54 1,025 1,)06 5 478 
182 4,048 309 3, 4C:4 7,178 0 335 
81 303 82 493 210 0 453 
237 2,926 150 2,92{ 5, o5B 0 246 
63 1,477 189 2,606 1, 729 0 595 
~ 
-, 
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Appendix Table 15. Mean values of soil constituents of soils collected under greasewood from 10 areas 
from the salt-deserts of Utah 1/ 
Saturation 
Area Total sol- extract Exchangeable Base exchange Exchangeable Lime per-
No. pH uble salts cond11cti vi ty Na me./100 g. cap.me./100 g. Na percentage cent age 
percenta.~e K X 113 
20 7.7 1.76 30.8 6.7 21.2 32 23 
25 9.0 1.07 21.1 7.5 16.6 50 12 
46 8.2 J .21 6.7 2. 6 19.1 13 6 
49 8.0 0.06 0 . 6 o.6 24.3 3 5 
52 8.3 0 . 53 15.4 5.2 15.5 34 9 
53 8.7 0. ?6 16.7 8.4 19.1 43 10 
54 8.3 0 .08 1.3 1.4 17.5 8 25 
60 8.2 0 . 27 7.0 J.8 19.5 19 25 
70 8.1 1.82 29.6 6.7 18.4 J6 22 
71 0.1 1. 76 24.8 4.8 20.5 25 27 
!/ Values presented are an averace of 8 values, 4 depths from 2 samples in each area. 
. .....
(" 
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Appendix Table 15. (Cont.) 
Permeability 
in. / hr. 
0.24 
0.26 
0.4h 
0.43 
0.12 
0. 01 
0.22 
0.09 
0.14 
0.13 
1/3 atnosphere 
percentace 
39.7 
27.2 
21.0 
21.5 
19.8 
26.8 
25.0 
27.6 
34.0 
42.8 
15 atmospheres 
percentabc 
13.7 
11.1 
9.4 
12.9 
10.4 
13.0 
13.1 
13.9 
11.7 
14.8 
Exchangeable 
K me./lOOg. 
2.1 
3.3 
2.0 
1.8 
1.7 
3.2 
2.8 
3.4 
3.3 
).6 
Exchanceable 
K percentage 
10 
18 
11 
7 
9 
17 
17 
18 
18 
lG 
Calcium 
p.p.m. 
1,077 
4h 
227 
83 
188 
100 
43 
45 
792 
878 
t-' 
C'\ 
t-' 
Appendix Table 15. {Cont.) 
l{agnesium 
p.p.m. 
269 
30 
34 
9 
52 
60 
26 
27. 
126 
148 
Sodium 
p.p.m. 
J,G34 
1,754 
465 
91 
1,590 
2,087 
264 
760 
4,306 
4,214 
Potassium 
p.p.m. 
129 
98 
56 
72 
58 
86 
83 
114 
268 
247 
Chloride 
p.p.m. 
5,680 
1,736 
426 
41 
1,565 
1,825 
154 
734 
5,917 
6,083 
Sulfate 
p.p.n. 
5,868 
904 
7o8 
40 
1,593 
1,572 
112 
450 
3,446 
3,lo6 
Carbonate 
p.p.m. 
0 
16 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Bicarbonate 
p.p.m. 
394 
773 
439 
408 
554 
940 
629 
679 
413 
423 
~_. 
..;, 
1\) 
